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US President Bill Clinton and
Republican nominee Bob Dole
arrived in Connecticut yesterday for

their first presidential debate. The
two were to meet last night at 3:00
a.m. Israel time for 90 minutes in

Hartford's Bushnell Theater to

answer questions posed by modera-
tor Jim Lehrer of the Public
Broadcasting Service. Full story,

Pace 4 PM Binyamin Netanyahu smiles at US Secretary of State Warren Christopher during yesterday’s press conference in Jerusalem. (Reuter)
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US-brokered Erez talks underway
UTS
ire

ARIEH O'SULLIVAN

THE much publicized talks at the Erez
checkpoint convened last night with the

understanding that they will be virtually

continuous until solutions are found.

Both sides brought radically different

agendas to the talks, with Israel focusing on
the Hebron redeployment and adjustments

to security arrangements, -and »*he

Palestinians aiming to implemenrthe entire

agreement w ithout changes.

“Today, we started the talks of the steering

committee, after a difficult crisis which per-

haps harmed the basis of the Oslo agree-

ment and the peace process itself, and that is

the base of faith and a sense of partnership.

We will have to rehabilitate it through ges-

tures ofgood will in order to renew this net-

work of faith,” said former chief of general

staffDan Shomron, head of the Israeli dele-

gation.

It was decided to immediately convene
committees that will deal with Hebron rede-

ployment, the economy, and military and
civilian matters.

“We intend to work at a hasty pace to

reach an agreement in all these areas, so that

we can continue with the Oslo agreement.

Understandably, these committees have a
need to see non-violence and reciprocity, so
that the process can continue and solutions

can be found,” Shomron said.

His sentiments were echoed by Saeb
Erekat, the head of the Palestinian delega-

tion.

“We have witnessed events in the past few
days which show how important the peace
process Is, and we are determined to pre-

serve die peace process and to give it every

chance it deserves.” Erekat said. T know
that Palestinians and Israelis will under-

stand that we are able to put the peace
process on track, when we start implement-
ing the agreements on the ground.

“We are determined to end violence by
eradicating all die causes which led to it ...

and to tty to solve our differences by nego-
tiations,” Erekat said.

Shortly after the two-and-a-half-hour

meeting convened, Israel announced steps

(Continued on Page 2)

US Secretary of State Warren
Christopher and Prime Minister
Binyamin Netanyahu held a joint

press conference yesterday after-

noon. at which both talked of
“adjustments” in the interim

agreement with the Palestinians,

while remaining within the frame-

work of the overall agreement.

The twomet in Jerusalem before

die start of the talks with the
Palestinians at the Erez check-

point They also held meetings
with their expanded negotiating

teams and separately.

Between meeting Netanyahu
and traveling to the Gaza Strip

later in the day to see Palestinian

Authority Chairman Yasser

Arafat, Christopher repeatedly

stressed the urgency of reaching

“concrete results as soon as possi-

ble."

“A context would be the existing

agreements. The steps for imple-

mentation need to be taken within

the four comers of the agreement.

Bui it's a practical agreement
which can take into account
changed circumstances resulting

from the tragic events of last

week. I think the prime minister

was clear with me that he wants to

do things that are permitted by the

agreement, that are consistent with

the agreement, and that will be in

the best interests of both parties,”

Netanyahu said.

“Wedid not propose opening the

agreement. We suggested that,

within the confines of the existing

agreement, adjustments be made,”
he told the news conference.

“We're going to raise only those

things that are truly intended to

make the agreement work,”
Netanyahu said. “Especially those

things we think are warranted by
the events, the terrible events, of
last week which cast a shadow of
course which has to be dispelled.”

In Gaza. Christopher picked up
on this point.

“One of the the things that has

been clarified during my visit here

is that the parties intend to negoti-

ate within the four comers of the

agreement," he said. “They do not
seek to modify.”
Asked if he was reassured by

this, Arafat said “We'll wait and
see”

Palestinian chief negotiator Saeb
Erakal said the Palestinians might
seek international arbitration “if

the Israelis come to tell us they
want to change the agreement.”

Arafat indicated in an interview

with Palestinian television that he
is not interested in changes. “We
are asking for implementation, pre-

cise implementation,” Arafat said
Christopher said after meeting

Arafat that the situation between
Israel and the PA was still danger-

ous although tensions had eased.

“The situation has eased some-
what ... but it is still a dangerous
situation ” he said. “Chairman
Arafat told me he was doing
everything he could to ensure that

(Continued on Page 2)

Left, right reverse roles over
boundaries of protest
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THE left and right exchanged angry

recriminations over the boundaries

of protest, and what constitutes

incitement yesterday. It was a star-

tling reversal of roles the two sides

played over the last four years.

This time it was the left calling for

“creative forms” of protest, and the

right saying that this verges on

“incitement.” Up until die May elec-

tions, the right was calling far civil

disobedience, and the left branding

this incitement and even sedition.

The war of words was sparked by

a document written by Merctz MK
Dedi Zucker, and reported in

Sunday’s Ha'aretz, that called for

more creative means of protest,

arguing that the traditional large

protests or 1 vigils have lost their

effectiveness.

Zucker said yesterday that he is

not calling for mass civil disobedi-

ence, but for exactly the opposite of

what Zo Artzenu did daring the

Labor government, including block-

ins major traffic arteries.

Zo .Artzenu heads Shmuel Sacked

and Moshe Feiglin are on trial for

sedition for organizing these acts.

Zucker said his ideas are for civil

acts that do not harm anyone eise.”

Amone the ideas are for universi-

ty students and professors to strike

and hold gatherings; for parents not

to send their children to school for

several days a week; for high school

students to stop studies at nom and

hold rallies outside then: schools

and for drivers to stop their cars lor a

few minutes during key Knesset

votes or critical cabinet sessions.

*5ked whether this latter sugges-

tion is not the same as blocking

roads, Zucker said tte»deaisfor fee

SsTo pull offto the side oftbe road.

TLa he said the striking professors

make up their classes the next

Regardless, Communications

Minister Limpr

that what Zucker proposed be sub-

"Bemstein winners

k'FLLEY Nassief, a 29-year-old

American soprano and 34-year-o£

Romanian- mezzo soprano Carmen

rwisanu last night were named

wSSs of the Leoraid Bemstem

i,»nKatetn International Qratona and

HERB KEINON
and SARAH HON1G

mitied to Attorney-General Michael

Ben-Yair for his scrutiny.

“What he proposed - regardless of

whether or not he labels it civil dis-

obedience - is civil disobedience.

This is patently illegal and also con-

stitutes severe incitement,” she said.

Prime Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu also joined the fray,

telling the Likud Knesset faction fear

“despite what is sometimes reflected

in the press, there is a far broader

consensus among us. However, even

the impression lent by certain people

in the opposition can lead outsiders

to assume that Israel will cave in to

Labor PM
continuing
incitement

PRIME Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu is continuing to

incite, as he did in the demon-

stration in Jerusalem’s Zion
Square a year ago, MK Dalia

Italic, tbe head of Labor's

response team, said yesterday.

Itzik was referring to

Netanyahu's statement to the

Likud’s Knesset faction mem-
bers yesterday, in which he

said that some of the opposi-

tion “apparently have a prob-

lem with the law,” and that the

opposition’s statements may
give the impression that Iaael

would give in to pressure.

Itzik said Netanyahu's

attacks on the opposition are a

“filthy attempt to cover up for

his failures from the beginning

ofMs term as prime minister:”

Michal Yudelman

pressure. The impression of polar-

ization and deep splits invites greater

pressure, while the impression of
unity and resolve moderates the

appetite to impose pressure, includ-

ing pressure that is inherently illegit-

imate. I understand that parts of the

opposition have a problem with the

law, but The good of the nation mist
be kept in mind.”

ZoArtzenu’sSackettsaid “the left

has the foil democratic right to

protest using non-violent civil dis-

obedience, and I am certain that if it

does so, the protesters won’t be beat-

en up nor indicted for sedition as we
were.”

Meanwhile, MK Uzi Landau,
chairman of the Knesset Foreign

Affairs and Defense Committee,
charged tfrwt signs hoisted during the

left’s demonstration in Jerusalem on
Saturday night reading “The mur-
derer wan,” and “Did you murder
and also inherit?” (a quote from I

Kings) constituted “outright incite-

ment against the government and the

prime minister, and this from people

who claimed that it was the Likud’s

icitement with resulted in

the murder of Yitzhak Rabin.”

Meretz leader Yossi Sand, in a

radio interview, responded to

Landau, saying: “Even at die height

of our concern and pain, I can

promise that we will not call

Netanyahu a traitor or murderer, will

not dress him up in an SS mriform,

and will not sentence him to din

rodef. In our garden, doe win not

sprout a Yigal Amir.

“It would be better for Landau to

deal wife his garden. I suggest feat

T andan and Ms friends not prepare

fee ground far fee nextpolitical mur-

der; and he - as bead of fee Foreign

Affairs and Defense Committee -
knows feat fee target for fee next

rrmrrW is not someone from the

right.”

Michal Yudelman contributed to

this report
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ENGLISH-LANGUAGE JERUSALEM
AND HAIFA DIRECTORIES,

TO BE DISTRIBUTED ON 11.10.1996.

JORDAN EGYPT

SINAI ISRAEL
UEeuUearitinerstia . - - ...

JORDAN: AH envmigk loan gaoimeed
- i mgh: m ran

SINAI A EGYPT: BcS hotelpackages

The Golden Pages is now publishing the Jerusalem and Haifa Yellow Pages Directories in English.

The new directories includes the most up dated business Listings for the Jerusalem and Haifa areas.

New you too can find any business you are looking for in the easiest quickest and most convenient way.
Now you too can let your fingers do the walking.

The Yellow Pages will be sent free to ail Jerusalem Post subscribers, and will be distributed free

to anyone buying the paper on 11 October, Ask your newsagent for your directory.

idr?- lasrif vcaJssi>

LET YOUR FINGERS DO THE WALKING

5S*«.J007
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Mubarak warns against

renegotiating agreement
CAIRO (Reuter) - Egyptian President Hosni

Mubarak said yesterday that Israel’s insistence on

renegotiating issues it had agreed upon with

Palestinians was dangerous and could throw the

region into catastrophe.

But the Egyptian leader said in a television inter-

view, just hours before Israel and the Palestinians

were to resume peace talks in the Gaza Strip, that he
hoped the two sides could find a way to implement

their peace agreements.

The Gaza talks, with the participation ofUS Middle
Past envoy Dennis Ross, center mi Israeli redeploy-

ment from Hebron delayed since March by Islamic

suicide bombings that killed 59 people and. by Israeli

security concerns.

“There are agreements that were signed with the

late prime minister Yitzhak Rabin and Shimon Peres.

Netanyahu came along and does not want to imple-

ment them. He says be wants to implement diem and
that he is committed but until now there is nothing,”

Mubarak said.

"He says let's start negotiations. But negotiations

on what? I know that the talks that should start are

those on the final status of the issue but redeployment

from Hebron has already been talked about and fin-

ished in difficult negotiations and they reached agree-

ment and even the means to implement them.

‘The principle of renegotiation is a dangerous one.

These are agreements that are internationally recog-

nized that were signed here in Egypt and in the

United States. One must respect diem or there will be

a catastrophe," Mubarak added.

Mubarak boycotted the Washington summit which

led to the Erez talks because -of what he called Israel’s

intransigence and its' poor treatment of Palestinians.

Mubarak said the Washington talks- deemed a fail-

ure by Palestinians, Arabs and most Europeans -
could have achieved more if Netanyahu had been
more flexible.

“If be [Netanyahu] had more political flexibility

they would have been able to achieve more than they

did in Washington."

Syria urges Arab states to halt

normalization with Israel
DAMASCUS - Syrian Defense

Minister Mustafa Has yesterday

warned that there was a real threat

to the region’s stability because of

Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu’s policies.

Speaking at the anniversary of
the Yom Kippur War, Has accused

Israel of blocking the peace

process and urged Arab states to

halt all forms of normalization

with Israel.

“Netanyahu has been bearing the

drums of wan..and what is hap-

pening in the region warns of a

real threat to die peace process and

News agencies

stability in the region,” Has told

the ruling party newspaper al-

Baaih.

“If Netanyahu implements his

threats and carries out a military

adventure, he will, for sure, regret

because Israel will pay heavy loss-

es that it can not bear,” he stud.

He said that Netanyahu’s refusal

to return the Golan Heights made
it impossible for peace talks to be
held.

Has said war broke out in 1973
with Israel because the situation
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One year since

the unforgettable

JACOB ARNON
left US

Michlalah -

Jerusalem College

The Family

’nun’ iiran

The Administration, Faculty and Students
will observe the Shloshim of their beloved

Friend & Benefactress

SANDRA PINSKYn-i.
in the presence of her Husband, Son, Family and Friends

today, October 7, 1996 (25 Ttehrel 5757), at 8:30 p.m.

in the Cymberknopf Synagogue at the College's Campus
in Bayit Vegan

At which time the students of our

Linda Pinsky School for Overseas Students (Fro)

will conduct a Siyum of the

min 'mom reran

in her Memory

We announce with sorrow the passing of

ELISABETH KLEIN
. n6e Schwarz

(Sevlus, New York, Jerusalem)

The funeral took place on Sunday, October 6, 1 996.

The Family

With deep sorrow we announce the passing

of our beloved father and grandfather

Rev. Dr. LOUIS C. GERSTEIN w
devoted Rabbi of

Congregation Shearith Israel, New York City.

Dr. Jared D. Gersteln
Abigail and Dan Chill

Benjamin Gersteln
Llat and Jordan Chill

Caleb and Henry Chill

LEAH NEUSTADTER >«

Her sister, Naomi Sinnet,

will sit shiva at her residence at the RamatTamir HoteUgusatem^

Mrs. ELIZABETH KLEIN
Ttefenbrunn Family
Efrat and U.SA

between Israel and its Arab neigh-
bore was unclear.

“The October war was a neces-
sary and correct option after the

situation of ’no war, no peace’
which the Zionist enemy tried to

impose on Arabs," Has said.

“Arabs are able to overcome
their differences and implement
options that would enable diem to

face dangers and challenges to

return their rights,” he said.

Syria, he aid, remained com-
mitted to the principle of land-for-

peace as the basis for an Aiab-

Israeli peaceful settlement.

Settlers to

support PM
but protest

redeployment
in Hebron

HERB KE1NON

A GROUP of settlement

activists met in Hebron yester-

day and decided chat, for the

time being, they will demon-
strate in support of Prime
Minister Binyamin Netanyahu,
and against.IDF redeployment in

Hebron.;;,

Last riigkC settler representa-

tives .were dispatched tojErcz-
checkpoint UTscreen for journal-

ists a video they marie prior to die

recent violence in which they pre-

dicted that Palestinians would
open fire on soldiers and civil-

ians.

David Wilder, a spokesman for

the Hebron settlement, said that

beyond this, a large demonstra-

tion in support of Hebron is

planned within the next two
weeks.
Meanwhile, Peace Now,

which has organized numerous
anti-government protests since

the violence broke out in the

territories two weeks ago, has

planned a protest against the

government’s policies opposite

the Knesset today, to coincide

with the scheduled Knesset
debate.
Regarding the right’s protest,

Wider said the purpose is to

make people aware that “we are

expecting Netanyahu to live up to

his promises, and not abandon
Hebron,” he said. “We support

Netanyahu, and oppose plans tbe

previous government made to

remove the army from Hebron.

No Palestinians should be armed
in the city.”

Wilder said that the

Hebron/Kiryat Arba settlers are,

at this time, not planning any
drastic action. "We have had
various plans sitting around for

a couple of years, but with the

changing times, the effective-

ness of these plans has dimin-
ished.”

Wilder confirmed that the plans

no longer deal with the possibili-

ty of removing the Jews from
Hebron, something which has

currently dropped off die national

agenda.

As far as what action they

could take to prevent an IDF
withdrawal. Wilder said: “An
IDF pullout is almost impossible

to combaL If the IDF decides to

pull out. it will be very difficult

to stop them.
“We will cross that bridge when

we get to it, but now we are try-

ing to ensure that we don't get to

that bridge.”

Meanwhile, Zo Artzenu, the

group thatwas at the forefront of a
civil disobedience campaign
against the Labor government,
will meet on ^fednesday night to

discuss plans for a campaign to get

the prime minister to completely

scratch the Oslo agreements, as

well as establish a commission of
inquiry into the violent events of a
week ago, and into tbe whole Oslo
process.

“We are Dying to end the Oslo

accords,” said Shmuel Sacked,

one of tbe group’s leaders. “Tbe
only way is to prove, through a
commission of inquiry, that the

process is rotten, smells, is illegal,

and win lead to tbe death of more
Israelis."

An IDF chaplain and a soldier gather op holy books that were burned daring tbe recent attack on Joseph’s Tomb in Nablns.

ODF Spokesman)

PM denies deadline for negotiations
NO target dale has been fixed for the conclusion SARAH HON1G Our intention, be said “is_sincerely to move

of mHre with the Palestinian Autborfey, Prime ahead in the negotiations ~ We are not kidding

Minister Binyamin Netanyahu told members of and on general security arrangements, not only ourselves. Hus will not be a simple and

the Likud Knesset faction yesterday. for Hebron but pertaining to all agreements uncomplicated negotiating process ...The other

The talks “will end when the secure future of with the PA, in light of die massive fire by the side must honor the agreements, live up to its

tbe Jews in Hebron and the safe access to Palestinian Police against Israeli soldiers and side of file bargain, and help implement securi-

Jewish holy places in the city will have been civilians.” ty arrangements.”

achieved,” he said. So far as Hebron is concerned, be went on. What occurred recently, he said, was “a basic

Netanyahu stressed that “contrary to some “we are focusing cm two objectives: die safe- violation of die accords, which must be cor-

reports, no deadlines have been fixed far the guarding nfthe oldest Jewish community in the reeled. It is impossible to imagine progress

talks,” which will concentrate “on redeploy- world and of the holy places which are among without die necessary corrections and arrange-

ment in Hebron in light of the new situation the most sacred to Jews die world oven” merits to prevent a recurrence."

news im brief

Former cop indicted for bribe-taking
Tel Aviv District Court indicted a farmer Petah Tikva police * i
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Yezumba, according to die charge sheet, received sexual favors and .JNOBW YQRK {Retflfcx)..-’ Prime Minister Binyamin -Netanyahu .

:

SARAH HON1G

and on general security arrangements, not only

for Hebron but pertaining to all agreements

with the PA, in light of the massive fire by the

Palestinian Police against Israeli soldiers and
civilians.”

So far as Hebron is concerned, be went on,

“we are focusing cm two objectives: die safe-

guarding ofthe oldestJewish community in the

world and of the holy places which are among
the most sacred to Jews die world oven”

NEWS IN BRIEF

Former cop indicted for bribe-taking
Tel Aviv District Court indicted a farmer Petah Tikva police

intelligence officer yesterday on counts of disrupting an
investigation and accepting bribes from a hrotbel owner. Yebezleiel

Yezumba, according to die charge sheet, received sexual favors and
other bribes from brothel owner Yehid ShohadL
A publication ban on the case was lifted yesterday with the

indictment of both Yezumba and Shohad, who was charged with
giving bribes. According to the indictment, Shohad bought
Yezumba household items in return for police mfhrmarinn and paid
him off with sexual favors granted by his employee prostitutes.
The pair deny all charges. Rome Marcus

^Missing cabbie found in coffee shop
Rebovot cabbie Dior Pollack, 48, who was reported missing on
Saturday morning, was found yesterday evening in an F-flat coffee
shop. IBs car was found earlier in die day.

Pollack had reportedly told one of the workers in the coffee shop
that he had come to EOal to commit suicide. Tbe worker then called

die police. Pollack was found to have taken a large quantity of
valium. He was also searched and a loaded gun was found in his

possession. He was taken to a hospital in Eilat. /tint
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Clinton hails resumption
of Mideast talks

(Continned from Page 1)

to case tbe closure. These includ-

ed allowing 2,000 Palestinians

laborers into tbe Erez industrial

zone, and loosening tbe closure

around Tulkarm.

Tbe meeting took place on the

Israeli side of tbe Erez check-
point, which 10 days earlier was
the scene of bloody gun battles

between IDF troops and
Palestinian Police.

The Israeli team was briefed by
Prime Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu, who instructed its

members to tell their Palestinian

counterparts that the gun battles

which killed over 70 people,

including 13 soldiers, created a
totally new situation and that the

Palestinians had to take this into

account
The negotiators were also

instructed to re-tool the agree-

ment to redeploy from Hebron,
with demands to set up “demilita-

rized zones” in the city and IDF
emplacements surrounding it,

which would be able to give aide

to Hebron's Jewish residents in

an emergency.
Tbe US was represented by

special Middle East coordinator

Dennis Ross. Consul-General in

Jerusalem Edward Abingdon, and
Ambassador Martin Indyk.

On the Israeli team were OC
Planning Branch Maj.-Gen.
Shaul Mofaz, and Maj.-Gen.
Oren Shahor, coordinator for
activities in tbe territories.

Cabinet Secretary Danny Naveh,
Foreign Ministry representative

Ya’acov Bardugo, and Brig.-Gen.

David Agmon, who represented

tbe Defense Ministry, also partic-

ipated.

The Palestinians included

Palestinian Authority Minister for

Civilian Affairs Jamil Tarifi and

Jibrii Rajoub, head ofPalestinian
Preventive Security on the West
Bank.
Tbe meeting was mainly a pub-

lic relations event, with tbe real

work set for today.

Two committees were formed,

one to deal with Hebron, which
will convene on the Palestinian

side of the Erez checkpoint Tbe
media will be barred from cover-

ing those talks. Chi Wednesday, a

second committee dealing with

civilian matters is to convene.

Both sides are seeking changes
on the ground. Tbe Palestinians

want guarantees that Israel will

not enter tbe autonomous West
Bank cities, and promises of
“safe-passage” roads liking them
with die Gaza Strip. They also

want complete control over die

Dahaniya airport near Rafiah, but

Israel wants to maintain overall

security.

High on die agenda is Hebron.
The Palestinians are seeking a

date for the IDF withdrawal from
Palestinian sections of die city,

which according to the Oslo
accords should have taken place

last March. But the government
says die agreement is fundamen-
tally flawed. It wants to renegoti-

ate security arrangements and
ensure that Palestinian Police are

not armed with assault rifles, but

only with pistols.

CHAUTAUQUA. New York
(Reuter) - President Bill Clinton

yesterday hailed the resumption

of talks between Israeli and
Palestinian negotiators and said

the United States would do every-

thing possible to help.

‘The president calls on the par-

ties to conduct these discussions in

a spirit of partnership and good-
will in order that tangible results

be achieved as soon as possible,”

tbe White House stud in a state-

ment
“Israelis and Palestinians

deserve to fulfill their aspirations

for peace, security and prosperi-

ty,” tbe White House said in the

statement which was released in

the western New York town where
Clinton was preparing for yester-

day’s debate with Republican
presidential nominee Bob Dole.

“These talks are expected to
continue until major outstanding
issues are resolved,” the White
House said. "The United States

will do everything possible to
assist the parties to achieve early
progress."

“[Secretary of State Warren]
Christopher’s meetings today wife
the Israeli and Palestinian leader-
ship demonstrate the commitment
of the United States to foster
rapid, tangible progress toward
lasting peace," it said.

Clinton also sent a cable to
Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin and
Palestinian Authority Chairman
Yasser Arafat, saying be believed
the peace process could now
progress, after the violence was
halted and both sides expressed a
willingness to return to the negoti-
ating table.

Spring arrives to assert
EU role in peace process

News agencies

HEBRON
(Continued from Page 1)

calm would remain.
I think it’s essential that both

parties in the negotiations emerge
as winners, otherwise both will be
losers.”

Netanyahu made a point of
stressing that the security arrange-

ments Israel is demanding will

ensure the agreements will be ful-

filled and will serve the interests

of both sides.

He said a satisfactory conclu-
sion to the negotiations would be
to determine a date which would
then allow swift implementation
of the agreement.

He denied having given a con-
crete date to US President Bill

Clinton during last week's meet-
ing in Washington. He also reject-

ed a suggestion that Christopher’s
visit could be seen as US pres-
sure.

T think it's possible to achieve
this in good faith, and I dunk it’s

possible to achieve it rapidly in

good forth. But, of course, good
faith is required by both sides. I

assure you we bring it to our side
of the table, and I'd like to believe
the other side will act in tbe same
way. And if that is the case, then
we’ll move speedily, but I’m not
[stating] a date. I’m [stating] a
conclusion,” be said.

Christopher is scheduled to
meet with Foreign Minister David
Levy and President Ezer
Weizman before leaving the
region today. US peace negotiator
Dennis Ross will remain in the
area to monitor the developments.

IRISH Foreign Minister Dick
Spring arrived here yesterday to
secure a role for the European
Union in the peace process.
“The EU wants me to take a

strong message to die Israelis and
Palestinians that Europe wants to
see the Middle East peace accords
respected,” Spring said on depar-
ture.

Spring, whose country holds the
current EU presidency, met Prime
Minister Binyamin Netanyahu and
Foreign Minister David Levy
upon his arrival last night
Levy said after the meeting that

be had told Spring that die success
of the negotiations depends on
maintaining security and prevent-
ing violence and incitement
“lam happy that Mr. Spring said

Europe has no intention of inter-
fering. but rather intends to
encourage the two sides to
advance towards implementing
agreements, he said. “Anyonewho takes a stand against one side
or the other is not contributing to
advancing the process, and I am^ad this was made unequivocally

Spring, responding to Israeli andUS concern about EU criticism of
Israel, promised he would be
even-handed, but said
Netanyahu’s government could
make a gesture.

, there is plenty of room
for initiative to be taken by the
Israeli government,” he told Irish
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radio before leaving Ireland.
Sipring said an IDF withdrawal

from Hebron, as stipulated in the
peace accords, was one possible
gesture and said he would also be
discussing the opening of the
Hasmonean Tunnel.
But the Israeli government also

nad legitimate concerns about
security which have to be
addressed." he said.
T want to be even-handed," said

Spring, whose hastily arrangedmP was mandated by an EU sum-
nmwhich ended late on Saturday -

He declined to say whether he
pended to meet Palestinian
Authority officials in Orient
House.

* k? c.
Netanyahu government has

told Spring it would frown upon
such a, meeting, out of fear that it
would be seen as support for
Palestinian claims to Jerusalem.
He was also expected to confer

wth US Secretary of State Warren
Christopher.

Meanwhile, French officials said
that the EU must have a bigger
role in promoting diplomatic
efforts to achieve peace.
Foreign Minister Herve de

Ckarette, speaking after an EU
summit in Dublin, told France-3
television: "Europe showed in
Dublin that it had tilings to say.
PresidentJacques Chirac and I had
to insist, because for the first time
there was a demand.”
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Restraining

order issued
against

Clalit strike
Peretz decides to intervene

JUDY SIEGEL

7*^- Aviv Labor Court yesterday
issued a restraining order a strike
by Kupat Holim Oalit’s 5,000
maintenance and administrative
workers, who had planned to hold
a 24-hour warning strike starting
at 7 a_m. The strike was to have
instituted a reduced weekend
schedule in all Clalit hospitals and
community clinics.

Judge Rami Cohen said that
“participation in such a strike is
forbidden and anyone who vio-
lates the order may find himself
accused of contempt of court.'’
No union representative was

present at the bearing, although
they had been invited.

The union is upset about man-
agement’s alleged decision to

Bezeq denies
cutting off Internet

service to Palestinians
JUDY SIEGEL

BEZEQ yesterday denied claims by a Ramallah newspaper that it had
“cut off” Internet lines to Judea and Samaria.
The newspaper, El-Iyyam, said disruptions in the lines began with the

violence in die territories 10 days ago and have rinra deteriorated even
more.

Palestinian Internet subscribers number several thousand and include
Palestinian Authority institutions, civil rights groups and universities, as
well as individual users.

Bezeq spokeswoman Ayala Bar, however; flatly rejected the story, say-
ing Bezeq does not supply internet services and dins cannot cut than off.

Access to the computer network is supplied by commercial firms,

which use phone lines provided by Bezeq. The problem resulted from
difficulties with a regular phone line belonging to an Internet supplier in

eastern Jerusalem, Bezeq said.

Company technicians, accompanied by a Bezeq official in charge of
northern Jerusalem, went to the site to fix the breakdown. Bezeq offi-

cials met with the director-general of the Planet Internet server compa-
ny and offered backup lines in case of a breakdown.
Bezeq said that heavy Internet users should order special lines, as ordi-

nary ones are not suited to transmit data at high speeds._
NEWS IN BRIEF

Ashkeion man shot by 3-year-old son
An Ashkeion man was seriously wounded yesterday when he was
shot by his three-year-old son, who started to play with the cocked

pistol his father had left on the table. The man was taken to Barzilai
Hospital. Jhm

Security men suspected of shooting at a wall
Two men who work for a company which provides security on the

new road from Jerusalem to Gush Etzion were arrested Saturday

night on suspicion of causing panic by firing their weapons at a

wail for their own amusement
The two were arrested after a driver complained of hearing

shots, and thought he was being fired upon. An investigation

revealed that the two had fired their guns at a security wall in the

areaL They were released on bail, with police examining the

possibility they may have been responsible for similar incidents

over the past two weeks. tdm

Man held for robbing 10-year-old
A Nahariya resident 41. was remanded for two days yesterday by

the Haifa Magistrate’s Court on suspicion of snatching a 10-year-

old boy’s piggy bank.
_ , .

Police told the court that the suspect came to the boy s house and

asked for a donation for a children’s institution. The boy, whose

parents were not home, went and got his piggy bank and came back

to the door. The man then snatched die bank and fled. Idm

MDA cancels mobile ICU in Western Galilee

Magen David Adorn is cancelling its mobile intensive care unit

service in the Western Galilee today, due to NIS 800,000 in debts

by the local authorities and Kupat Holim Clalit. The unit has been

stationed in KarmieL
. .... vrTO

According to MDA, the Nahanya Municipality owes NIS
-^5 000, the Acre Municipality NIS 163,000, and the health fund

NIS 164.000. MDA said it appealed to the municipalities to pay

their debts, but received no response. Judy Siegel

Terror victim thanks
Shaare Zedek after

six months oftreatment
JUDY SIEGEL

A 20-YEAR-OLD soldier who

was critically injured in the

February 25th Jerusalem bus

bombing appeared last night

before Shaare Zedek Hospital sup-

porter to thank them for saving

^Michal Halevy, hospitalized for

three months in intensive care and

now undergoing rehabilitation^

»he Jerusalem hospital, appeared

at the Ot Hanagid award dinnerm

f whUlchair. But She noted that

•This is a great improvement on

mv situation compared to toe ~
5, I arrived” at the hospital

unconscious and without any

nulse or blood pressure.
P
Emergency room doctors who

Beared her said tbarseveral times

they had to cancel orders for abed

jnOTS'O' as ihey djdn t thnfc sbe

would survive 3 few minutes

more. But she did.

“The close relationship between

me and the staff still remains, and

thev call, come to visit me and are

interested in my heal* todaytoo,

she said, voicing her appreciation

for doctors at the intensive care

unit and Shaare Zedek nurses who

cared for her.

The Ot Hanagid award was pre-

sented to Weizmann Institute

geneticist Prof. Leo Sachs for his

outstanding contribution to the

study of cancer.

NEWS

Criminal registry to exclude acquittals,

cases closed without indictment

replace die 300 logistics branch
workers with employees supplied
by an outside contractor. In addi-
tion, the union says hundreds of
other external workers will be
brought in through manpower
agencies, and radiology and scan-
ning services would be provided
by institutes outside die health
fond.

Histadrut chairman MK Amir
Peretz decided yesterday to inter-
vene personally in the dispute and
invite Clalit management to
respond to workers * complaints. In
addition, the coordinating com-
mittee of the Histadint's trade
union department will meet urgent
to discuss the “poor labor rela-
tions” in the health fond.

POLICE investigations which were closed
without an indictment or which resulted in
an acquittal will no longer be part of the
criminal registry, but will be kept in a sepa-
rate database oodcr a different name, the
state promised the High Court of Justice
yesterday.

The court was hearing two petitions
against the way the criminal registry is cur-
rently managed, by Pinhas Fishier, who was
briefly Prime Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu’s bureau chief, and a man iden-
tified as A-A..

Fishier resigned due to press beat over his
“criminal record,” which consists of seven
files that were all dosed without an indict-
ment.

Currently, the criminal registry lists not
only everyone who has ever been convicted
of a crime, but virtually everyone who has
ever had a complaint filed against Him- This
includes people who were tried and acquit-
ted, people with investigations or (rials

pending against them, people whose cases
were closed due to lack of public interest,

and people whose cases were closed due to
insufficient evidence.
All this information is available to lists of

people and institutions defined by law,
*

though the lists are much longer for con-
victed criminals or people with pending
cases than for people whose cases have

EVELYN GORDON

been closed. Information on the latter can
be accessed only by die security services,
the State Attorney’s Office, and the state’s

criminal evaluation service.

Fishier and A_A. raised a variety of argu-
ments - that the police should not be
allowed to keep such records at all; that if it

were allowed to keep them, it should not be
allowed to show than to other government
bodies; and that all lists except convictions
should be kept separately from the criminal
registry, since a “criminal record” stigma-
tizes the person in question.

In response, government attorney Shai
Nitzan argued that these records were not
only legal, but necessary. For instance, he
said, the police might decide not to prose-
cute a one-time petty shoplifting case, but
change its mind if. the culprit committed
several such crimes. It therefore needs the
information on previous complaints.
Similarly, he said, a felony case would not

be prosecuted if a key witness disappeared,
leaving the state with insufficient evidence,
but the security services might still not want
to approve the suspect for a highly sensitive

position, and would therefore need this

information
Databases of acquittals are a special prob-

lem, because the law imposes no restric-

tions on the use of this information, Nitzan
noted. However; he said, the police have
decided not to keep records of complete
acquittals at all. and the Justice Ministry is

working on a bill to restrict information on
acquittals due to reasonable doubt to the
same three bodies allowed to access infor-

mation on cases that were closed.

Justices Eliezer Goldberg, Theodor Oir,

and Dalia Domex agreed that the law clear-

ly gives die police the right to both maintain
most of these databases and to divulge the

information to those organizations specified

in the law. They also accepted the state’s

proposal on how to handle acquittals.
• However; they agreed with the petitioners

that there is no justification for someone
who was acquitted or had a case closed for

lack of evidence to be listed in the criminal

registry, and the state promised that this

information would from now on be kept in

a separate database.

Nitzan also promised that the police
would change foe form letter it sends people
against whom complaints are filed, so that it

clearly specifies which database, if any,

they appear in. and explains their right to

appeal their inclusion to the head of the

police investigations division.

Two outstanding questions remain, which

A policeman drags a demonstrator away from yesterday’s Yesh Gvul protest at the exit to the Hasmonean TbnneL

foe justices will rule on at a later date. One
is whether the police have the right to keep
lists of cases which were closed due to

insufficient evidence, or only cases closed

due to lack of public interest. The law is not

explicit on this point, they said, and there

are clear conflicting interests.

On the one hand, the “insufficient evi-

dence” category includes many complaints
that might be baseless, such as a complaint

by an estranged spouse for which there is no
supporting evidence in either direction. On
the other hand, the police and security ser-

vices clearly have an interest in a case

closed because the key witness was mur-
dered.

“You’ve presented the police’s needs, and
they are non-trivia],” Goldberg told Nitzan.

“But on the other hand, there are the indi-

vidual’s needs.”
Another issue, the justices said, is whether

a person should have the right to get a print-

out of the information on him in police data-

bases. Currently, he can see this informa-
tion, but not receive a print-out.

Fishier said he is very happy with foe

results of foe bearing so far, as he considers

the separation of the two databases critical

“What the press did to me for three

months, saying Pinhas Fishier has a- crimi-
nal record, was today proven to be not true,”

he said.

Israeli

tour guides

barred from
Bethlehem

HAIM SHAPIRO

FOREIGN tourists and pilgrims

who visited Bethlehem yesterday

left behind their Israeli drivers and
tourist guides.

According to an order issued by
OC Centra] Command Maj.-Gen.

Uzi Dayan. Israelis are not allowed

to enter A areas, which are under

Palestinian Authority control.

In a hastily patched arrangement

between Israeli and Palestinian

tour companies, the tourists arrive

at the IDF barricade at the

entrance to Bethlehem, and walk
across to the Palestinian side, from
where they take a Palestinian bus

to the Church of the Nativity and
other Christian holy places in

Bethlehem.

Tourism sources said that even
when the recent Israeli-Palestinian

violence was at its peak, with

stone-throwing and shooting, the

foreigD tourists got through, with

their drivers taking them to a

crossing point at which there was
no violence. The sources said they

could not determine exactly how
many tourists had visited

Bethlehem during the past few
weeks.

Police clear left-wing demonstrators from tunnel exit
SEVERAL dozen Yesh Gvul activists tried to stage a
protest outside the new exit of the Hasmonean Tfcnnei

yesterday, but were quickly dispersed by police. Four
protesters were detained, and several lightly injured,

police and group spokesmen said.

“The timnel doesn't Hall into our normal area of
protest, but we thought what the government did was so
stupid and detrimental to the peace process that we had
to do something,” said Yoav Ha’as, a Yesh Gvul leader.

BILL HUTMAN

Ha’as said the demonstration was not connected with
the reported plans by left-wing groups to launch a civil

disobedience campaign against the government. “What
we did was independent ofany other group,” Ha’as said.

Fourteen members ofYesh Gvnl, a group which calls

on soldiers not to serve in the territories, walked
through the tunnel, obtaining tickets as visitors, and

then met up with about 25 other members at the new Via
Dolorosa tunnel exit, where they staged the protest.

“We were standing peacefully alongside the Via
Dolorosa, not disturbing anyone, when the police

demanded we leave,” said Ha’as. Policemen dragged
away several protesters who refused to leave, lightly

injuring several, be said.

A police spokesman said the protesters were forcibly

dispersed for holding an illegal demonstration.

Grandmother to swim
Kinneret for charity

AGRANDMOTHER will soot attempt to swim across Lake Kirmeret in an
effort to raise money for foe establishment ofahome for autistic teenagers.

Hanna Loecber, 52, aDutcb-bom Jerusalem mother of eight, says she

will swim tiie 10-kilometer, four-hour route within two weeks. Her
effort wfll be sponsored by companies and individuals around the world.

Loecher, who has been wodring for years with the disabled, is a former

swimming instructor working, but she has never before swum so far in

one go. She will be accompanied by a boat.

The home for autistic teens, which will be affiliated with AJut (the

Israel Society for Autistic Children), is meant to care for those who are

unable to function’in theirTamily environment. The home will enable

the youngsters to remain part of their families, while benefittmg from a
structured environment.

Sponsors of her swim are asked to send their tax-deductible donations

to POB 1371, Efrat 90435 or to the AJut/Jerusalem Hostel at 130 Elm
Street, Woodmere, New York 11598, USA Further information can be

obtained from ZeoaFruchter at (02) 9931992. Judy Siegel

Defense Ministry: Edri is MIA

Acre factory strike ends

DEFENSE Minister Yitzhak
Mordecbai met with the family of
missing soldier Sharon Edri an
Friday and told them that as far as

the IDF and defense establishment

are concerned, he is considered a

missing solider being kept against

his wiH. unless proven otherwise.

The police spokesman said yes-

terday that there is nothing new in

the investigation and that the

police stiB thmlc that Edri’s disap-

pearance is connected to a dis-

agreement with his unit comman-
der. Arieh O'Sullivan

WORKERS at the giant

Electrochemical Industries factory

sooth of Acre ended their 18-day
strike yesterday after an agree-

ment was signed with manage-
ment over a recovery plan for the

financially troubled firm.

Around 70 of foe firm's 400
workers will leave the factory

through early retirement or on
agreed severance pay terms as part

of die accord.

The remainder of the employees
have also agreed to accept a pay
cut to help the company compete
and cope with die lower prices of
PVC - the firm’s main product- on
international markets.

According to die workers, they

will forgo premiums on their

salaries in return for an increase in

the hourly pay rate.

The company issued a statement

yesterday saying foe cutbacks would
save the firm between $8 to 10 nril-

fion a year; with the exception ofthe
first year when around half the

expected savings would be needed

to meet redundancy payments.

DAVID RUDGE

The firm also stressed that pro-

duction would not be affected by
the cutbacks in the work force,

doe primarily to foe recent instal-

lation of new and more efficient

production units.

Senior Vice President Zvika

Greengold said the company’s situ-

ation demanded “painful surgery.”

The firm lost NIS 15m. in foe first

half of the year, compared to a NIS
245m. profit in the same period last

year; primarily as a result of a drop

in PVC prices from around Si,100

per ton to less than $700 a ton.

Greengold said he was opti-

mistic that if management's recov-

ery plan was fully implemented
and all the financial goals were

achieved, the firm would be able

to successfully compete with its

competitors on the PVC markets,

despite the drop in prices.

According to both workers and
management, yesterday’s compro-
mise agreement would enable the

firm to slay in business and contin-

ue to be a leader in the market

F
The Shmoei & FeariLamm Gemflat Cfcesed Fimd

ofYeshiva University IsraelAhmmi

invites wtnrnnij friends and visitors to Israel

to a lecture entitled

ClosedMinds andOpen Hearts:

Tolerance andItsLimits

to be given by

RabbiDr. NormanLamm
President, Yeshiva University

at the

Auction No. 48
Books and Rams of Judaica, Palestine and Israel, Jewish and tsrasli Art.

The Auction and Previewing will take place In

6A Ben-YetHlde st 3rd floor Tel: 03-5281S2S

The Auction will take place on: Thursday 10.10.93 In two parts:

19:00 - Judaica. Jewish Art
20:30 - Palestine and Israel, Israeli Art

Previewing: Mon: T. 10.96 14:00-21:00
Toe*: 3.10.86 14:00 - 21:00
Wed: 9.10.96 14:00 - 21:00
Thnza: 10.10.96 10:00 - 16:00

S
Ramat it Shemesh - Terraced Houses

Motza'a Shabbrf Bereshit, October 12, 1996, at 8JO pjn.

The lecture will be in English.

For farther details, callRabbiMichaelK. Stride

02-6431688

3 rooms, view, garden $118,900

4 rooms, security room, storeroom, garden, targe balcony $150,100

5 rooms, security room, storeroom, gigantic garden $170,700

Prices are for cash payment only.

Nof Real Estate 1M. 02-5375161, Fax. 02-5375162
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WORLD NEWS

Masood fires on
Taleban fighters

GOLBAHAR, Afghanistan

(Reuter) - Taleban warriors fight-

ing Ahmad Shah Masood came

under fire yesterday as rockets
* rained on forces gathering for a

second major assault on the

Panjsher valley stronghold of the

- ousted Afghan military chief.

V,. Fighters arriving in comman-
deered jeeps and pickups scattered

'

as well-aimed rockets landed on
L. positions at die foot of mountains

at the entrance to Masood’s heavi-

.. ly defended base.
' The bearded Taleban, battling
'.

n -for control of one of the last hold-

outs to its lightning takeover of

y this war-ravaged country, said

. „ they were massing for a second

- onslaught after taking two strate-

gic peaks on Saturday.

Earlier they said they were con-

- fident of victoiy but declined to

predict when it would happen.

“I cannot tell how long it will

- i.take but ’inshallah' (by the grace
"/ of God) it will happen," said one

commander, monitoring by sight

, and walkie-talkie the movement
! of his men up rocky hillsides

. .
under Taleban control.

. This latest offensive against

: Masood, which began early on

Saturday, was the first serious
warfare since die Taleban took
over the capital Kabul in late

September, which itself fell with

little resistance from forces of
President Buzhanuddin Rabbani.

Taleban rockets and tanks
shelled Masood positions sporadi-

cally throughout the day, initially

facing only limited rocket fire.

But in die afternoon, as Taleban
reinforcements arrived and
shelling intensified, Masood
forces fiom deep inside the wind-
ing, 150km. long valley fired on
Taleban positions overlooking the

gorge and then fired rockets at

gathering Taleban forces.

Only Masood, Rabbani ’s top

commander until Rabbani was

'

ousted from power on September
27, and warlord General Abdul
Rashid Dostum, control areas out-

side the Taleban ’s grip, both of
them in the north.

Since his latest retreat to the

Panjsher, which he successfully

defended against Soviet forces in

die 1980s. Masood has beefed up
defenses in the snaking gorge,
moving in supplies and detonating

landslides across the valley floor.

Taleban commanders said they

were now moving their soldiers

into position and were awaiting

orders. One said bulldozers had
been shipped up to the front line to

clear mines and landslides trig-

gered by Masood fighters ahead of
their retreat.

While military analysts say the

Taleban would face a tough battle

to oust Masood. who withstood
years of onslaught by Soviet
forces in the 1980s, commanders
of the purist Islamic army said

they were confident of victory.

“These two hills are the most
important hills," one said, point-

ing to the 2,500m. peak, and a
smaller hill, part of a range tower-

ing over the town of Golbahar.
The commander, who defined to

be identified, said the mountain gave
views of the first settlement msirfe

the valley, some 20 minutes by vehi-

cle freon die gorge's entrance.

He said many of the 500 men
under his command harf already
moved into positions on hills

overlooking the valley.

One doctor said a colleague and
at least five Taleban fighters had
been killed in Saturday's fighting.

ATaleban commander said only

two of his men had died.

Lebed in NATO on first visit to West
BRUSSELS (Reuter) - Russia’s

controversial security chief

Alexander Lebed, in Brussels on
his first visit to the West, said yes-

terday he would put new propos-

als to NATO to help solve a dis-

pute over alliance plans to expand
eastwards.

Lebed, on a two-day visit to die

headquarters of Russia's former
Cold War foe, has argued that

NATO expansion to its frontiers

would rekindle old hostilities in
Europe.

But the gravel-voiced general

adopted a more moderate tone in

comments to journalists on arrival

at Brussels airport His aim, he
said, was to pursue “a complicat-

ed, but civilized dialogue" with

the alliance over its future plans.

“Yes. there are some new pro-

posals, but first of all they are

intended for the ears of Mr.
Solana,” he said.

Lebed, President Boris Yeltsin’s
security adviser, was due to meet

NATO Secretary-General Javier
Solana on Monday.

Lebed, wearing a wide-lapelled

black Russian trenchcoat, said he
wanted to learn at first band
NATO’s intentions in expanding
eastwards. “We will evaluate the

situation from the point of view of
Russia’s interests and security,"he
said.

Lebed, who has caused a stir

with outspoken comments on
European security issues, com-
plained he had been widely misin-

terpreted in the West
“Some commentators of ill-

will have been saying that Lebed
is threatening NATO with
nuclear weapons, and saying
Russia is ready to occupy some
of these countries if there is die

slightest move of NATO to the

east.

“These are the worst fairy tales

of the Cold War," he said
The reserve general is due to

have intensive talks at the political

and military nerve centers of the

organization created to defend the

West against a Soviet military

offensive.

NATO diplomats have been
busily preparing the ground for

Lebed's trip -his first outside the

now-defunct Soviet Union and
Afghanistan where he was on
active duty. He says in die past he
had been banned from travel

because he knew too many
secrets.

Asked how he felt on arriving in

the West for the first time, die 46-

year-old former paratrooper
remained stony-faced.

“I have no special feelings. I

feel comfortable whoever I am,
including the West,”

On Tuesday, Lebed will visit

NATO’s military headquarters at

Mons in southern Belgium, where
he will meet Supreme Allied

Commander in Europe
(SACEUR), US Genera] George
Joulwan.

Investigators survey the damaged mayoral offices of Prime Minister Alain

Juppe in Bordeaux, France after a bomb explosion Saturday night The
premier visited the site of the blast yesterday morning, which, according

to police, might have been caused by Corsican separatists. (Rmer)
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Pope asks for

‘ spiritual

solidarity’

before surgery

pie mwardpt^ble sainthood and asked for prayers from the

faithful during his hospital stay.
_ -

After a lone ceremony that put his stamina to the test, die

sebefc to enter the hospital fer

die removal of an inflamed appendix-

take Diace tomorrow morning, said Giuseppe Faiiancii, a

spokesman for the Gemelli Polyclinic Hospital m Rome.

“I ask you to accompany me with your prayers, the pope

told the huge crowd filling Sl Peter’s Square. “I send waira

greetings to those in the hospital er in nursing homes, know-

ing foa* I ret" count on their spiritual solidarity.

Wien the pope finished, a man near the altar cned out

“Long Kfe to the pope."

Wearing emerald green vestments, the pope appeared

fatigued and times his voice wavered in die sun-bathed

square for the beatification, the final step before considera-

tion for sainthood. . . . . -
L
- ,,,,

The pope’s left hand quivered noticeably during the 2A~

hour ceremony — an affliction that has led to widespread

speculation he could be suffering from a more serious ill-

ness, possibly Parkinson’s Disease. The Vatican has denied

eveiy report about a chronic condition.

The pope gave communion to dozens of people coming to

the flower-ringed altar.

Many people came to wish the pope a speedy recovery.

“He deserves this small sign of solidarity" said Stefano

Pola, standing for in the back of the square with his young

daughter.

It will be the sixth operation for the pope at the hospital.

Haring back to emergency singery in 1981 after he was

wounded in an attempted assassination in Sl Peter's Square.

Those beatified included 13 martyrs from the pope’s

homeland of Poland. They were followers of the Greek-rite

Catholic Church, which was united with the Vatican, and

were killed by Russian soldiers in 1874 during Czarist per-
0X1

secution against religions ties with Rome. Sunday was the
he 400th anniversary of the Union of Brest which sealed the

onion between Roman Catholics and the Ruthenian
«) Orthodox of Polish-Ukrainian heritage.

Danish police fear reprisals after biker attack
COPENHAGEN (Reuter) - Danish police were
on the alert for revenge attacks yesterday, after a
missile strike on aHell’sAngels biker gang party

killed two people and wounded 19, in the blood-

iest incident yet of a Nordic biker war.

Police named the victims as 38-year-oki Louis

Nielsen, a candidate far Hell’s Angels member-
ship and Jaime Kiohn, 29, a woman party guest

with noknown connection to the bike gangs.

“We are always concerned about die possibili-

ty of a Hell's Angels revenge attack," city deputy

police chiefHenning Thiesen told a news confer-

ence. “We, of course, are trying to predict where
possible reprisal actions may occur but it is not us

who chooses the time, place or weapon," be said.

Police said that of II people slxD in hospital

after the missile plowed through the walls of a

Hell's Angels' clubhouse in Copenhagen's

Noetrebro, two were seriously injured, one of

them in a life-threatening condition.

Prime suspects were the Bandidos bike gang,

like the Hell's Angels offshoots of a US group.

The two have been battling for supremacy in

Denmark, Finland, Norway, and Sweden almost

since the Bandidos set up shop in die region in the

summer of 1993.

Immediately after the early morning rocket

attack police raided several known Bandido prop-

erties around die country, but by mid-afternoon

had made only two arrests, neither connected

with die minKilg Mast, they said.

Police were checking passengers leaving by
fray for nearby Sweden and monitoring travelers

leaving by air, they added.

The missile was fired into the back ofthe club-

house from a nearby rooftop and die attacker

escaped, evading a police cordon designed to pre-

empt any raid on the Hell's Angels’ annual

“Viking Party”, held despite a previous bomb
attempt.

Denying any laxity by police, Thiesen said the

Angels themselves must take part of die responsi-

bility for the attack by going ahead with a high-

profile party for some 300 people at a time when
the building was aknown target fora Bandido raid.

Two road crashes Mil 73 Pressure,on Dole to pierce Clinton’s armor in debate
• n _ ' a a • • ' - A.

in South Africa
•- PRETORIA, South Africa (AP) -

. Separate crashes involving buses

;
killed at least 73 people in South
Africa, police said yesterday.

, ;
On Saturday afternoon, a bus

collided with a gas tanker on a
northern highway, causing an

,
explosion and fire that virtually

incinerated the bus carrying

« mourners back from a funeral.

„
Initial reports put the death toll

at 23, but continued recovery

a efforts determined 38 people died,

.
a police spokesman said yester-

;
day.

The bus burst into flames after

. ramming into the tanker, which
" was empty, police CapL Heleen

^ Swart said. She said 26 people

were injured, and the fatalities

included both drivers.

According to Swart, tire driver

of the bus apparently tried to over-

take another vehicle and hit the

tanker during poor visibility

caused by a brush fire on the side

of tire highway near Warmbaths,
200km. north ofJohannesburg.

Later Saturday, 35 people died

and 14 were injured when a bus

overturned into a ravine off a high-

way in Eastern Cape province.

Police Superintendent Sarel

Venter said tire bus driver had

been speeding and lost control on
a bend, plunging the vehicle into a

ravine near Aliwal North, about

600km. south of Johannesburg.

HARTFORD (Reuter) - After

months of shadow boxing.
President Bill Clinton and
Republican Bob Dole prepared
yesterday to meet face-to-face in

the first presidential debate, with

the pressure heavily on Dole to

pierce Clinton’s armor and revive

his own fading election hopes.

The candidates were to meet
for 90 minutes in Hartford's

Bushue11 Theater to answer ques-
tions posed by moderator Jim
Lehrer of the Public
Broadcasting Service (PBS).

Connecticut’s Republican
Gov. John Rowland said Dole's

task was to “unmask Bill

Clinton" while projecting his

own message to an audience that

may approach 90 million people.

At tire same time. Dole had to

stay positive and keep the harsh-

er side of his personality in

check.
“The debate is much more

important for Bob Dole than for

Bill Clinton. Bill Clinton is just

sitting on his lead, running out
the clock," he said.

With Clinton leading by up to

20 percentage points in recent

opinion polls, this encounter and
a second debate in San Diego on
October 16 may represent Dole's

final opportunity to change the

shape of the race.

“Bob Dole gets the first

chance to speak without a filter

to share the vision that fie has,”

Dole's running mate Jack Kemp
said on NBC’s “Meet the Press"

program.
Reform Party candidate Ross

Perot was excluded from the

debates because ofhis low stand-

ing in public opinion polls. But
Perot said Dole would regret

having to face Clinton alone by
the time the first debate was over.

Clinton, in an interview with

the Hartford Courant, said he
would try to avoid scoring cheap
debating points and concentrate

on the big issues facing the coun-
try.

“The thing that I want to do is

to keep my mind focused on what
I say to people out there in the

audience, how this thing relates

to the American people and their

future and not just score points."

Clinton said.

The president is generally seen

as the better communicator so

expectations may be higher for

him than for Dole. Muddying the

waters were rumors emanating
from the Dole camp that the

Republican nominee might be
preparing a surprise, possibly in

the form of a “mystery guest” sit-

ting in the front row of the audi-

ence, to unnerve Clinton.

Dole campaign director

Donald Rumsfeld, appearing on
“Fox News Sunday”, did not rule

out a “mystery guest" in the audi-

ence. One possibility was Billy

Dale, head of the White House
travel office who was fired by
Clinton amid allegations of cor-
ruption but subsequently cleared
in court.

Asked about reports that the
Dole campaign planned to put
someone in the audience to shake
Clinton, Rumsfeld said with a
broad grin: “We’ll have to see.”

While the debates often pro-
duce memorable moments, the
evidence is mixed on how far
they affect a presidential race. In
1992 almost 90 percent of voters
said they were unmoved in post
debate polls.

. “I don’t think we’ll have an
important winner or loser out of
the confrontation. If that’s the
case, then Bill Clinton is the win-
ner,” said political analyst Kevin
Phillips.

“He's so far ahead here, he
doesn't have to win here. He just
has not to lose,” he said.
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Listen to great works of world literature read and performed by superb actors, with extra dramatic presence
provided by classical music excerpts. Available on CD or audiotape

JP Price: NIS 29 per CD / NIS 19 per audiotape....*
Buy 2 or more titles - and get the Portable CD album FREE (value NIS 25)

Around the World In 80 Days
2 CD’s / 2 audiotapes)

Read by Hany Burton, music by G
JP Price: on CD -NIS 58 Jon,

, Dvorak, D’lndy

-NIS 38

The Arabian Sir Richard Burton

-Korsakov
S 57

Classic Chilling Tates (2 CD‘s/2 audotapes)
Stories of EL A. Poe, Kipling, Said, O'Henry and others

read by Demxrt Kerrigan, music : Jan&Cek, Glazunov,

Massenet, etc.

JP Price: on CD - NIS 58 / on A/C - NIS 38

Andersen's Fairy Tates (2 CD‘s/2 audiotapes)

Includes The Ugly Duddinq, The Emperor's New
Clothes, The Little Match Girl and many more, read by

Erica Johns, mu*by Tchaaocwsky, Defibes and others

JP Price: on CO - NIS 58 / on A/C - NIS 38

The Idiot by Fyodor Dostoyevsky: ( 3 CD's /

3 audotapes)
Read by Michael Sheen, music by Cui, Rubinstein

JP Price: on CD - NIS 87 / on A/C - NIS 57

Brothers Grimm’s Fairy Tales ( 2 CD's / 2 audiotapes)

Snow White, Hansel and Gretel, Cinderella and other

stories, read by Laura Paton, accompanied by muse by
Tchaikovsky, Strauss. Grieg

JP Price: on CD - NIS 58 / on A/C -NIS 38

Mansfield Park by Jane Austen (3 CD's I

3 audiotapes)

Read by Juliet Stevenson, music by
Beethoven, Mendelssohn, Weber
JP Price: on CD - NIS 87 / on A/C - NIS 57

The Picture of Dorian Gray by Oscar Wilde

(3 CD’s / 3 audotapes)
Read by Michael Sheen, music by
Schumann, Boeliman, Chabrier
JP Price; on CD - NIS 87 / on A/C - NIS 57

Huckleberry Finn by Mark Twain (2 CD^/2 audotapes)
Books a (3 CD's/3

Read by Garrick Hagon, with music by Jandcek. Kvandal .

JP Price: on CD - NIS 58 / on A/C - NIS 38 Ma^av^arma, accompanied by
Read by Garrick Hagon, with music by Jandcek. Kvandal

JP Price: on CD - NIS 58 / on A/C - NIS 38

The Lady of the CameJias by Alexander Dumas
(2 CD’s / 2 audiotapes)

Presented by Laura Ppton, Daniel Phflpott. Nigel

Anthony and others, to the music of Franck, Faure, Verdi

JP Price: on CD - NIS 58 / on A/C - NIS 38

Popular Poetry (2 CD’s 2 audiotapes)

Verses and poems of Shakespeare, Mfflon, Byron,

Dawson and many others, read byAnton Lesser and
Simon RusseR Beale, music by Couperin, Schumann,
Debussy etc.

JP Price: on CD -NIS 58 /on A/C -NIS 38

Read by Madhav Sharma, accompanied by
classical Indian music
JP Price: on CD - NIS 87 / on A/C - NIS 57

White Fang by Jack London (2 CD’s/
2 audiotapes)
Read by Gaitick Hagon, music by Rimsky-
Korsakov, Smetana, Tchaikovsky
JP Price; on CD - NIS 58 / on A/C - NIS 38

The Great Gatsby by F.Scott Fitzgerald
(2 CD's / 2 audiocassettes)
Read by WilSam Hope, music by Gershwin
JP Price: on CD - NIS 58 / on A/C - NIS 38

. Al! titles subject to availability - please give alternatives. ppN
To: Books, The Jerusalem Post, POB 81, Jerusalem 91000 BS
Please send me the following AudioBooks on CD A/C Enclosed is my check payable to The Jerusalem Post Credit card

(please indicate choice) orders accepted by phone/fax/e-mait: orders@jpostco.il
Title Price

— Name I

Door-to-door delivery (where available) - NIS 15 per order

TOTAL Tel. (day). .Signature
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Flirting with
humor

FILM REVIEW
ADINA HOFFMAN

FLIRTING WITH DISASTER

+*+1/2

Wnnra and directed by David O. RiuseJL
*~°!CW *ixte Ani iiha ve'imi hohoreget, 92
ramites. English dialogue. Hebrew robtitlcs.

SSBaraBSSs.^

MON HOMME

Written and directed by Benrand Bhex Hebrew
pOe: Hogever sAcJa. 100 minutes. Hem* efi*-
logue, English and Hebrew subtitles.
OuUrcn tinder 17 not admitted without an
*rfii ir

With Anouk Grinbag, Geraid Lanvin. Valeria
Brum Tedesdn, and Olivier Matiimz.

M EL (Ben Stiller), the
control-freak: entomolo-
gist-hero of David O.

Russell’s wickedly funny Flirting
with Disaster, has a very literal

identity crisis when he and his
wife, Nancy (Patricia Arquette),
give birth to their first child.
Adopted as a baby by a high-
strung New York Jewish couple
(Maty Tyler Moore and George
Segal), Mel is suddenly eager to
find his biological parents. So,
aimed with his birth mother’s San
Diego address, the nervous new
father sets out for the reunion,
accompanied by Nancy, the baby
and a leggy psychologist from the
adoption agency (Tia Leone), who
wants to videotape the encounter.
Not surprisingly, the tall blonde

Republican who answers the door
in Southern California turns out
not to be the right woman, and Mel
and foe gang must hit foe road
again, in search of his real parents.
The adventures that ensue are
crowded, chaotic and quite enter-

taining, and by the time Mel meets
up with his blood relatives, he’s
managed to make a real mess out
of almost everything in sight - his

marriage, his sense of self, several

rental cars and even a small feder-

al building (that’s foe rural post
office he flattens with a Mac
truck).

Russell’s film ingeniously
adopts the methods of classic

screwball comedy to take aim

against a contemporary target:
popular, Oprah-sty\ed psychobab-
ble about identity, roots and heal-
ing. The psychologist character
played by Leone is foe unwitting
butt of many of these jokes. In

most crisis situations, she'll malm
deep eye contact, nod meaningful-
ly and spew forth some cliche
about “issues,” “sharing" or
“being there for each other.”

Meanwhile, foe physical bedlam
that surrounds the characters keeps
flying, cream-pie-style, splat in foe
face of her touchy-feely rhetoric.

The broad humiliations (many of
them sexual) to which foe
writer/director subjects all his peo-
ple don't do muds to help them
“heal" or “connect” so much as
remind them what fallible klutzes
they really are.

Although foe film is mean in

places, foe end result somehow
doesn’t sting: Russell's rhythms
are fresh and playful and be takes
care to spread foe embarrassment
evenly - almost sympathetically -
around his strong ensemble cast

Stiller and Arquette have a
sweetly rumpled quality about
them, and Mary Tyler Moore gives

a hysterically scathing perfor-

mance as Mel's uptight adoptive

mother (at one especially over-foe-

top point she threatens her hen-
pecked husband with a large wheel
of brie). Lily Tomlin and Alan
Alda are more dryly humorous as a

couple of middle-aged Deadheads
who cum up toward the end and
recharge the picture just when foe

comic energy might otherwise

have begun to flag. As a formula-

film, Flirting with Disaster does

run up against certain limitations,

but Russell seems to know what

these are and enjoy the challenges

they bring. The movie is both silly

and smart.

BERTRAND Blier’s latest film,

MonHomme.is also funny- butin
a much slier, more perverse and
elaborately raunchy way.The easi-

ly offended are hereby advised to

stay away from foe movie, which
stars the director’s graceful pixie

of a wife, Anouk Grinberg, as
Marie, a prostitute who adores her

The two faces of
Luciano Pavarotti

TIM PAGE
NEW YORK

OPENING night at New
York’s Metropolitan Opera
is the most glittering socio-

cultural event of the fall season
here, and last Monday night’s
revival of Andrea Chenier proved
no exception te foe rule.

The French Revolution seems to
engender mediocre operas with foe
same fecundity that Ohio once
showed for mediocre presidents.
The composer of Andrea Chenier

,

Umberto Giordano, was a solid, fit-

fully inspired craftsman, but the
libretto, by Luigi Dlica, is prepos-
terous twaddle.A few rousing arias

have survived in foe repertory, but
in general, you need a good reason
to mount Andrea Chenier, with so
many better operas waiting to be

Lily Tomlin and Alan Alda apply their comic talents in ‘Flirting with Disaster.’

work, and who picks a big bear of

a homeless man (Gerard Lanvin,

in what can only be described as

foe Gerard Depardieu role) out of

the trash, feeds him, has wild sex

with him, declares she loves him,

and pleads with him to be her pimp
- all in the same night

The early sections of the movie
are by far foe most wryly erotic.

Grinberg ’s manner is at once
strangely direct and coquettish as

she patiently walks her Johns, one
by one. up the long flight of stairs

to her bedroom, cooing as she

goes. (The climbing itselfbecomes
a kind of foreplay.) The reductio

ad absurdum of the hooker-wifo-
foe-heart-of-gold, she’s a sexual

saint who declares that any man is

handsome if you look at him the

right way. And she enjoys the sex:

When her orgasm is especially sat-

isfying, she offers her services for

free.

As in Get Out Your

Handkerchiefs, Going Places, and
other Blier films, male fantasies of
what women want (in this case, to

be completely dominated by a big

stinking lug with forty, cracked
fingernails), take grotesque, literal

shape as foe film proceeds. This

time, though, it's not at all clear

where die director stands: At
times, he seems to be mocking the

outlandish fantasy; at others, be
seems hungry to indulge. The fact

that he’s selected Ins pretty young
wife to play the happy whore only

adds to the movie’s basic confu-

sion - and creepiness.

Both amusing and unsettling, the

film is almost too sophisticated for

its own good, with moments of bit-

ing irony sliding suddenly into

apparently dead-serious close-up

shots of Marie reaching a climax

as heavenly choirs croon. What is

going on? There are, as always in a

BKer movie, some inspired plot

twists - the director never once
coasts along on a predictable emo-
tion.

But Mon Homme doesn’t have

tire ripe visual texture or feathery

musical sense that usually make
his movies so fascinating. An in

all, foe picture seems little more
than a highly provocative mess.

If you happen to have a Luciano
Pavarotti in foe wings — ready, will-

ing, able and eager to sing the title

role - that is a very good reason
inked.
But there are two Pavarottis. One

of them is a great artist - an inef-

fably musical lyric tenor whose
voice suggests all the sun and
sweetness m the world.

The other Pavarotti is a
grotesquely silly (but enormously
successful) media creation who
bangs around football stadiums,

lip-syncs to his own recordings in

concert, lolls lazily through mun-
dane middle-of-the-road pop songs
and generally does as little work as

possible for foe largest paychecks
in classical music.

Any criticism, however mea-
sured, of tiie “second" Pavarotti

upsets some of his myriad ferns. But
foe only reason musicians and crit-

ics are hard on Pavarotti-the-

Commodity is because they know
and love Pavarotti-the-Artist

Fortunately, it was definitely

Pavarotti-the-Artist who performed
at the Met on Monday.
Even now, past his 60th birthday,

Pavarotti has the most sheerly

beautiful tenor voice since Jussi

Bjoexiing (who died in 1960). And
when he throws himself into a role

such as Andrea Chenier - knowing
every note, thinking about foe

music, attending all the rehearsals,

working closely and sympatheti-

cally with his colleagues, shep-

herding his resources for the long

haul - there is still nobody else like

him

A few recent tenors might have

bear smarter musicians (Placido

Domingo and Jem Vickers are cer-

tainly on this list), but only

Pavarotti has that sound — tbat hon-

eyed, lambent, never-to-be-foigot-

ten sound.

One might quibble a bit about

Pavarotti’s acting (a second-act

duel scene, reduced to the clanking
of metal on a busy, darkened stage,

was a camp classic). It could be

argued he is not necessarily a nat-

ural choice to play a doomed young
French poet And there were pas-

sages that, however briefly, sound-

ed labored. But we’ll be lucky ifwe
ever hear tins score better sung.

The supporting cast was fairly

strong. Baritone Juan Pons toned

down his usual bluster to deliver a

fine, fierce performance of Gerard.

Maria Gnleghina, who sang the

part of Maddalena, has much in

common with some of the not-

quite-first-rank Italian sopranos

who thrived in the early part of the

century (Emma Carelli, Maria
Caniglia etaL), notably a large and
fundamentally well-endowed voice

that she uses rather recklessly. To
this taste, the results are sometimes

exciting, but more often scattershot

and a little vulgar. (On the other

hand, it is difficult to imagine a

patrician manner of singing a

shamelessly manipulative tear-

jerker with a title like “La mamma
morta.")

There was expert, unified support

from Wendy White (as Bersi), Paul

Plishka (as Mathieu), Judith

Christm (as the Countess), Haijing

Fu (as Roucher, Chenier’s steadfast

friend), Stephanie Blythe (foe mask
of tragedy as Madeira) and Michel
Senechal as the spy Incredibile,

who bore a certain resemblance to

the rat-faced, oleaginous Marat,

one of history’s most loathsome
villains.

James Levine conducted with his

usual efficient authority, although

he occasionally let the orchestra

overpower the singers. But the

news was Pavarotti -and foe news
was good.

(The Washington Post)

Making myths with a Greek musician

HELEN KAYE

RUMPLED, his eyes tired

and with a five o'clock

shadow, singer George
Delares courteously faces his sec-

ond journalist of the day. His
heart isn't in it The mouth smiles,

the eyes don’t.

But there are laugh lines around

the eyes, nose and mouth.
Something warm and real is there,

resting, waiting. The roar of affec-

tion from his audiences will bring

it out
“Music makes the connection

between the singer and the audi-

ence," De lares says. “The music

creates the myth, and we artists

sometimes forget that. Music

makes even strangers connect.”

Israeli audiences me not

strangers to Delares. This is his

fifth visit since 1987, when he
came becanse his hero, Nfikis

Theodorakis, had preceded him
and told him that there were peo-

ple here committed to peace.

Until then, he said in an interview

at the time
, he was much influ-

enced by the anti-Israel propa-

ganda of the tune.

His current tour opened last

night with a show at tire Maim
Auditorium in Tel Aviv. Tonight,

Wednesday and Thursday he’s

appearing at the Roman theater in

Caesarea.

When singing, his high honey-

colored bantone flows into and
around the words and the music,

and sends them oel

The rhythms, the tone, the har-

monies recall the fados of
Portugal and often, when they’re

not joyously capering, that inex-

plicable predestined sadness the

Spaniards call duende.

“Greece is musically vibrant,"

Delates explains.

“Its music respects the past and
never turns its back on its

Byzantine roots. It has never
betrayed its language or the long
tradition of song. Because of that

Greek music has so many colors

and because of that I continue to

sing it."

He has sung just about every-

thing from folk to rock and back
again “and I think I could have
managed with about half of it, but

if today I were to start all over,

I’d do it all again. I’m very ener-

getic.”

Bora in Piraeus 47 years ago,

Delares had cut his first record by
the time he was 18. Since then be
has made more than 30 albums,
the latest being Drunkards' Songs
which recently came out in

Athens.

For his huge and enthusiastic

local audience NMC has just

released George Delores’

Greatest Hits, which is disappear-

ing off tire shelves in local record

shops.

The CD is sure to contain the

rembetico, foe Greek exiles’ songs

from the early years of foe centu-

ry that made Delares famous
worldwide, and “My Eyes,” the

anthem of the ’70s when the mili-

tary ruled Greece, and one of foe

first of Delores's songs to be sung
in Hebrew.
Yehuda Poliker sang his songs

in a translation by Ya'acov Gilad
which most precisely captured the

spirit of foe original, according to

Delares. And then they bought
albums by the man himself.

He and Poliker met foe first

time he was here, and have met
often since.

He likes Poliker “because he’s

genuine and has a lot of soul, and

IPO adds^ a competitive edge
to its 60-yeaFanniversary

MICHAELAJZENSTADT

George Delares has made
more than 30 alhums.

a singer needs that.” In fact they

will talk after be finishes with all

his publicity chores - and Delares

genuinely brightens for the first

time.

‘Frasier’ to

resume despite

star’s treatment

NBC’s hit comedy Frasier will resume

production on October 16 while star

Kelsey Grammer continues his treat-

ment for substance abuse at foe Betty Ford

^But executives for Paramount Studios, which

produces the series, said last week that

Granuner will be able to film his scenes for that

episode upon his release from the center- even

earlier - but with his role greatly reduced. The

Emmy Award-wimring comedy will then

resume its regular production schedule.

The show’s telecast schedule will not be

affected by Grammer’s absence, the studio

said, because three episodes had been com-

nieied prior to the actor’s admittance to foe

Liter Septem^ 25 and in te US, the senes

will be preempted far two and possibly three

weeks doe to the baseball playoffs.

Grammer checked himself into Betty

Ford Center a few days after he crasbwi ms

Dodee Viper. The actor was given a blood-

SSiioI ttTby the Cdifonra

which initially recommended that be be

Arthur Hiller to star

in 'Israeli Oscars’

I
F Mendi Rodan bad had it his

way, die Israel Philharmonic
Orchestra would have com-

missioned two works from Israeli

composers for its 60th anniver-

sary. But foe orchestra decided
differently and instead opted fra a
competition of symphonic works.
And this coining Sunday the win-
ner will be announced.
Rodan, the IPO’s associate con-

ductor. explains that “the winning
composition will be performed by
foe orchestra under foe baton of
musk director Zubin Mehta and
might even be taken on tour if it

will be a very good work."
Sixteen works were submitted to

this competition, organized in tan-

dem by the IPO and foe Israel

Music Institute which published

foe score of foe three final works,

and were given to a committee of
five jury members: three conduc-
tors, Mehta, Rodan and Gary
Bertini, and two international

composers, George Crumb and
Ame Nordheim.
Each looked at the 16 anony-

mous scores independently and
Tanked them. The overall top three

works have reached foe final

stage.

“This Friday the orchestra will

gather and read through these

three works for the first time,

under Bertini’s baton. And next

Sunday we will perform them live,

in an open rehearsal. After that foe

jury wall decide on the winning
weak.”
Each of the final three works is

about 20 minutes long and written

fora “full orchestra and even m6re
than that

"

Even during foe final stage the

names of the composers will

remain unknown to foe public and
performers alike.

“It is quite strange for a conduc-

tor to lead a work without know-
ing who foe composer is, but

decided to do it this way antJMI

think it makes sense.” The gene^l
public is invited, free of charge^Jo
Sunday’s open rehearsal at (he

Mann Auditorium in Tel Aviv
(8:30 pjn.). '

HELEN KAYE

Grammer as Frasier: Almost ready to

return to the small screen-

charged with drunken driving. The Los

Angeles County District Attorney’s office has

not yet received test results or determined

whether he wfl] be charged.

“Kelsey sends his gratitude and appreciation

for all foe support he las received from his

fans and colleagues,” said a statement from

paramount. (Los Angeles Times)

S
IX original TV dramas, II feature

films and 29 documentaries will

compete for glory and some NTS
300,000 in IS categories at the seventh
annual Israel Film Academy Awards
tomorrow atlbl Aviv’s Mann Auditorium.

“Unlike the American Academy Awards
we admit all the films made over the last

year out of respect for their creators," said

the Academy’s Yossi Oren. “OurAcademy
Awards are different, despite their labeling

by the local press as the Israeli Oscars."

The finalists in each category will be

revealed only at the ceremony which is to

be broadcast live on Channel 2.

Only one of the 1 1 feature films has been

screened in local movie theaters. Ell

Kenar’s shortlived Who’s die Father? The
rest, in alphabetical aider; are As Tears Go
By, Birds in Neutral, Dogs Are Color

Blind, Eternally Youthful, The ItaliansAre

Coming. Marco Polo, the Missing

Chapter, St Clara, Women and Under
Western Eyes.

Many of the documentaries examine
Israeli society at the end of the ’90s

through foe lives of various groups, such

as a group of kids playing soccer. Many
.have been screened on TV, including the

acclaimed Afr Mani.

The usual crop of VIPs and celebrities

. will be in foe audience and onstage and the

evening will be hosted by Yair LapkL
Veteran director and president of the

American Film Academy, Arthur Hiller, is

the guest of honor and the Amos Gutman
life achievement award will be presented

to cameraman Nissim Leon-Nitcho whose
50-yearcareer started with the Geva news-
reels in the ’40s.

Last year's big winner was Lovesick on
Nana Sl which got eight awards including

Best Picture, best actor (Moshe Ivgi) and

best actress (Hannah Azulay Hasfari).

SEE IT IN

i »

HEAR IT IN ENGLISH
A FAMILY STORY
October 7. 1996 at 8:30 p.m.

at 20A House (1 Daniel Frisch Street-corner of ibn Gvirol)

Al
RISTOCRAnC Sara Tfon

Schwartze and Doron

m family, trc;n Hi

OCnwtPLGC —
. — TYwnri. intensely relaxed as

always, got pretty vocalI
abort: foe

environment last wede.
:

Seated

next to each other on chans under

a half-hearted fen in the drab

rehearsal room, Vbn Schwartze s

passionate advocacy contrasted

withTavori'sindifferepce.

Chekhov couldn’t have done it

better, and *e lovely irony is tail

five minutes earlier; their roleshafl

been reversed in foe scene fiMB

Uncle Vanya where Astrov

(Tavori) shows

Yelena (Vbn Schwartze) foe fright-

eningly fast decline of the sur-

joundmg forests and wildlife.

Uncle Vanya’: A family affair

Chekhov’S Uncle Vanya, with a

stellar cast and directed by Nola

rwimn- opened last night on the

thrust stage of foe Ramat Gan

Theater. Veteran Camen actor

Yosef Cannon plays foe tide role

and Ins daughter Avitel plays

Vanya’s niece, Soaya.

“There's a real lmk, and there s

the character link," says AvitaJ,

smiling at her fefoer. “because

effectively Vanya is my father; and

every time I say “Uncle Vmya I

think Daddy."

Sonya’s fefoer is foe pompous

HELEN KAYE

Serebryakov (Michael Kfir) whose

arrival with Yelena, his lovely and

indolent young wife, tarns life

upside down for everybody, incluv

mg Vanya. When foe pair fir-airy

leaves at the end of foe play, Sonya

promises Vanya solace in the world

m came because joy in this one has

been seemingly shattered

Avital Camion got foe idea for

foe current production when she

and her fefoer saw foe London

Uncle Vanya in 1992 with Anthony

Sher in foe title role.Afew months
ago, she approached theeveropen-

minded Gary B3n, director of the

Beit Zvi Drama School, who
adopted the project fra his Sifria

Theater.Tavori wasthe firstperson

she thought of for Astrov, “and I

brought Sara and Nola," Tavori

finishes foe sentence.

He helped, as be puts it, simplify

Eran BaniePs translation, to make

foe language less literary and less

distancing. “Chekhov hints at his

character’s reality,” he explains,

-but Nola made it specific for the

actors now. Vanya has no direct

analogies far us now but provin-

cialism, worn out ideologies, des-

peration all exist, and sometimes
pike Chekhov's characters], all

you cando istear yourhair outand

do nothing”
Tavori, who is on the short Kst to

become the new manager of the

BeershebaTheater, has nothingbut

praise for Chilton, whose style of

directing, he says, has cracked

open foe dead layersof veneration

around the classic “to foe extent

tfiar foe dynamics of interaction an

ani offthe stage have intermixed.”

To tfte extent that all the actors in

this actra-initiated project hope it’s

just the first of many.

caC';aroma. rnsion

ics on a oark

ices the Ihe of

> Israel in the

unfold and

COMEDY OF ERRORS
October 8, 1996 at 8:30 p.m.

The smash-h
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a modern vvar-tem Middle Eastc
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Netanyahu’s Knesset test

THE 1 4th Knesset's first fall session, which

begins today with a formal address by
Prime Minister Binyamin Netanyahu, is

already showing signs that a stormy political

winter is ahead of us. Labor faction chairman

Ra’anan Cohen has stated that the first parlia-

mentary action Labor intends to cake is to turn

Netanyahu’s address into a vote of no-confi-

dence. Over the weekend, Meretz indicated that

it too will back the motion. There is no doubt

about it after a long recess, the Knesset is back.

Ii can only be hoped that Likud faction chair-

man MX Michael Eitan’s call for all parties to

respect agreements reached before the elections

on the principles of public discourse will be

heeded- The Knesset's past record of members
stooping to rude heckling, loud name-calling,

hurled insults, epithets, and gimmicky antics may
be part of Israeli folklore, but it has contributed

little to the public’s respect for the legislature. It

is important for MKs to remember that they are

public representatives in the most visible part of

Israeli democracy, and the image they project has
implications on public perceptions of -acceptable

democratic behavior. This is especially true given

recent events and the challenges that lie ahead far

the nation, which will naturally stir emotional

passions. The Knesset’s agenda for the winter

session is full, and it will require an effort on
everyone’s part to keep the storms under control.

The upcoming session will also be the first

time the Netanyahu government’s parliamentary

skills are put to the full test. The coalition will

face uphill challenges on a number of votes in

which it is far from certain that it will muster an
automatic majority. It remains to be seen how
long it will take the government, which has

revealed a good deal of inexperience in its man-
agement of political issues so far, to develop die

necessary skills for the successful performance

of any goveramem.
Uppermost on everyone’s agenda will of

course be the peace process. Questions regard-

ing the wisdom of certain government actions in

this sphere will be raised by the opposition, and
there will be debate on issues that are under
negotiation between Israel and the Palestinian

Authority. Criticism can also be expected from
within the coalitions ranks, from those who are

not pleased at the warmth Netanyahu has recent-

ly extended to PA Chairman Yasser ArafaL

Despite all this, however, it is unlikely that the

government’s peace process policies will be

seriously threatened by the Knesset, precisely

because a true setback for the government in this

matter would spell its end, and toppling the gov-

ernment would certainly not be in the interests

of most coalition members.

The serious challenges facing the government

in die Knesset will be in the social and econom-
ic spheres, which have been crowded out of the

headlines recently. Whether or not the govern-
ment manages to pass its 1997 budget proposal
in anything resembling its current form remains

a real question. Enough Likud members have
already gone on record against proposed cuts in

social services to have led to talk of an “internal

opposition'’ within the coalition. Long-awaited

reforms of the capital market will also come up
against stiff resistance. Netanyahu’s govern-
ment, despite much hype, has done little toward
advancing its plans for wide-scale “structural

economic reforms” and privatization. If and
when it does, it can expect a difficult Knesset
battle. In addition, no serious discussion has yet

begun on correcting problems in national health

care, which continues to drain state funds.

Faced with the ballooning of the national bud-
get deficit, a large trade deficit, a weak capital

market and signs of an economic slowdown, the

Netanyahu government must make the upcom-
ing Knesset debate and vote on the budget a top

priority and make major efforts to muster the

votes needed to attain real budget reduction.

Netanyahu has already developed somewhat of

a reputation, in the press and among some MKs,
of backing down when pressured. A major gov-

ernment loss in a Knesset vote on real budget

cuts will have serious repercussions, both eco-

nomic and political.

Other leading items that the Knesset will face

include reforms of the legislative body itself and

questions regarding parliamentary immunity.

Ra’anan Cohen has already submitted a bill

which would allow the Knesset to topple die

prime minister in a no-confidence motion with-

out it entailing general elections - a bill whose
passage would have vast implications regarding

the balance ofpower in the plenum. Suggestions

have also been raised that the direct election of

the prime minister be scrapped and that a mini-

mal quorum requirement be established for

Knessetj votes.

Given the relativelylarge number ofMKs fac-

ing indjptments, it has also been suggested that

the institution of parliamentary^immunity be

reviewed. Each of these issues is worthy of con-

sideration, and it can only be hoped that the

Knesset will treat them with the proper balance

of creativity and caution dial is called for.

Finally, it should not be forgotten that the ball-

ways and cafeterias of die Knesset have histori-

cally been where ail sorts of unexpected deals

and coalitions have been cooked up as MKs
nibbed shoulders. The 14di Knesset’s winter

session should provide plenty of opportunity for

this as well. It doesn’t appear as if we are in for

a dull winter.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
THE HASMONEAN TUNNEL

Sir, - The search for the 2,100- A glance at the map clearly shows

year-old underground Hasmonean
Tunnel was not initiated by Zionist

zealots. It was started in the 19th

century by two prominent British

archeologists. The re-excavations in

our time were primarily intended to

facilitate the passage of tourists

from the Western Wall to the Via

Dolorosa.

The Moslems have always re-

garded diggings in the Oid City with

suspicion and hostility. Even the un-

earthing in 1992 of the impressive

structures of the Omayyad period by
Israeli archeologists and Jewish
funds failed to earn their recogni-

tion. This negative attitude stems

from the fear that new finds would

provide additional evidence of the

Jewish and Christian heritage in the

Holy City, over which- the Moslems
claim exclusive ownership.

that the disputed tunnel is almost

half a kilometer removed from AI-

Aksa. Accusations that the Jews

have been digging under the rocky

foundations of the mosque are pure

fabrications.

It is no wonder that Arafat

jumped at the opportunity to raise an

international outcry over the open-

ing of the tunnel for his political

aims. What is dismaying is that even

moderate and friendly Arab leaders

such as King Hussein and King Hp-
san have berm swept in by this tide

of Moslem fanaticism.

What a pity that the light we saw

at the end of the tunnel, which was

to lead us to peace with our neigh-

bors, has been dimmed by hatred

and bloodshed.

EUYAHU TAL
Tel Aviv.

THE WAR OF THE MESSIAHS
Sir, - Michoel Dobry’s letter on sibie in the Christian faith, but not

“The war of the Messiahs” (Sep-

tember 8) asserts that Rabbi Ahron

Soloveichik “invalidated out of

hand the assertion that [the] belief

[in die Messiahship of the departed

Rebbe] is mi-Jewish and. without

firm basis in Halacha and Torah

tradition.”

In fact. Rabbi Soloveichik has

told several people that bey formula-

tions in his recent declaration were

inserted without his authorization,

and he issued a second statement

regretting that he had been seen as

“endorsing specific views... con-

cerning Mashiach.” Dr. David Lu-

chins, who was in constant contact

with Rabbi Soloveichik at the height

ofthe controversy, published a letter

in both The English Forward and

the New York Jewish Week indicat-

ing that the rabbi objected to attacks

on Lubavitch, but was not thereby

repudiating his earlier teachings on
this issue.

What, then, were those earlier

teachings? On December 2, 1994,

The English Forward quoted Rabbi

Sokjveichik’s views; and on Decem-
ber 23, it published a letter from him

confirming the accuracy of the quo-

tations. Following are some of his

remarks:

1. "There is no possibility what-

soever” that the Rebbe will return

as the Messiah. "That cbuld be pos-

Judai$m.”
2. Such a belief is "repugnant to

everything Judaism represents.”

The late Rebbe "can’t be the Messi-

ah - he is not living - a living

Messiah, not a dead Messiah.”

3. Rabbi Butman “means well

but, out of desperation, conjures

non-rational ideas."

In his letter. Rabbi Soloveichik

objected to the original article for

giving the impression “that l too

consider the Lubavitch movement
as a caltist movement whose follow-

. ers are convinced that the late Luba-

vitcher Rebbe will be resurrected

shortly and that be will redeem the

Jewish people from exile. Such a

notion is so unrealistic that if is the

antithesis of the truth— My inten-

tion was to relate ray understanding

that the overwhelming majority of

the Lubavitcher hassidim do not

subscribe to the notion that the Reb-

be will be resurrected as the

Messiah.”
Rabbi Soloveichik would surely

be deeply distressed to read Mr.

Dobry’s assertion that 80 percent of
Lubavitcher hassidim in Israel sub-

scribe to precisely this belief.

DAVID BERGER, Professor of
' History, Brooklyn College and

the Graduate School,

City University ofNew York

Brooklyn, New York.

REALISTIC APPROACH
Sir, - When the Likud was elect-

ed to power on May 29, it was

precisely to put an end to four years

of Labor policies which brought di-

vision amongst Israelis, insecurity to

the heart of Israeli cities and

achieved nothing other than to re-

ward terrorism and terrorists under

the guise of making “peace.”

The 1996 election platform of the

Likud was clear and specific. It

would be a disaster for Israel and the

entire Jewish people if it transpires

that the failed track of yesterday is

being revived, albeit not in the same

manner, and that the interests of

Israel will, once again, be subordi-

nated to pleasing others - so-called

"friends” who are in fact no friends

of Israel at all

The present government should

know better.

I have recently come across a

book where the whole conflict and

problems allied to it are brilliantly

analyzed with emphasis on the dos

and don’ts of dealing with them re-

alistically and not on the basis of

visions or illusions. It is a must for

all including members of the gov-

ernment and especially the prime

minister. The book's title is:A Place

among the Nations and the author a

certain Benjamin Netanyahu.

MOSHE KAHTAN
Epsom, England.

The Jerusalem Post invites

readers to send letters to the Edi-

tor, who will be pleased to con-

sider them for publication. Let-

ters which do not carry the

writer’s full name and address

cannot be considered. A fax
number alone Is Insufficient, as

Is an electronic mail address. A
writer’s identity will be withheld

from publication if, in the Edi-

tor’s view, this is warranted by
special circumstances.

Please be brief. The Editor

retains the right to shorten let-

ters. Only a selection can be pub-
lished and none individually ac-

knowledged. Letters not

accepted for publication will be

returned only upon request and
inclusion of a self-addressed

stamped envelope.

About time?
AMY KLEIN

THE room pulsated with the

rhythm of dancing. It was
lively with song and thick

with the hot air of an active
crowd; it smelled like a room frill

of men. Yet the singing was high-
er and the dancing circles, five or
six of them, were composed of
women.
For the second hakafa, the men

of tins Orthodox synagogue had
danced into tire streets, perhaps
expecting the women to follow

This weekend for

the first time I took

a Torah scroll and
stepped out in

a new direction

and dance at a respectable dis-

tance.

But the women stayed, moved
the mehitza aside and continued
dancing around the woman hold-

ing the Torah scroll. She cradled

it in her arms like a newborn. Her
eyes closed, her mouth balf-

smgmg, half-smiling, the look on
her face was one of joy.

It was like watching either an
intensely private moment or a

forced one; I wasn't sure which.

But I didn't have time to decide
because then I was in the middle
of the circle and the Torah scroll -
surprisingly heavy, yet soft

because of the red frizzy felt that

encased it - was in my hands.

I rested the scroll against my
shoulder like the other women bad
done and continued to sway with

the music, the women surrounding

me. But 1 couldn't close my eyes

or smile radiantly. I felt an anticli-

mactic emptiness, like finally see-

ing a great work of art and finding

tire depth of appreciation refusing

to come forth on demand.
The women continued to dance

around me almost shouting, lean-

ing in to tire scroll in my
arms.

I was bolding the Torah. This

package in ray arms was the

source of what we have lived and

died for over thousands of years;

tire burning of this physical object

constituted tire highest desecration

and symbolized our destruction.

And here I was, holding it for the

first time.

IN A different Orthodox shul the

next morning, after hokofot the then

and the women separated once
again. I stood with women of all

ages, some single, some with ch3-
dren. little girls who pranced around

tire room as if it were the most nat-

ural thing in the work!to see a group
ofwomen reading from tire Torah.
* One septuagenarian said: “It’s

about time.”

I stood by tire table with the

scroll I had held for the first time
the previous night night and read
aloud: “And tins is tire blessing

that Moses, man of God, blessed

the Nation of Israel.”

And here is where almost any
Jewish woman would surely have
laughed at how ridiculous I was.

To the right, haredi and (some)
Orthodox women would have dis-

missed me with a shrug: For them
1 had gone too far over tire bound-
ary - not perhaps of Halacha, but

of tradition.

And from the left. Conservative
and Reform women who had

already experienced this moment
many times .over would laugh to

see bow nervous I was; and prob-
ably pity me for being afraid to

overstep a tradition that usually

left roe standing on the "other

side” of the mehttza.

So there we were, around 70
women, swaying between law and
tradition. Ifwe straytoo farfrom tra-

dition, we could find ourselves cut

loose from tire community; but ifwe
don’t truly explore what Jewish law
permits - tradition notwithstanding

- we might be upholding unity, but

forsaking ourselves.

It started this century with

Jewish education for women.
Somewhere, along the way I came

DryBones

to hold a Torah scroll and read

from it on Simhat Torah in a
women’s minyan.
But where will it end? What is

the destination of this wheel slow-

ly gathering momentum?
Fust it’s women reading from

the Torah; some of us are already

holding our own prayer groups on

a regular basis. Perhaps next some
of us will demand to be counted as

part of a minyan, and as witnesses.

Are we boundary-stretchers in

danger of cutting ourselves off?

The unknown is always threaten-

ing - to men, to other women,
even to ourselves. We don’t know
how far we’ll go.

The women's reading has fin-

ished- We return to the main syna-

gogue. One man starts reading the

Torah from the beginning again. I

follow carefully, newly aware of

the melody and of the significance

of reading from the Torah.

As I tear the words, “In the

beginning God created the heavens

and the earth,’’ a calmness seems to

descend, like a soft breeze.

The women are on the left side

of the partition; the men are over

on the righL It feels like everyone

has done their part. For now, ques-

tions like “separately” or “togeth-

er” are stilled.

The writer works for The
Jerusalem Post

A return to morality
THE events of the past weeks

may be seen as a test of
strength and nothing more.

Yasser Arafat embarked upon tbe

Oslo process on the premise that it

would lead to an independent
Palestinian state with Jerusalem as

its capital. The election of
Binyamin Netanyahu upset that

assumption.

Netanyahu’s decision to open an

exit to the Western Wall tunnel

without first receiving an okay
from the PLO highlighted his com-
mitment to exclusive Israeli sover-

eignty in Jerusalem. His insistence

,

on renegotiating the Hebron rede-

ployment indicated that Peres’s

Oslo 2 agreement with Arafat

binds the present government more
in principle than in reality.

It is “nice” to think that negotia-

tions of negotiations being con-

ducted without the threat of vio-

lence. But Arafat's ability to influ-

ence events is based only on vio-

lence. Pressed, he turned to the

one lever available to him, that

had served him well in the past,

encouraging a wave of terror that

killed 15 Israeli soldiers and
policemen.

Countering with overwhelming
force and standing firm in

Washington, Netanyahu blocked
Arafat’s last remaining option to

reestablish the status quo ante and
cancel tbe effects of the Israeli

elections, forcing Arafat to recog-

nize the tunnel as a fait accompli
and to agree to adjustments in the

Hebron redeployment.
These are moves and counter-

moves in a power game; but the

moral dimension raises grave

JONATHAN BLASS

doubts about peace with Arafat as

Israel’s peace “partner.”
- Palestinian policemen armed
with tens ofthousands of automat-
ic rifles supplied by an Israeli

government opened deadly fire on
Israeli soldiers and civilians. Or
let’s put it like this: The victims

were shot with weapons provided

to the killers, former terrorists, by

to prove its sophistication - con-
strued as freedom from “archaic”

ideological or moral constraints -

allowed all considerations, even

those of common sense, were
allowed to fall by the wayside.

There’s just one problem. Sins

like murder don’t wash away. Nor
can they be “sweetened” by “all

the perfumes of Arabia.”

Sins like murder cannot be ‘sweetened*

by ‘all the perfumes of Arabia*

the State of Israel

On an ethical level, the amorali-

ty of that is so horrific as to make
it difficult even to acknowledge.

TERROR is a crime and
appeasement of terror makes the

appeaser an accomplice. The Oslo
agreement to arm international

terrorists responsible for the

slaughter of thousands of inno-

cents was wrong in an absolute,

moral sense.

Pretending sophistication,

Israel’s Labor government dis-

missed all ethical protests, argu-

ing that “one can make peace only
with enemies” and “we can’t

choose our neighbors.”

But where else in the world has
a peace agreement been based -
not on disarmament, but on its

reverse, on the arming of a terror-

ist group?
In tbe Rabin government’s zeal

In his second inaugural address
Abraham Lincoln attributed

American suffering in the Civil

War to the sin of slavery. A moral-
ist, Lincoln understood that cer-

tain crimes exact concrete, histor-

ical retribution.

Last week the entire nation paid
tragically for the sin of Che Rabin-

Peres government that supplied
Kalashnikov assault rifles to mur-
derers. That government was fore-

warned by intelligence experts, by
opposition leaders and by hunger
strikers, who pleaded: “Don’t give
them rifles” to no avail.

.His predecessors’ policies

rejected by the electorate,

Netanyahu has returned the nation
to its traditional moral stance
opposing the appeasement of ter-

ror. for ethical as well as for prac-
tical reasons. An end to appease-
ment is a first giant step forward
toward moral regeneration.

But is coexistence with terror-

ists possible?

The logical conclusion of the

return to morality is that Arafat

himself should be brought to trial

for his role in the recent murder of

Israeli soldiers as well as for pre-

vious atrocities.

If Israel has requested, since

Oslo, the extradition of individual

terrorist murderers, certainly the

man who masterminded mass ter-

ror should not be immune to pros-

ecution.

Unrealistic? At this time, cer-

tainly.

But why? In Bosnia. Seri) lead-
ers accused of war crimes were
not allowed even to participate in

recent national elections. The
world rightly insisted on minimal
moral standards. Why are Arafat’s
crimes against civilians, often
children, more easily dismissed?
Because they are Israelis?

Through the natural course of
events, if not before, the nation
will learn that the sin of terror

cannot be glossed over, that mur-
der corrupts the society that
excuses its perpetrators (cf.

Numbers 35,33).

Arafat will be called to answer
for the blood he has shed.
Ultimately real peace, one in
which Israelis are not forced to
look constantly over their shoul-
ders to see if their “partners” are
readying their rifles, depends on iL

The writer, rabbi of Neveh Tzirf
in Samaria, heads Ratzon
Yehuda, a rabbinical training pro-
gram far graduates of Yeshivot
Hesder.

A push toward pragmatism

%

I
do not regard tbe summit in

Washington as a failure, even
though I’m not one of those

who considered it a success mere-

ly because the prime minister did-

n’t appear to have given way on
any substantial issue.

There were at least two positive

outcomes. First was the fact that

Binyamin Netanyahu and Yasser

Arafat could sit down and air what
was on their minds.
While dialogue doesn't guar-

antee agreement - or even that

the genie of violence can be
returned to its bottle - it does
show that the premier has finally

begun to accept that our rela-

tions with tbe Palestinians aren't

a zero sum game, and that the
problem isn’t determining who
is right but how to move toward
a tolerable situation that will be
acceptable to a majority among
both peoples.
Netanyahu has come a long way

since, as deputy foreign ministc.

in 1989 while the intifada raged,

he chatted to a Palestinian in a
cafe in the refugee camp of
Jebalya in the Gaza Strip under
the watchful eye of the IDF and
then reported to all and sundry

that not all Palestinians supported

the intifada or wanted to see Israel

out of the territories.

Even the most naive observer

SUSAN HATTIS ROLEF

could have told Netanyahu that

only the village idiot or a mashtap
(collaborator) would dare to sit

freely chatting with a known
right-wing Israeli politician in the
middle of a Palestinian refugee

camp in broad daylight.

In terms of understanding the

Palestinians* mood, views or aspira-

tions, nothing such a person had to

say could have been of any value.

Labor’s leaders claim to know
for a fact that not only is
Netanyahu opposed to the Oslo
agreements on principle, he plans
to do everything in his power to
ensure that they come to naught.

I don’t know their basis for say-
ing this. 1 don't know whether,
deep down, Netanyahu sympa-
thizes with the hardline positions
of Science Minister Benny Begin

Will the talks at Erez bear fruit? Only if

Netanyahus true allies are Mordechai and
Kahalani and not Begin and Landau

Now circumstances have forced
Netanyahu to confront the man
who. more than anyone else, does
represent the Palestinians' mood,
views and aspirations, and the
$64,000 question is: What effect
has the encounter had on him?

THE PROBLEM with Netanyahu
is that besides being an extremely
ambitious man willing to go to
extremes to gain and maintain
power, wc know very little about
what he believes and feels, or how
his mind works.

and Knesset Foreign Affaire and
Defense Committee Chairman Uzi
Landau; or whether he is wil]in°
to espouse the positions openly

Yitzhak Mordechai and Internal
Secunty Minister Avigdor
Kahalani, who appear to umfer-

“S°pd fences makegood neighbors, and that there is
a basic contradiction between
peace with security." and thedream of Greater Israel and the

PilSf-
10 rcla!e

-
posilive

b' ^ basic
Palestinian aspirations.

To a very great extent the future of
the peace process depends on the
answer to this. The talks which
began yesterday at Erez will only
bear fruit if Netanyahu’s hue allies
m his coalition arc Mordechai and
Kahalani. and not Begin and
Landau.

But rather than talking about
bringing down Netanyahu’s gov-
ernment - which at the moment is
simply not a realistic proposition
- the Labor Party, Meretz and the
Arab parties should be doing
everything in their power to per-
suade the premier that he will be
supported by a vast majority of
Israelis if he follows the pragmat-
ic line of the two “Oriental” gen-
e/^s ‘n his coalition rather than
the hard ideological line
espoused by the two Ashkehazi
“princes."

Under the extremely delicate
current circumstances it is more
important than ever that the oppo-
sition act judiciously and respon-
sibly and avoid doing what
Netanyahu did when the current
crisis began - trying to prove that
>t is right and the other side wrong.
What we need most of all is wis-

dom, and plenty of iL If only wis-
dom prevails, everything else will
fall into place.

The writer is a political scientist.
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Suddenly, a Mood of Danger in the Mideast
By DOUGLAS JEHL

Cairo

T
HE grim expressions at the Middle East summit
meeting in Washington last week were born not
just of despair at the violence in the West Bank
and Gaza that has intercepted the trajectory

toward peace between Israel and the Palestinians.

A broader uncertainty lurks this autumn — a sense

that a region that a year ago seemed hpaded toward
ineluctable peace might be on a track back toward war.

For King Hussein of Jordan and President Hosni

Mubarak of Egypt, the feeling is particularly stark. As
champions of peace, they have tried to dampen Arab
skepticism about Israel, assuring their citizens and then-

neighbors that it can be trusted.

But the clashes and their aftermath have so in-

flamed older hatreds that even Mr. Mubarak found it

prudent to stay away from Washington. To many Arab
ears, leaders like President Hafez al-Assad of Syria, who
has scorned what he calls others' imperfect peace,

sound now like they have been speaking with wisdom.
The shift in sentiment is not. all that is worrisome.

With the path toward peace apparently in stasis, at best,

the build-up of elite Syrian troops near an Israeli post on
Mount Herman, in the Golan Heights, has multiplied the

potential for trouble. The indecipherable motives of

Iraq’s Saddam Hussein have freshened the angst since

the Iraqi leader baited the United States into launching

cruise missile strikes that only Kuwait, among Ameri-
ca’s Arab allies, found it palatable to support

And now Turkey, whose Ottoman forebears occu-

pied so much of this region, has become a new source of

puzzlement and fury with its schizophrenic wobbles
from a military agreement with Israel to closer ties with

More than the West Bank is

in motion. Syria, Turkey and
Iraq are on Arabs’ minds too.

Iran and other Islamic states. Even before the latest

plunge into violence. Richard N. Haass, the director of

foreign policy studies at the Brookings Institution, wrote
in the current issue of Foreign Affairs that peace in the

Middle East could be thought of as “a stock whose price

has soared: a correction is inevitable.”

After the failure of the meeting in Washington to

produce more than the new round of talks between

Israel and the Palestinians that was scheduled to start

today, there remain worries that this could turn into

Black October. King Hussein, wbo was sanguine even
after the election of Israel’s conservative new Govern-
ment last May, was plainly gloomy after he and

.•j, president Clinton Waited” to-persuade Prime 1 Minister
' Benjamin Netanyahu toofferia clearer concession'than
hints that he mightJtecome'm&nfe conciliatory. ’ <• .

”THe psychological moment when people begin to

lose hope is close by," the King said in a television

interview.

For three years now, both the King and Mr. Mu-
barak, along with Yasir Arafat, the Palestinian leader,

have relied on hope to prop up faith in peace agree-
ments with Israel that have yet to produce many clear
economic benefits. During the accord-a-year run from

Continued on page 2
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Meet Arizona’s Happiest Taxpayers
By JAMES STERNGOLD

PhoenixWHAT’S surprising is not

so much that this con-

servative law-and-order
state seems to have le-

galized the sale of marijuana, but

that it took even the most ardent- of

the state’s pot smokers nearly a dec-

ade to figure it out.

“When I first read the law I

thought, O.IC, I see this, but I didn't

think you could really do it,” Bill

Green, an aerospace engineer, said

while sharing a joint with several

other marijuana enthusiasts in front

of the copper-domed state Capitol on
a recent afternoon. “I never had any
idea I could buy a license and be a
law-abiding citizen while I burned a
joint But I pay my marijuana tax

now. I’m as legal as you get”
A license to sell marijuana? In the

middle of a war on drugs, what nar

tional leaders are debating how best

to wipe out drug use and trafficking?

It may sound like a Cheech and

Chong episode, but Arizona has of-

fered since 1983 a “Cannabis and

Controlled Substances Dealer’s Li-

cense-” The state insists the license

is a law-enforcement tool, a way of

hitting up dealers for unpaid taxes,

but a number of smirking Arizonans,

and at least one judge, disagree. A
license, they say, is a license The
annual fee for this one is $100, pay-

able by check or money order to the

Department of Revenue, License and

Registration Section.

The state also requires tax stamps

($10 per ounce, or about 10 percent of

the street price) that, as carefully

explained in the statute, must be

affixed to the bags of pot when they

are sold. It asks that mailings speci-

fy whether the drug will be sold by

the gram or the ounce. The state has

even improved the stamps, which

bear a handsome little cactus sym-

bol. to satisfy users.

“The old stamps just kind of fen

off,” explained Peter Wilson, the

chairman of the Arizona chapter of

the National Organization for the Re-
form of Marijuana Laws, or Norm!, a
group promoting legalization. “So
they redesigned them and put on a
better adhesive.”

Mr. Wilson was cheerful in de-

scribing such details despite the fact

that be was arrested last year for

marijuana possession. His case has
become the test for a law whose
stated intentwas to allow die state to

grab the ill-gotten gains of drug deal-

ers but has wandered off, like many
things under the influence of mari-

juana, in a far different direction.

Shades of Gray
So far, at least, the license Mr.

Wilson lawfully obtained has become
a shield because he has persuaded a
court — much to the shock and dis-

may of prosecutors — that the state

could not have it .both ways, making
him pay for the privilege of dealing or
possessing pot, and then arresting

him for doing so. It is a standoff that

the State Legislature has indirectly

encouraged through inaction. Indeed,

ever since the case popped up a year
ago many legislators have seemed
intent on running from the licensing

issue with as much embarrassed

haste as they can muster.
While amusing in some ways, per-

haps. Arizona's bizarre flirtation with

what amounts to an ad hoc experi-

ment in drug legalization demon-
strates the rarely acknowledged

shades of gray that underlie the battle

over drugs, particularly in an election

year when politicians, afraid of

sounding soft on drugs, are present-

ing the issue in stark black and white.

Surveys show that the vast major-

ity of Americans support strict en-

forcement against the sale and use of

harder drugs like methampbetamine
and cocaine. But Arizona’s situation

and the state government’s two-sided

reaction to it— condemning marijua-

na use while doing nothing to change

the licensing law— reflects the grow-

ing sense among Americans that ma-
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rijuana Is different from other drugs.

A number of people seem to feel that

pot, if not acceptable, does not rank as

a threat with cocaine, heroin or even,

some argue, alcohol, and that users

ought to be left alone.

Law-enforcement officials often de-

scribe marijuana as a “gateway”

drug that appeals to teen-agers a&d

leads to harder drugs and ruined

lives. But prominent people ranging

from Vice President AI Gore to Rep-

resentative Susan Molinari, the key-

note speaker at the Republican con-

vention, have admitted using — and

then dropping — pot. Many states.

including New York and California,

have virtually decriminalized posses-

sion of small amounts, and most peo-

ple convicted of possession are given

probation, even in this tough state.

A Tolerant Climate

proposition, placed an the ballot

through a petition drive, that would
almost completely decriminalize ma-
rijuana possession, though It bas been
billed as a measure to make certain

drugs available for medical purposes.

Local, state and Federal officials

Under a 1983 law that has come
back to haunt Arizona authorities,

marijuana dealers can set up shop
and apparently escape prosecution
by buying a license and attaching

tax stamps to bags of pot. The
state has even redesigned the
stamps to make them stickier.

have harshly condemned the initia-

tive, but it is given a reasonable
chance of passing. Those caught with
modest amounts would face treat-

ment and education, not prison, and
most of those in prison now would be
paroled — as long as they had not

committed violent crimes.

California voters will also consider
a proposition, though far narrower,

that would legalize pot and some oth-

er drugs for medical treatments.

. W. Michael Walz, Mr. Wilson’s law-

yer, said he chose to focus on mari-

Continued on page 4
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Thawing Out Cold War History
By JANE PERLEZ

BudapestWAS the Soviet Politburo determined to

squasb the 1956 Hungarian uprising right

from the start? Did the broadcasters on
the C.LA.-financed Radio Free Europe ex-

coriate Imre Nagy, Hungary’s reform Communist
leader? Did the Chinese encourage the Soviet Union to

crack down on the Hungarians?

No to the first. Yes to the second. And maybe to the

third.

Until recently, many people believed the Hungar-
ian revolt was a well-documented episode of the cold

war. But now it is becoming clear that it is but (me
more example of how uneven our understanding has
been and bow

_

much more history there is to be

explained.

The Iron Vault Opens
In the last several years, the National Security

Archive and the Cold War International History Project,

two not-for-profit groups in Washington, have been

pressing governments, from Japan to Guatemala to

Romania, to open up their archives to historians.

But access to archives that were once behind the

Iron Curtain does not always mean access to informa-

tion. Some documents are missing. Some have been
destroyed.

For instance. Prof. Andrzej Paczkowski of the

Polish Academy of Sciences has found that the Commu-
nist leader Gen. Wojciech Jaruzelski, the man who
introduced martial law to Poland in 1981, ordered the

documents and tapes of the Polish Communist Party’s

Politburo meetings between 1982 and 1989 destroyed.

Someone must have obeyed. The pages of the minutes

have been tom and the tapes are nowhere to be found.

Mr. Paczkowski said. That means that historians will

have to fill in the gaps with interviews.

The same thing must be done by historians study-

ing the Hungarian revolt of 1956. And so far, it seems to

be yielding a lot At a gathering last weekend of political

scientists and Hungarians and Americans involved in

the stormy events of 40 years ago, delicious and surpris-

ing new findings emerged. Archival materials, memo-
ries and notes hastily jotted down and stored in obscure

places have started to fill in the cracks of that period.

The Hungarian uprising is turning out to be an even
more disquieting event than historians thought

During some dramatic moments at the conference

in Budapest Maria Wittner, a Hungarian rebel who was
imprisoned for 13 years, presented a paper of a fellow

street Tighter who happened to have written down some
of the phrases used by Radio Free Europe to discredit

Mr. Nagy in 1956.

On Oct 30, four days before the revolt was crushed

by Soviet tanks, one of the radio's commentators — all

of them were Hungarian Emigres who had not been in

their homeland for more than a decade — said, “Imre
Nagy. 413s not enough Hungarian Wood.to resign." On
another occasion, theradio.said Mr. Nagy “js not fit to

goswemiC'.'
'

nt,-.p r.- r -. ...
. .

At the same conference. John Matthews, who was a

young American journalist working at Radio Free
Europe in- 1956. revealed that the political advisers at

the radio said Cardinal Jozsef Mindszenty should rule

Hungary. Mr. Matthews not only personally remem-
bered such wild remarks but was able to support bis

memory with a discovery he made last year in a Prague
attic, where the Radio Free Europe archives are now
stored: he found a memorandum written by the political

advisers of the Munich-based radio that supported

Cardinal Mindszenty.

Khrushchev Wavering
Other, even more striking, discoveries came from

handwritten minutes that were taken by V. N. Malin, a
member of the Soviet Politburo, during the Hungarian

crisis and declassified in Moscow last year. The notes

suggest that Khrushchev was not at all sure he wanted
to dislodge Mr. Nagy. He veered between letting the

Hungarians handle the situation themselves and crack-

BTgdown on:
t&ertfc Mr. Maiin’s notes also suggest that a

delegation of Chinese Communist -Party leaders, who
^ere present at some 6Fthe Politbiifo deliberations in

Moscow, may have been a big factor in the Soviet

Union’s final decision to send in the tanks.

Chen Jian, an associate professor of history at

Southern Illinois University, backs up this account He
said the memoirs of a Chinese Government interpreter

show that Mao Zedong saw the Hungarian crisis as a

fundamental threat: not so much as an anti-Soviet

revolution but an anti-Communist one. Under Mao’s

instructions, the Chinese in Moscow told the Politburo

that the rebellion should be crushed.

The disclosures about Hungary are emotional mat-

ters for Hungarians and for tbe cold warriors. But they

also make for heady stuff for historians with works-in-

progress. Prof. William Taubman of Amherst College,

who has been researching and writing a Khrushchev
biography for nearly 10 years, said the idea that the

Soviet Union was wavering about Hungary on the eve of

the crackdown raised tantalizing possibilities.

“Tbe question is: Were Khrushchev and Molotov

considering what Gorbachev allowed in 1989 — letting

Hungary go — or was it just a crazed moment wftere-

they latched on to the possibility and then drdpped-fca •

few hours later?" Mr. Taubman saiil
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A Season
Of Danger
Continued From Page I

1993 to 1995, spirits soared along with the ^tonc: of

signing ceremonies each autumn. But for all jtepeaoe

partners’ proclamations, the darker susptcion forkingm
many minds and articulated most forcefully by Mr.

Assad is that haste has already led to histone mistakes.

And since the suicide bombings in Israel last Febru-

ary and March, followed by clashes between Israeli

forces and Hezbollah guerrillas in southern Lebanon m
April and then Mr. Netanyahu's election in May, the

path toward peace has been left without momentum,

opening the way to broader uneasiness.

One fear that haunts- Arab leaders is that Turkey,

despite recent overtures to the Islamic world, has

decided to align itself with Israel, having signed a

military cooperation agreement last spring. On Friday,

the country’s Prime Minister, Necraettin Erbakan, head

of an Islamic party, joined Mr. Mubarak in urging that

Israel close the archaeological tunnel in Jerusalem

whose opening ignited the recent violence, but there

remains deep Arab concern that the pro-Western half of

Turkey's divided Government would cast its lot with

Israel in a crisis. Under the military agreement, Israel

and Turkey can train in each others’ airspace, and

Svri» in narticular is worried that Israeli planes in

Remembering 1973
That andother uneasiness has been, reflected in Arab

- troop movements. Most alarming has been a shift of elite

Syrian forces in Lebanon to positions that threaten an

Israeli outpost on Mount Hermon, the strategic peak

southwest of Damascus. Diplomats think it less ’likely

that this is an intentional step toward conflict than a

reminder to Israel by Syria of the danger of remaining in

a no-war. no-peace situation. But along with massive

military exercises by Egypt that included a simulated

crossing of the Suez Canal the provocative gesture has

rekindled anxious memories of the October of 23 years

ago, when Arabs and Israelis last waged all-out war. >
It was the Persian Gulf war of 1991, of course, that

appeared to transform the troubled region by establish-

ing the partnership between the United States and key

Arab states that drove Iraq from Kuwait But five years

on, with Arabs growing weary of policies aimed at

crippling the tenacious Iraqi regime, the latest flare-up

between Washington and Baghdad exposed a widening

rift Forced to choose between pressure from tbe United

States and public opinion at home, every Arab country

except Kuwait showed its distaste for President Clinton's

decision to resort to military action.

Urged last week by Mr. Clinton to attend the summit
meeting in Washington, Mr. Mubarak faced a similar

choree, and the fact that he said no underscores a
widening Arab sense that this may be a season for new
tactics. “One of bur most potent' weapons, ^confronting!'
Israel is-the weapon of rejection.” the Egypliancommep-

'

: tator Assayed zabrawrote,“and that% briethjftra Arab,
states have regrettably squandered.''

T '

rani Hascfrosrmt! New York rimes

In Washington: President Clinton; Yasir Arafat, the
Palestinian leader; Prime Minister Benjamin Netan-
yahu of Israel, and King Hussein of Jordan.

The Pentagon’s

Quark
WashinhWhy does it take 5.000 troops to help 15.000

troops withdraw? The Pentagon found itself in imidst of a pre-election cow-flap last week when
?at 5’°°° more American troop "weheaded for Bosnia, just two and half months be-fore the 15,000 American troops already there asupposed to come home.

many? And why would some 3,000American troops still be in Bosnia on March Pquinng Republican senators wanted to know Dthis represent a not-very-subtle effort by toe Administration to put a follow-on force ininRnL;without telling anyone? Bosnia

Defense Secretary William J. Perrv anrfJohn M. Shalikashvlll, chairman of 25®“-
Chiefs, said no plot was intended
They said that if the Pentagon is to keen „nforce strength in Bosnia through Decsuring that no soldier is there longe? ihSim

protecting the people pfckSp
those bridges and tents in the usualman winter, an inramry brigade or 5 000 * m
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Mongolia, which held elections last June, is a land of plains and animal herders. As the country prepared to vote, these horsewomen prepared to compete in a weeklong fair.

By SETH FAISON

Ulaan Baatar, Mongolia

D
EMOCRACY is stHJ relatively new
here in the land of grassy plains

and animal herders, so it’s full of

surprises.

Like the results of this year's election.

Virtually everyone here predicted an easy
victory for the ruling party, a bunch .of still-

in-office Communists, when election day
came on June 30. They were running
against a young and disorganized batch of
newcomers who, describing themselves as

democrats, had little government experi-

ence and less expectation of getting any.

The opposite happened.

The reason everyone was so off-base is

another nice surprise, at least to anyone
jaded by the over-analyzed Presidential

contest going on now in the United States:

Little polling was done, and the few polls

that were conducted got little attention.

“Why look at a poll?" asked Delgermaa,

a young woman who won a seat in Parlia-

ment (and who like many Mongolians uses

only one name). “We all knew who was
going to win. We were just wrong."

A larger surprise is that the transition

has gone so smoothly. The ruling People’s

Revolutionary Party stepped aside grace-

fully, making way for the newly elected

Democratic Union. The new Government
has now drawn up a sweeping reform pro-

gram, which was introduced to the new
legislature last week.

Negative campaigning was a new blem-

ish, but Americans sick of attack ads may
be happy to know that here the technique

mostly backfired. Delgermaa believes that

a big reason she won was dial her opponent
accused her of giving away free flour and
rice to voters. Never mind that Delgermaa
admitted it was true. “Mongolians hate

negative campaigning,” she said. “They
think it shows a weak spirit”

It is tempting to romanticize the demo-
cratic change under way. The new minis-

ters and legislators, led by a 41-year-old

Prime Minister, are young and idealistic

and just plain enthusiastic about taking

power. Their sense of excitement is as

infectious as their plans are ambitious, and

their political lingo sounds genuine and
concerned with real problems.

Hard Realities

But that is mostly because Mongolia’s

problems are so very real : The old socialist

way has collapsed and the new market
system still lacks capital and skills. Unem-
ploymenthas hit nearly half the urban work
force, inflation has eaten away at salaries

and pensions, and packs of street children

roam the streets to scavenge for food, even
in the winter when the temperature gets

stuck below zero.

Even in such economic straits, the transi-

tion to democracy that began in 1990 has

gone remarkably well, as the easy transfer

of power last summer suggests.

Effecting change is doubtless easier in a
country as modest as Mongolia — just 2.4

million people live here, roughly the popula-

tion of Brooklyn — than in a larger nation

with a more complex society. “It's a small

place,” said Werner Prohl, a German who
works in Ulaan Baatar for the Konrad Ade-
nauer Foundation, a nonprofit group sup-

porting research and democratic change.

“It’s really a few hundred people who mat-

ter in this country. If there is any scheming,

everyone knows about it right away.’’

Yet Mongolia’s experience plainly

counters the argument, often voiced in the

Far East, that democracy has no place in a
developing country or in an Asian nation

with “values" based on centuries of auto-

cratic rule. Mongolian adults seemed fully

capable of deciding who should govern

them, and many rode by horseback for

miles to vote. A full 96 percent of those

registered to vote got to the polls.

“Asian people want democracy just like

everyone else,” Winston Lord, Assistant

Secretary of State for Asia, said during a
recent visit to the region. “What’s happened
in Mongolia shows that talk about how
Asian values don’t tit with democracy is

simply untrue.”

The Mongolian Government now attaches

great importance to winning sympathy
from, and improved relations with, the Unit-

ed States. Cut loose from Russia after

decades of political subjugation and eco-

nomic support, Mongolians worry about

their portly neighbor to the south, China
Living squeezed between two giants,

Mongolians have often felt as though they

bad to side with one or the other. The Soviet

Union may have dominated Mongolia, a

common refrain here goes, but China would
simply consume it

It is an understandable fear. In the broad
swath of southern Mongolian plain that Chi-

na has controlled since the 1940’s, and re-

named the Inner Mongolia Autonomous Re-
gion, there are now twice as many ethnic

Chinese as Mongolians. Buddhist temples

were demolished and monks purged for

years before a semi-tolerant religious policy

was adopted in 1979. Chinese is the language

of instruction in schools.

It seems unlikely that Mongolia's new-
found democracy will irritate China's lead-

ership, which is careful to limit any discus-

sion of democracy among its own people.

Few people in China seem to be aware of the

recent changes here, and the leaders in

Beijing have not voiced any territorial

claim co Mongolia.

China’s Shadow
Yet there is always a danger of trouble

along the long border between China and
Mongolia, because Chinese authorities are
highly sensitive about any nationalist or
religious activism that might stir up unrest

among ethnic Mongolians within China.

While Mongolia’s Government will be
careful to avoid offending China in any way,
it is eager to have American friends.

“American support is critical, because
we live between these two giants;” said

Batkhuyag, a senior economic adviser to the

Prime Minister. “We’re very sensitive to

that We think that Americans can handle
these guys better than anyone else.”

A New ‘Great Game’?

Afghanistan Reels Back Into View
By JOHN F. BURNS

Kabul. Afghanistan

e months before Afghanistan’s new
rs marched him from a United Na-

5 compound in Kabul and summari-

eat, shot and hanged him, Afghani-

ist Communist President, Najibul-

nt much of his time preparing a

ion into Pashto, his native language,

10 book about Afghanistan, “The

amp," by the English writer Peter

ajibullah told United Nations otfi-

it be wanted Afghans to read the

text because of what they would

jm it of the 19th-century struggle

imperial Britain and imperial Rus-

lfluence in Afghanistan,

can see how our history has repeat-

» he said. "Only if we understand

iry can we take steps to break the

ajibullah, who in life served the

efforts to eliminate opposition to

i, died a death as miserable as any

i police meted out. But he might

m some grudging satisfaction from

malic flurry that has been stirred

eizure of power in Kabul by the

militia, a Muslim fundamentalist

t has done more to stir internation-

sst in Afghanistan than anything

Soviet invasion of 1979-

ncern has been as markedin Wasb-

i anywhere. *
, ...

viet troops withdrew in humilia-

89 and still more so after Moscow

Ttagton agreed in 1991 to halt arms

to the Najibullah Government and

-ican-backed Muslim guerrillas re-

y Afghanistan all but vanished

American official consciousness,

reek, after the Taliban formed a

al government and began con-

their new state along strict Mus-

imentalist lines - complete with

ie «f girls’ schools and beatings for

nKsed women, as well as at

public display of a man punched

Son—nobody at Foggy Bottom

needed a map to find Kabul. The State

Department spokesman. Nicholas Burns,

said Washington would be sending diplo-

mats there “within a few days" for formal

contacts with the Taliban.

Meanwhile, Mr. Burns said, the United

States urged ail Afghans to “work for na-

tional reconciliation" and for “a govern-

ment that can reunify the country and re-

spect the rights of all Afghans.” He voiced

American concerns about the protection of

human rights, “especially women’s rights,”

bat added, “We will have to judge them by
their actions.”

Suspicions About America
The statement did little to quell specula-

tion in this region that the United Stales, for

all of its qualms about Muslim fundamental-

ism elsewhere, was not altogether unhappy
with the Taliban assumption of power. Some
of the Taliban’s fiercest critics, in Afghani-

stan and Iran, among other places, went

further, and accused Washington of having

conspired with Pakistan to arm, train and

ance the Taliban.

typically, such assertions, notably by pro-

/emment newspapers in Teheran, offered

supporting evidence, beyond the presump-

0 that Washington, spotting the enmity

ween the Shiite Muslims who rule in

beran and the Sunni Muslims who pre-

ninate in the Taliban, would naturally

re plumped for the Taliban.

fhere is logic in thinking that Washington

1 not be unhappy with the prospect of a

rerament in Kabul that may limit Iranian

luence in Central Asia, particularly since

t governmenthasunimpeachably Islamic

dentials. And after the biffions of Ameri-

i taxpayers’ dollars that were fimneled

j the anti-Soviet struggle in the 1980’s,

y to have ihe enterprise degrade into a

ialid civil war among the American-

ised Muslim guerrilla groups, Washington

mot be unmoved by any hope for peace,

hit American diplomats in the region are

rushing to embrace the Taliban, at least

yet The litmus test for this or any other

rhan government, is likely to be, first the

[ingness of the Taliban to relax the harsh

Agencr France-Presse

The bodies of Najibullah, left, and his

brother hang from a Kabul traffic post.

measures it has proclaimed to control wom-
en, including a ten on women working, and,

second, the attitude of the rulers in Kabul on

narcotics trafficking and international ter-

rorism. In the Taliban’s first foreign policy

pronouncements, a senior official pledged

that the Taliban would oppose terrorism and

punish any would-be terrorists that come

into its hands.

This, obliquely, seemed to be a response to

previous American requests for help in clos-

ing down terrorist training bases that Ameri-

can intelligence believes have moved into

Afghanistan from Pakistan, where the

Afghan guerrilla struggle spawned a

whole generation of Muslim militants

fired by hatred for the United States. One
of these was Ramzi Ahmed Yousef, re-

cently convicted in New York of plotting

to bomb 11 American airliners over the

Pacific, and shortly to be tried for his role

in planting the bomb that killed 6 people

and left more than 1,000 injured in the

World Trade Crater in 1993. At least one

terrorist camp has already been closed

Tolerance of Drug Traffic

What is less certain is the Taliban’s

attitude toward narcotics trafficking.

While the fundamentalists have said they

will stone to death any drug trafficker,

this seems in practice to 'mean that they

win punish anyone selling drugs to Af-

ghans, or consuming them in Afghani-

stan.

From watching the opium and heroin

flow out of Afghanistan (at more than

2JJ00 tens of raw opium a year, produc-

tion is second only to that in Burma.
Laos and Thailand), Washington has con-

cluded that the Taliban has followed the

practice ofotherAfghan armed groups in

tolerating and sometimes even taxing,

the traffic.

If Washington will be watching the

Taliban closely, it will be no more hawk-
eyed than Moscow. On the heels of bro-

kering a peace deal that is extracting

Russian troops from Chechnya, Alek-

sandr Lebed, the Russian national securi-

ty adviser, seemed last week to switch

his emphasis and return to the domino
theory of Islamic fundamentalism popu-

lar among Russian nationalists.

“If the Taliban backed by Pakistan

reaches the border with Tajikistan and

Uzbekistan, including the city of Bokhara

they want to annex, they will wipe away
Russian border posts and see the road to

the north free,” he sakL

If Mr. Najibullah were still alive, he

would surely recognize in that the strong-

est echoes of The Great Game.

Self-Doubt

At Last for

The Swiss
By ALAN COWELL

Zurich

T
HE sustaining myths of Switzerland

suddenly seem as vulnerable as that

apple on the young Tell's head.
With greater intensity than at any

time in a half-century, Switzerland’s seven
million people are being pressed to look

back at the moral ground on which their

survival was built in the Second World War.
A wave of public reports based on newly

released United States and British intelli-

gence documents chronicling unsavory
Swiss dealings with Nazi Germany has bad-
ly dented the nation’s reputation for probity
— the very stock-in-trade of its financiers.

The Inquiry Begins
In response, the Government has prom-

ises an inquiry by historians and jurists to

study, over a leisurely five years, the whole
gamut of Switzerland's dealings with the

Third Reich, including the fate of accounts
set up by Jews who later perished in the

Holocaust and of gold looted by the Nazis and
then sold to the Swiss National Bank.
But the reports evoke passions that run

much deeper than the bank vaults under
scrutiny, confronting the Swiss with one cen-
tral question: Were they, or their forebears,
the Holocaust’s greatest profiteers, trading
not just in stolen bullion but also in gold,

jewelry, paintings and other assets belonging
to Hitler’s victims?

The answers lie partly in the hard-nosed
survival instincts of an idiosyncratic confed-

The nation questions

its own stories about
what it did in the war.

eration of 26 cantons, each as jealous of its

own individual powers as the whole country
is of its independence and identity.

If the irredentist rules of the Balkans were
to apply here, Switzerland would not exist Of
its four official languages — French, Ger-
man, Italian and Romansch — three are
those of more powerful neighbors encircling

a tiny land with little more by way of natural

resources than picture-postcard views and a
talent for making noisy clocks, triangular

chocolates and complicated penknives.

It is that perception of toe small, independ-
ent-minded kid forced to live by wits alone on
a block of bullies that colors so much of Swiss

life. To this day, all Swiss men do compulsory
service in the citizens’ army, whose role is

psychological more than strategic That
force is supposed to defend Switzerland’s

neutrality, the defining core of a nation that

refuses to join the United Nations and whose
citizens have formally rejected closer associ-

ation with .the rest of Europe.
"We live on this myth of neutrality,” said

Fritz Gysin, a professor of American Litera-

ture at Berne University, arguing that neu-

trality had always been defined as a strictly

Western impartiality.

Indeed, the promise of Switzerland’s im-
munity to the instabilities surrounding it has
historically underpinned the idea that money
in a Swiss bank is safe money. Even such
leading Nazis as Hermann Goring banked in

Switzerland. Adolf Hitler was said to have
deposited royalties from “Mein Kampf”
here — possibly another reason for the Nazis
not to overrun a land that Allies and Axis

alike wanted to maintain as a haven for
secret dealings of all kinds.

But the concept of neutrality also underlies

the current debate: What price did Switzer-

land pay for remaining aloof, and was it

justified by the cost to others?

For Neutrality’s Sake
The nation's wartime record toward the

Jews, said Paul Rechsteiner, a Swiss legisla-

tor, belongs “to the darkest chapters of our
recent history.” Indeed, only last year did

Switzerland formally apologize for its secret

1938 deal with the Nazis to prevent Jewish
refugees from crossing its borders — an
agreement struck in the name of neutrality.

The Swiss themselves survived World War
II unscathed because of "economic factors,

collaboration,” said Mr. Gysin, and now,
after years of studiously avoiding the issue,

they have begun to contemplate their past
“not with guilt, but with unease.”

“This could have been handled earlier with
greater charm and delicacy,” said Hans BSr
of the Swiss Bankers Association, referring

to the issue of Switzerland's long reluctance
to probe too deeply into the value and where-
abouts of accounts left by Holocaust victims.

But it is a peculiarly Swiss unease, rooted
in a readiness for obfuscation and self-decep-

tion that Germany’s Die Zeir newspaper
described as “a master performance of
myth-building, from William Tell to the Al-
pine redoubt to neutrality.” And the historian
Jacques Picard sees in the land’s postwar
mythology “the pattern of behavior that is

found time and again in Swiss history.”

The inquiry that Switzerland is promising
may thus beno more than damage control to

try to restore the repectability that under-

pins Switzerland as a leading financial cen-

ter built on Europe’s strongest currency.

And where that bottom line Is concerned,

there is simply no room for hand-wringing.
As Robert Vogler, a spokesman for Union

Bank of Switzerland, the country's biggest,

put it, “No one’s closed their account yet”
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Your Guts on Candid Camera
By GINA KOLATA

I

T isn’t exactly “E.R.” But Dr. Glenn Deyo. a
general surgeon in Tacoma, Wash-, video-
rapes all of bis laparoscopic surgery. And be
tells his patients that if they’d like a tape of

their operation, he'll make a copy for them.
Bringing lights and cameras in the operating

room was almost unheard of unto recently. But
with the advent of laparoscopic surgery, it has
become simple for doctors to videotape operar
tions. The surgery involves cutting a tiny slit in

a patient's body and inserting a laparoscope, a
tiny device tipped with a miniature video cam-
era that transmits color images of the inside of

the body. The surgeon operates by watching a
television screen that displays these images. To
make a color video of the operation, all the
doctor has to do is slip a blank tape into the
recording machine.
Some doctors got the idea that offering pa-

tients movies of their surgeries would bolster

confidence— after all, a doctor who is willing to

film himself at work must be pretty darn confi-

dent. But others view a doctor's willingness to

film his work as a sign of idiocy.

Richard Boone, a lawyer in McLean, Vel, who
defends doctors accused of medical malprac-

tice. thinks Dr. Deyo and others like him are
crazy. What ir something goes wrong?, he asks.

What's going to happen in a malpractice suit

when the injured patient comes in with a video

of the botched surgery?
“Any physician who markets to patients that

they will give them a video of die procedure is

an idiot,” Mr. Boone said.

On the other hand, Patrick Malone, a Wash-
ington lawyer who represents patients in mal-
practice suits, said that, as far as he is con-
cerned. the only argument for not taping is fear.

And therein lies a simmering controversy
behind the closed doors of surgeons

1

offices.

Should doctors videotape at all and. if so, should

they offer patients videotapes of their surgery?
Is taping and giving patients copies inviting

malpractice suits? Or is it good marketing?
Dr. Deyo said the tapes are invaluable in

providing a record of what he did. “We like to

have a record so we can go back and review
them if a patient should have discomfort or
complaints," he said.

But then again. Dr. Deyo has never been sued

by a patient brandishing a video. Other doctors,

who have, say, “Never again."

And their lawyers agree.

Defense lawyers say that if doctors insist on

taping, they should, at the very least, tape

everyone and keep all the tapes. If not, they

open themselves to charges that the very tapes

they did not keep were the incriminating ones.

And for heaven’s sake, the lawyers say, they

A videotaped view of abdominal surgery.

Surgeons who videotape

their work are darned
confident— or stupid.

shouldn't provide an audiotaped narrative as
they go along. The last thing a doctor wants is to

pick up the frantic comments in the operating
room when a routine operation turns into a
nightmare
Laparoscopic Surgery Updates, a monthly

newsletter read by surgeons and surgery de-
partment managers, recently featured the de-
bate over video surgery.
“There are two camps.”, said Dr. Eric de

Maria, who is the director of minimally invasive
surgery at Virginia Commonwealth Universi-

ty's Medical College of Virginia. "One is sur-
geons who think that what happens in a pro-
cedure is either not of interest to patients or not
appropriate for patients to view.” These sur-
geons, he added, “have a lot of liability con-
cerns.”
“They don’t want to hand an attorney what is

essentially an eyewitness view of what hap-
pened in a procedure,” he said.

|
On the other side. Dr. de Maria said, are

; doctors who think of the videos as “a marketing

,

strategy for patients.” Those doctors, he said,
“feel that it actually enhances the trust be-
tween the doctor and the patient.

”

“Nothing is being concealed," he added.
Dr. de Maria said he himself straddles the

line— he does not offer patients tapes but will
provide them if asked.
What do patients think? Some like the idea of

having videos of their surgery.
Dennis Heatheriy, a 44-year-old registered

nurse who lives in Gig Harbor, Wash., said he
took home a tape of his operation, in which Dr.
Deyo repaired a hernia and removed his gall
bladder.

“This is quite marvelous, as far as I’m con-
cerned,” he said. It didn’t make him queasy
because he felt disconnected from the surgery
as he watched it. “There’s not any real realiza-

tion that it's you,” he said.

Joyce Peterson, a 65-year-old from Tacoma,
who also was a patient of Dr. Deyo, said she has
not yet steeled herself to watch the tape of her
four-hour operation last April, to remove ab-

dominal adhesions. But the fact that Dr. Deyo
gave her the tape made her feel “more confi-

dent.’’

Hie surgeons themselves remain divided.

Laparoscopic Surgery Updates told of a doctor

who successfully defended himself with a video-
tape, proving to a jury that he had done nothing

wrong in his operation on a woman with abdom-
inal adhesions.

On the other hand, the newsletter also pre-

sented a surgeon, who asked not to be named,
whose videotape was used against him in court.

“The case was about the videotape,” he said.

“It centered on the videotape. 1 handled the

case appropriately, and it didn’t matter how
many professionals said I did the right thing.

You just had a bunch of laymen saying, ‘Ooh.

it’s bleeding.’
”

No Time for Fashion

By CONSTANCE C. R. WHITE

'

WOMEN, particularly baby boomers
whose acquisitiveness in the last

two decades brought boom times to

the fashion industry, are revising

their values: they're not cutting them to fit this

year’s fashions.

This attitudinal shift is related largely to the

changing bodies and psyches of baby boomers,
who have been a significant part of the market
Women are investing less in clothes and more in

the real fabric of their lives — children, health
care, careers, vacations and financial security.

The trend is also in part a reaction against a
fashion industry that, in recent years, has be-

come its own worst enemy, casting about with

peculiar trends like grunge, transparent shirts

and an endless parade of styles from decades
past. Pants, a kind of white flag sent up by
designers unable to fathom customers, are ubiq-

uitous in fall catalogues and store advertising.

"The reason fashion missed the boat is that

everything was too tight,” said Carol Farmer,
president of C. F. Associates, a trend research
company in Boca Raton, Fla. “It was body-

shaping fashion that was not respectful of a
boomer body. What does the baby boomer
want? Certainly not polyester doubleknit, the

stuff we grew up in.”

Comfort Over Style

As boomers have aged, spending on apparel

has decreased and more goes to sendees, said

economist Carl Steidtmann, in his recent report

for Management Horizons, the research arm of

Price Waterhouse L.L.P. Apparel spending

peaked in 1978 with baby boomers between the

ages of 15 and 24, he said. Those consumers are

now 33 to 42.

In a 1994 survey- by Management Horizons,

which tracks buying patterns and shopping atti-

tudes, consumers said they cared less about
fashion and more about value than in the past
The study also found that consumer spending on

apparel has fallen steadily for the last 16 years.

Though some designers are adjusting by offering

more relaxed, inexpensive clothes, and there has
been a slight but uneven increase in sales since

last year’s dismal Christmas, demand overall is

sluggish.

Giorgio Armani, profiled in New York maga-
zine last month, declared fashion finished. The
system, he said, had broken down. Mr. Armani is

correct: Women no longer follow the dictates of

designers or fashion editors, the traditional dis-

seminators of the message.
But fashion magazines, bent on pushing never-

too-rich, never-too-thin fantasy while readers

have moved toward a relaxed reality, share
some responsibility for women's lack of interest

in fashion. The disconnect between editorial con-

tent and advertising, flights of fancy and the real

world, is evident in most of the magazines.

What message was to be gleaned from the

cover of the September issue of Vogue, with two
models draped in semi-transparent, mustard-

colored slip dresses? Inside editorial pages dis-

played expensive, overwrought concepts like

matadors and bullfighting. Even when allowing

for magazine-speak about playing to readers’

asotrations, the images looked out of touch next

to advertising showing the new. uncomplicated

and moderately priced clothes available in

stores.

Vogue’s biggest September advertisers were

fragrance and cosmetic companies like Revlon

and casual, less expensive clothing retailers like

Lee Jeans and Tommy Hilfiger, which bought a
record 22 pages. As for the top-of-the-line retail-

ers, most put their money on accessories.

While fashion falters, other industries are cap-

italizing on women's mature shapes as well as
their new mood The travel business offers more
adventure trips and family-oriented vacations.

Women’s participation in adventure travel rose

from 54 percent in 1985 ro 63 percent in 1995,

according to Kathryn Cooney, president of Over-
seas Adventure Travel, a trade group based in

Cambridge, Mass. At Woods Women Inc., a trav-

el society in Minneapolis specializing in women’s
travel, participants have jumped from 400 in

1986 to 1J00 so far this year, said Denise Mitten,

executive director.

Spas are marketing themselves as stress re-

lievers rather than the weight-loss centers of a
decade ago. Women’s use of commercial gyms
jumped 108 percent. lo 3.6 million, between 1987

and 1995, according to the International Health,

Racquet and Sportsclub Association.

Publishers are churning out "The Celestine

Prophecy.” “The Tenth Insight" and other books

meant to help boomers plumb their spiritual

depths. Car ha- r im-'juuced dozens

of sport utility vehicles in the last three years,

the better for boomers to express their rugged
individualism.

Even the number of nail salons nationwide has
Shot upward. Seven years ago 900 nail techni-

cians were registered with the Korean Nail Salon
Association in the New York, Westchester and
Long Island area; today 6,000 are.

Dividing a Smaller Pie
As the many baby boomers turn 50 this year,

biology is shaping women's response to fashion.
Clothes that promote sexual attraction and re-

production are. it seems, fundamentally different
from chose suited to cocooning and reaching
maturity in a career or relationship.

A decade hence, a new wave of young people 15
to 24 years old — today’s baby boomlet — may
spark a surge of interest in fashion again, said
Mr. Steidtmann of Management Horizons- Mean-
while, women’s complacency, if not inertia, about
fashion is likely to continue.

Women have not stopped buying clothes, but
the industry will have to adjust to dividing a
smaller pie as fashion moves to the outer nebu-
lae of its customers' lr.vs.

Happy Taxpayers

In Arizona

For Peter Wilson, marijuana is “one of life’s little pleasures.” Deborah
Pine had it prescribed by a Dutch doctor to help ease a muscle disorder.

Continued From Page 1

juana defendants because of this cli-

mate of tolerance, “ft was easier to

be successful in this area because
juries just aren’t interested in con-

victing people on this stuff,” he said.

Marijuana use is rising — many
experts agree that the drug is one of

the country’s largest cash crops,

with sales estimated at $10 billion to

$40 billion a year — and public offi-

cials* public comments are generally

ounces, but returned the pot when Mr.

.

Wilson showed them his license. Four
days Jarer be was arrested

Mr. Walz, his lawyer, argued that

the charges amounted to double jeop-

ardy because the tax, which Mr. Wil-

son had paid, was punitive in itself.

The county magistrate who handled

the preliminary hearing agreed and
the charges were dropped.

A Legal Hot Potato
as tough as ever. But as Mark A. R.

Kleinian, a drug-policy expert at the

University of California at Los Ange-
les, put it, “This issue does not have
as much political salience as it used
to because of the growing number of

people who have used it.”

Angry Arizona law-enforcement
officials insist that they are anything
but indifferent, that marijuana is not

legal and that dealers will be dealt

with harshly. But Mr. Wilson's case

has been allowed to slide for 14

months and the legislature has
passed up an opportunity to straight-

en out the legal anomaly. A bill that

would have repealed licensing

passed a State Senate committee
earlier this year but was killed. John
Greene, the president of the Senate,

dismissed it as “a stupid bill," add-
ing that "it made lawmakers ner-

vous to vote on it.” Mr. Greene said

that he felt the current law was fine

and that the courts would eventually

correct the inappropriate interpreta-

tion of the licensing statute.

"Doesn't that kind of tell you
something?” asked Russel Linte-

cum, a poet, siqger and Norm I mem-
ber, who was puffing happily in front

of the Capitol and striking a conspir-

atorial note. “I mean, you tell me."
The issue arose in 1983. when the

heavily Republican Arizona Legisla-

ture followed several other states

and passed a marijuana tax law to

give the courts another way of pun-
ishing dealers. The lawmakers add-
ed the licensing provision to create
still another tool for snaring anyone
caught with pOL At the time, some
legislators questioned whether the
law might be interpreted as a form of
legalization. The questions were
brushed aside, and Gov. Bruce Bab-
bitt, now the Secretary of the Interi-

or. signed the bill.

Blazing a Trail

The law was all but forgotten until

1990, when Mr. Green, an engineer at
an Allied Signal plant and a regular
pot smoker, tested positive in a com-
pany drug test He was forced to
undergo regular urine testing for the
next two years, and got mad. 'T felt I
had to do something in retaliation, so
I formed the Norml chapter here/’ he
said, adding that for one of his first
newsletters he examined the state’s
drug laws and stumbled on the licens-
ing provision. He eventually bought a
license and a sheet of stamps.
Mr. Wilson, who succeeded Mr.

Green as head of the Norml chapter
several years later and who also
bought a license, said he was worried
at the time that his high profile might
make him the target of a police sting
operation. But he was finally arrested
by accident. His wife, who has since
died, had an ailment that made her-
violent at times, Mr. Wilson said.
Once, after he called the police to help
subdue her. she blurted our that he
was hiding pot. 1 he [joli-. i . r. .r

The state appealed, and the case
traveled to the State Superior Court,

which passed it to the State Court of

Appeals, which sent it back to the

magistrate, who sent it back to the

Superior Court. On Sept. 26 that court
sent it back to the magistrate, reject-

ing the double jeopardy ruling.

But the magistrate. John R. Bar-
clay. said that as far as he was con-
cerned the case was dosed and that

he would throw it out again. “Anyone

A law-and-order

state gives a green
light to dealers.

grand jury or refile it,” sai
Barclay, a Republican who in

he was merely applying the st«

What has been the effect of th

experiment? An increasing m
of high school students in A
admit using marijuana, but t
happening across the country
there is little evidence that
students know about the lie
Only S4 licenses have been issue
year, and the state has collecte
$413,400 in licensing fees and ta
the law's 13-year existence.
For people tike Deborah Pin

license allows her peace of mini
Pine suffers from fibroroyaJgk
drome, a potentially debilitating
cle disorder. She said the prescr
drugs she had been taking hi
many side effects that she often
not get out of bed. She turn
marijuana with reluctance, she
but has found it extremely effe
allowing her to be an active m
for her two children. She keep
pot in a pickle jar on her Id
counter on which one of her d
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Vietnam veteran suffering postma stress disorder, said he
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When Boards Say No to Holders The price °* Sayins n°
•/ At the foliowina three companies, the hoards nf

,

By REED ABELSON

I

MAGINE that somebody knocks
on your door and offers to buy
your house for more than you
thought it was worth. You want
to take the money, but your real

estate broker prevents you. insisting
that the pnce will go up. A year
passes, and you’re still waiting.

Shareholders often find them-
selves caught in a similar conun-
drum, with this difference: while a
real Mtate broker can’t block the
sale of a home, a board of directors
can — and these days increasingly
does — slam the door on an unsolicit-
ed bid for a company, even when
shareholders favor the deal
That is what happened at Wallace

Computer Services Inc. of Hillside,
III. One year after its board rejected
an offer of $30 a share, adjusted for a
recent stock split, from the Moore
Corporation, a rival office-supply
company based in Toronto, the stock
is languishing in the $28 range, clos-
ing Friday at $28,625. Shareholders,
who overwhelmingly supported the
offer, tendering nearly three-fourths
of all shares outstanding at one
point, are out at least $74 million.
They may be out much more, since
Moore might well have raised its bid
had Wallace bothered to negotiate
instead of adopting a poison pill to
thwart the unwelcome advances.
Moreover, shareholders could

have been reinvesting that money in
a market that has risen about 20
percent.

“If history runs true to form, the
shareholders of Wallace were proba-
bly ill served by the board's deci-
sion," said Joseph A. Grundfest, a

former commissioner with the Secu-
rities and Exchange Commission
who is now a securities law profes-
sor at Stanford University.

Wallace's shareholders a re not the
only ones wailing. When Paramount
Communications made a play for
Time Inc. in the late 1980’s. Time
refused an offer of $200 a share — or
$50 adjusted for a subsequent stock
split. Seven years have passed, and
the price of Time Warner Inc., creat-
ed in a 1989 merger of Time and
Warner Communications, closed
Friday at $39.50. And shareholders
of the insurance company Unitrin
Inc. have been waiting two years for
their stock to trade significantly
above the $50,375 a share offered by
American General.

What's going on here? As a com-
pany’s owners, aren’t shareholders
supposed to be the final arbiters of
its fate? Not exactly, it seems. A
Federal court in the business-friend-
ly state of Delaware ruled last De-
cember, in a lawsuit filed by Moore
against Wallace, that a company's
board of directors can overrule
shareholders in takeover battles as
long as it makes a reasonable as-
sessment of the company’s potential
value.

“It is by far the strongest decision
by the Delaware court on the just-

say-no defense," said Andrew G.T.
Moore 2d, a former Delaware Su-
preme Court judge who is now a
senior managing director for the in-

vestment banking firm Wasserstein,
PereJla & Company.
While previous court rulings had

established the primacy of the
boards, this one heartened corporate
executives and their boards across
the country by giving them new am-

WORLD INDEX
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In U.S. dollars.
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munition to withstand hostile bids.
At the same time, of course, it an-
gered proponents of shareholders’
rights and others with stakes in the
outcome of takeover fights. Since it

was issued, a growing number of
companies have simply refused to
negotiate with suitors. The Circon

i Corporation, a medical-technology
company, for example, is snubbing
an $18-a-share offer by the United
States Surgical Corporation, even
though the stock was below $10 be-

fore the offer and a majority of the

shares have been tendered in sup-
port of the purchase.

More than just sending a comfort-
ing signal to corporate board rooms,
the ruling by Judge Murray
Schwartz of the United States Dis-

trict Court in Wilmington has pro-
voked a heated and often convoluted
debate that goes to the heart of one
of the great riddles of ihe corporate
marketplace: Who should ultimately

determine a company's intrinsic,

long-term worth, as opposed to its

day-to-day stock market valuation?

Should it be the directors, who
have a fiduciary duty to make the

right decision but who also tend to

circle the wagons whenever their

salaries and perquisites are threat-

ened? Should it be the company's
investment bankers, who have the

expertise to weigh all the factors but

who also may have a vested interest

in keeping the managements happy?
Should it be shareholders, who own
the company but may be uninformed
about all the factors affecting its

worth? Or professional investors,

like arbitrageurs, who jump into

takeover frays in hopes of making a
quick buck? Or Federal or state

judges, trained in the intricacies of

the law but ill equipped to act as
stock market analysts?

For the moment, boards have the

upper hand. But while directors are
supposed to represent the interests

of shareholders, critics say they
often seem more than willing to

thwart the owners* wishes, often be-

cause their portfolios are not on the

line: Wallace’s board and top offi-

cers. for example, collectively own
just 2 percent of the company’s
shares.

Boards justify their actions by in-

voking the recommendations of the

investment bank hired by manage-
ment as an “independent expert" to

evaluate an offer. Wallace's board
relied heavily on the opinion of Gold-

man, Sachs & Company, which fre-

quently advises companies fending

off unwanted suitors. Once Goldman
deemed the offer too low, the board
was able to refuse Moore’s offer and
shareholders were powerless to do
anything except elect three of

Moore's nominees to the board. De-
feated, Moore announced last Au-
gust that it was no longer interested

in acquiring Wallace.

To Guy Wyser-Pratte, a New York
arbitrageur who owns 2.3 percent of

Wallace's stock, the board’s defen-

sive posture was overkilL “You have
the moat, drawbridge and the alliga-

tors in the moat," he said.

Frustrated by what he views as

the judge's essentially playing secu-

rities analyst in the case, Mr. Wyser-

Pratte is trying to change the rules

by asking Wallace’s shareholders at

the annual meeting next month to

nominate three new directors and to

defuse the company’s poison-pill

provision. His hope is to persuade
Moore or some other" buyer to take

over the company or to force Wal-

lace to increase the company’s value

through other means.
Not surprisingly, Wallace’s board

has come out. against Mr. Wyser-
Pratte’s proposals. What is surpris-

ing is that the vote was unanimous,
partly because the three Moore di-

rectors appear reluctant to be seen
as insurgents.

What offends Mr. Wyser-Pratte

most is the idea that the opinion of an
investment bank should carry

weight with either a board of direc-

tors or the Delaware courts. He
questions whether any adviser is

really objective, and he argues that

the decision about a company’s true

value is best left to investors. “The
larger question here is whether in-

vestment banks' opinions are bought
opinions.” he said. ‘‘The answer is

clearly yes."
As much as an estimated 45 per-

cent of Wallace's stock was in the

hands of arbitrageurs like Mr.
Wyser-Pratre, who are frequently

criticized as being out only for a

quick buck. As a group, they thought

Moore's $30-a-share offer for Wal-
lace last October was a good price

for the stock.
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To be sure, other shareholders
thought the Moore offer was too low.

Wallace was enjoying considerable
success with a newly developed com-
puter system. Profits were on the

upswing. "We thought the stock was
worth more than Moore was willing

to pay,” said Eugene Gardner, a
portfolio manager for David L. Bab-
son & Company.

David Drake, the assistant direc-

tor of research for Institutional'

Shareholder Services, a Bethesda.
MtL, firm that- advises money man-
agers on how to vote their proxies,

also supported Wallace's decision to

reject the offer. “We backed a man-
agement that had produced superior
results,” he said. “A struggling com-
pany that erects a defense has less

credibility."

In his decision. Judge Schwartz
weighed in with his -own analysis,

concluding that Moore's offer did not

adequately take into account the full

value of Che companyand that share-
holders lacked the tools to figure

that (»il Many of them, he said, "are

uninformed, will cash out before re-

alizing the fruits of the substantial

technological innovations achieved
by Wallace.”

Although Wallace declined to com-
ment in detail on Lhe dispute, the

company contends that the judge's
decision vindicated the board's posi-

tion. The court “concluded that our
board acted properly in not redeem-
ing the shareholder rights because
the board was in possession of infor-

mation not available to the share-

holders." said Robert J. Cronin, Lhe

president and chief executive officer

of Wallace, in a prepared siatemenL
But critics of the board's decision

say it was distorted by Goldman's
analysis, which consisted of varying

calculations resulting in a range of

possible valuations. Mr. Wyser-

Pratteand Eric Longraire, a manag-
ing director in Mr. Wyser-Pra tie’s

New York firm, contend it was “re-

plete with significant valuation math
errors, and is therefore worthless."

These errors, they argue, “signifi-

cantly overvalue Wallace's share

price.”

For example, they say, it is un-

clear how the bank arrived at spe-

cific valuations, based on the infor-

mation that was publicly available.

The two also argue that the firm
systematically overstated the com-
pany’s multiple in many of its calcu-

lations by using the share price on

the day before the bid was made,
rather than a four-week average,

although the stock had risen in an-

ticipation of the offer.

While a spokesman for Goldman
refused totbrnment on any aspect of'

its work for Wallace, Cody J. Smith,

the partner who-headed the review; -

wrote a letter earlier this year in

which he said that "we strongly dis-

agree" with Mr. Wyser-Pratte's con-

clusions and “stand by our analy-

sis." Mr. Smith refused “to engage
in point-by-point debate about our
work,” and asserted that Mr. Wyser-
Pratte's own compulations were
flawed. Wallace says its board re-

viewed Mr. Wyser-Pratte’s com-
plaints and found “no substance” to

his contentions.

No doubt, there is little love lost

between the two parties. Mr. Smith
is the Goldman partner who faced

off once before against Mr. Wyser-
Pratte in his proxy battle with the

Van Dorn Company after it refused

a buyout offer from the Crown, Cork
and Seal Company in 1992. After a

yearlong battle, Van Dorn surren-

dered.

In theory, investment banks are

paid to speak frankly about a compa-
ny’s worth, not to tell management
what it wants lo hear. While they

may not come out publicly in favor

of an unsolicited bid, they frequently

work behind the scenes to convince

recalcitrant managements to accept

an offer. If they advise a company to

refuse an offer, it is because they

know something shareholders do

not, like the impact of new product

or a pending legal settlement on the

value of the company, their defend-

ers say.

"The bankers aren’t advocates.

They are independent financial ex-

perts,” said Harvey Pitt, a securi-

ties lawyer in Washington. Invest-

ment bankers would not put their

opinions on the line "unless they

were confident they assessed the rel-

evant facts,” he said.

Even so, questions about the ob-

jectivity of investment banks keep

cropping up. “If it’s a hostile bid,

they’ll always say it’s inadequate,"

said Frederick Green, the portfolio

manager for the Merger Fund,

At the following three companies, the boards of directors refused a
takeover offer. When the cases wen! to court in Delaware, the judges sided

with the boards. But shareholders had to wait - and some are still waiting -

for the stock to reach the price the board considered too low. The
companies either declined to comment or said that their plans to increase
shareholder value were still on track.
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which speculates on takeovers. That
is roughly the same line taken by
shareholders who filed a class-action

lawsuit against Wallace in a Dela-
ware state court last year, arguing
that the board had not acted in their

best interests. The Skit also contend-'

ed that Goldman, which earned
about $8 million for-its trouble^-was

hired not to render a disinterested
opinion but to lend support to man-
agement
Although the judge in the Federal

suit disagreed, saying that Gold-
man’s fee arrangement did not prej-

udice it one way or the other because
the firm would have made roughly
the same or more if the takeover had
occurred, Vincent R. Cappucci, the

shareholders’ lawyer, argues that

Goldman wanted lo protect its rela-

tionship with Wallace and make sure
it would continue to be hired by other
companies. “In any individual case,

the compensation to the financial

adviser may not be a significant sura

of its own right," he said “Goldman
has an interest in continually being
retained" The shareholders' suit

was dropped however, after the fa-

vorable ruling by Judge Schwartz in

Federal court.

Some companies seem to be fairly

open about their desire for a bounc-
er. United States Surgical contends
in a lawsuit that seeks to prevent
Circon from using a poison pill that

Circon's board is doing just that The
chairman of Circon, Richard A.

Auhll. wrote a letter to employees in

August saying the company had “re-

tained expert financial and legal ad-

visers to help us prevail, no matter
what U.S.S.C. does." In the letter,

Mr. Auhll emphasized the board’s
position that shareholders would be
able to realize substantial future val-

ue for their stock. "We do not need to

sell the company to create this value

for our stockholders,' ' he said
While Circon would not comment

on the lawsuit, a spokeswoman em-
phasized that the board was per-

forming its fiduciary obligations.

What sparring like that between
Mr. Wyser-Pratte and Goldman also

makes clear is that even the so-

called experts differ on how to value
a company. The not-too-surprising

conclusion of the independent expert

retained by Moore was that Gold-

man's analysis overvalued Wal-
lace's stock. In a report by Ian Fish-

er, a former Merrill Lynch banker
who heads his own New York con-

sulting firm, Goldman is accused of

relying on multiples that were too

high and discount rates that were too
low in reachingJts.conclusion.
What's more, critics say, Gold-

man's analysis depended on man-
agement's own opinion about the

success of its strategy in the future.

Managements are notorious for be-

ing overly optimistic, and while the

judge was comfortable in accepting
the notion that Wallace could reason-
ably expect to duplicate its recent

success, others are not quite so sure.

In their now-withdrawn suit, the
shareholders noted that Wallace ex-

ecutives had used sales and earnings
projections Lhat were “substantially
higher" than the ones they used in

their strategic plan two months ear-
lier in order to bolster its case, once
the company became the subject of a
takeover offer. Moore raised similar
issues in its suiL According to Mr.
Fisher, the new projections caused
Goldman to add nearly $12 to the

value of the stock in one case. The
company argued that it had failed to

give itself enough credit for recent
manufacturing innovations, and the

judge concurred.

While there are times when share-
holders are kept in the dark, Wal-
lace's hopes and dreams hardly
seem a secreL “What should be re-

quired is for Goldman to present its

valuation analysis to shareholders
and let them decide," said Robert
Bruner, a professor of business ad-

ministration at the University of Vir-
ginia. "If Goldman's analysis is true,

and if the information presented is

true, the share price should adjusL”

In the Wallace situation, once the
decision was no longer in sharehold-

ers' hands. Judge Schwartz was
forced, in effect, to play the role of

stock anaiysL It is not a part that he
or any other jurist is ideally suited

for, in the view of many. "Courts are
the worst agencies imaginable to go
and make these substantive judg-
ments," said Mr. Moore, the former
Delaware judge.
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Is Strategy More Crucial Than the Candidates?

The High Court Drama Begins
With a docket packed with important cases

touching on some of the most difficult and contrx>
versial issues of the day, the Supreme Cort opens a
new term tomorrow amid a heightened sense of

drama, and even apprehension. The justices them-
selves greatly added to the suspense surrounding
the term last week by adding two cases on physi-
cian-assisted suicide to the calendar.

This is a Court saddled with big ideological rifts

and still struggling to define itself. The rich case-
load presents no shortage of opportunities to stake
out some lofty ground on basic constitutional princi-

ples, much as the Court did last term in invalidating
the men-only admissions policy at the Virginia
Military Institute and in striking down Colorado's
anti-gay ordinance. But this is also a Court with a
determined conservative majority suspicious of

Federal authority and bent on eviscerating legisla-

tive remedies for racial injustice. Moreover, some
of the cases the Court has taken raise complex
questions that defy easy answers along traditional

ideological lines, setting the stage for battles that

are both messy and riveting.

One major fight involves a challenge to the

Brady gun-control law. Narrowly approved by Con-
gress in 1994, it sensibly requires local law enforce-

ment officials to perform background checks of gun
purchasers during a five-day waiting period. Given
the Court’s emphasis of late on the limits of Federal
power, the law appears to be tn jeopardy.

In another prominent case. President Clinton

has asked the Court to defer proceedings in the

sexual harassment lawsuit filed against him by a
former Arkansas state employee, Paula Jones, until

he leaves office. Rejecting his request would affirm

the bedrock constitutional principle that no citizen,

even a sitting President, is above the law.

For the fourth time in five years, redistricting

is a battleground. The Court will be reviewing

whether a lower court in Georgia violated the

Voting Rights Act when it reduced the number of

majority-black Congressional districts in the state

to one from three. This is an opportune moment for

Justice Sandra Day O'Connor to step back some
from her recent decisions weakening the act

Other notable cases ask the Court to resolve

free-speech disputes in a variety of provocative
contexts. For example, the Court will be responding
to sound decisions by two separate judicial panels

striking down an unconstitutional and wholly un-
needed Congressional statute censoring the Inter-

net. A clear and well-reasoned ruling from the high
court granting maximum protection for free speech
in cyberspace would be a welcome antidote to the
Court’s confusing opinion commenting on similar
issues in a cable television case last term.

But the assisted suicide cases are bound to be
the centerpiece of the new term. The Court is

looking at rulings from New York and Washington
State that use different reasoning to uphold the right

to die. The justices may duck the issue by passing it

back to state legislatures. But that would be a
serious abdication given the profound constitutional

issue of personal autonomy raised by the cases.
The Court’s challenge is to frame a solution

that recognizes both the fundamental right of termi-
nally ill patients to die with dignity and the need for

carefully tailored safeguards to determine their

true wishes and to protect their rights along with
the integrity of the medical profession. In this, as
with the other hard cases this term, Americans are
looking to the high court for sound legal judgments,
imbued with fairness and a clear-thinking commit-
ment to constitutional freedoms.

A Shaky Peace in Northern Ireland
By now, the Northern Ireland peace talks were

supposed to be addressing the political issues at the>

core of the conflict” Instead they are going nowhere;
haunted by the Irish -Republican Army’s reckless

decision to resume deadly bombing attacks in Brit-

ain and all but paralyzed by a Protestant Unionist

demand to revise the compromise disarmament
formula on which the talks are premised.

Last week, David Trimble of the Ulster Union-

ist Party, usually the most moderate of the Unionist

leaders in the talks, set a new condition for allowing

the I.R.A/S political wing, Sinn Fein, to join the

negotiations. He now demands that even if the i.RA
declares a new cease-fire, Us members must start

handing over their weapons before Sinn Fein can
enter the talks.

That goes well beyond the position of the British

and Irish Governments, which calls for disarma-
ment timetables for ail paramilitary groups to be
worked out as the talks proceed, with progress on
other issues building the confidence needed to turn

over the weapons.
Under this compromise formula, put forward

by the independent chairman of the talks, former
United States Senator George Mitchell, no aspect

of the peace agreement would be final until all

issues, including the weapons issue, were resolved.

Little progress is expected until next year’s

British,' Ulster and Irish elections have passed.

But as recent events in the Middle East suggest, a
loss in negotiating momentum can quickly lead to

tragic escalations in violence. Protestant paramili-

tary groups now indicate that they may return to

terrorism and there is a growing danger that the

I.RA. could carry its current bombing campaign
back to Ulster itself, where a fragile cease-fire still

holds.

Those risks make it imperative that the three

main sponsors of the talks, Britain, Ireland and the

United States, press the Protestants to move ahead
on the Mitchell formula for discussing disarma-

ment alongside other issues, just as they must
continue to press Sinn Fein and the I.RA. to re-

nounce violence permanently. In practice, Britain,

which has worked closely with Mr. Trimble in the

past has the greatest chance of persuading the

Unionists to compromise.
All those on both sides who believe in peace

ought to recognize that the only alternative to

moving forward is sliding back toward the death
and destruction that have brutalized Northern Ire-

land for the past quarter century and more.

Editorial Notebook

Cook the Geese
The nip in the evening air her-

alds another cycle in the suburban
critter wars. Summer has faded
away, and with it the conflict be-

tween the rights of coyotes and the

safety of the family poodles. Soon we will say hello to the

deer, farewell to the shrubbery. Then comes spring and
the annua] goose debates.

"I think you could run for President on this issue,”

says Charles Holbrook of the animal overpopulation

issue. Mr. Holbrook is the town supervisor in ClarkstoWn
N.Y., a community on the cutting edge when it comes
to goose disposal. Under his leadership, the town rounded

up about 350 of its thousand-plus birds during molting

season for a ride to a meat processor. Goose-lovers

sport T-shirts bearing uncomplimentary slogans about
Mr. Holbrook, but he says he was hardened to

such affronts during an early career as a high school

teacher.

A disinterested observer might find it strange that

anyone wouid defend the wild geese that cover school

playgrounds with their droppings, or argue for protect-

ing deer herds in neighborhoods already plagued with

Lyme disease. But we are overurbanized creatures, self-

conscious about our collective guilt Remember what we
did to the buffalo, to the carrier pigeon, to Bambi’s
mom? (O.K., she was fictional, but it was stiii our fault)

We presume the deer, the geese, the coyotes were here

first so It is our obligation to accommodate their needs,

whether they be eating the landscaping, befouling the

town square or carrying off the cat
Actually. In many cases the animals who are now

known as “suburban nuisance wildlife” arrived after the

people. Coyotes are now moving into long-established

suburbs where they never lived before — like so many
transferred corporate vice presidents. The Canada geese
migrated between the great North and the Chesapeake
Bay until they noticed the carefully tilled grass in parks

and golf courses along their route and turned into year-

round squatters. The deer have multiplied to such a

degree that wildlife managers trying to transplant the

overload are at a loss to locate a site that doesn’t already

have more than enough.

In their present large numbers, deer are a hazard to

humans and other wildlife. They carry ticks that cause

disease. They leap out into the road in front of cars —
New York State estimates they cause 50.000 accidents a

A Good Word
For Bambi-Bashing

year. They strip the forest under-

brush so that more fragile species,

like ground-nesting birds, small

mammals and salamanders, are
driven away.

Salamanders, unfortunately for them, don’t have
big. soulful brown eyes. When it comes to saving wildlife,

sympathy flows in the direction of esthetics. While a tiny

minority of Americans object to killing any form of life,

most people would happily wipe out a family of rats with

an Uzi. Give a deer fangs and scales, and you would have

mobs of torch-bearing citizens marching on town halls

across the nation, demanding their extermination.

Some animal-rights groups have reluctantly accept-

ed the fact that a portion of the deer and geese will have
to go, for the sake of nature as a whole. Non-fatal

remedies. like installing birth control implants or mov-
ing the excess deer someplace else, are long, hard,

expensive jobs that are terrifying and uncomfortable for

the animals, who frequently die anyway. But unsurpris-

ingly. the animal lobby has not universally embraced the

idea that the nation has too many wild beasties. "We’re
completely against unnecessary killing of animals and
no one has demonstrated necessity to us yet,” says John
Hadidian of the Humane Society.

But when a species is overpopulating all over the

place, the burden of proof ought to be on the side that
wants to protect it. Consider the non-migrating Canada
geese. They live well into their teens and have few
natural enemies. A handful in the town pond can turn into

a few hundred in no time whatsoever. Suddenly, kids are
coming home from baseball practice splattered with
green droppings. Crowded together with wild and domes-
tic ducks, resident geese breed diseases that can kill

other, scarcer birds, including those migratory geese
who live hard, play by the rules and wind up getting duck
plague or botulism for their trouble.

Geese, of course, are handsome animals, with even
more defenders than the deer herds. Coyotes are devel-

oping fan clubs too — some New Yorkers may remem-
ber the city's love affair with a particularly mangy
specimen that wandered into the Bronx a few years ago.
and was universally dubbed “Wiley.” Two things that

are guaranteed to make the relationship between man
and wild critters worse are naming them and feeding
them. We still await the formation of the first Committee

To the Editor:

“Dole’s Advisers Debate Strategy

Over California” (front page, Oct 3)
typifies this political season’s raisfo-

cused media coverage. The national
press has been hypnotized by politi-

cal consultants who have defined
themselves (and not the candidates
who pay their salaries) as central to

the election process.
Your article describes a debate

among political consultants in Bob
Dole’s Presidential campaign over
strategy in California. By implica-
tion, the article defines campaign
strategy and the allocation of cam-
paign funds as critical to the out-
come of the election.

To the average voter, the debate
among these consultants is irrele-

vant. Nobody other than these con-
sultants and your reporters babbling
at cocktail parties in Georgetown
cares about strategic insiders and
how their internal power struggles
are unfolding.

As the issues and the real candi-
dates continue to be ignored, should
anyone be surprised by our citizen-

ry’s apathy toward the political pro-

cess? John E. Murdock 4th

New York. Oct 3, 1996

That Nixon-J.EK. Poll
To the Editor:

Three and a half decades after the
first Kennedy-N'ixon debates of I960,

journalists and political profession-

als still trot out the poll that showed
that those who saw the debate on
television thought Kennedy won, and
those who heard it on radio thought

Nixon bested the man from Massa-
chusetts (Week in Review, Sept 29).

As scholars have long pointed out,

however, the poll itself is open to

serious question on methodological

grounds. The study never had to sat-

isfy the rigorous requirements of

peer review, reported as it was in a
broadcasting trade magazine. There

were only 282 respondents in the

Michael Stain

radio portion of the national sample.

And the findings were not that con-

vincing. For example, 54 percent of

those who saw the debate on televi-

sion called it a draw or declined to

name a winner. Of those who were
willing to call the debate, 28 percent

said Kennedy won and 18 percent

selected Nixon.

Moreover, it is commonly believed

that Nixon lost on television because

he looked sweaty and sickly. As some
scholars have pointed out, you can

turn the study around by suggesting

that Kennedy lost on radio because

listeners were turned off by his Bos-

ton accent.

More interesting than the actual

findings of che study is the insistence

that in Presidential debates, visual

images carry the day. During the

1976 campaign Gerald Ford’s staff

was well aware of this legendary

study, made sure that he watched the

Kennedy-Nlxon debate, and took into

account the lesson that Nixon lost

because of how he looked. But Mr.

Ford flubbed it in the second debate

by contending that Eastern Europe
was not under the domination of the

Soviet Union. Perhaps if his staff bad
paid more attention to words he

2d-Grade Kissing: Milk, Cookies and Lust!

to Defend the Urban RaL GAIL COLLINS

To the Editor:

Congratulations forgiving voice to

the victims of the latest assault on

the women of America (“Harass-

ment in 2d Grade? Queens Kisser Is

Pardoned/* front page, Oct. 3).

Reported incidents of second-

grade kissing, the nation’s most
underreported crime, have doubled

in the last week alone. Furthermore,
studies have shown that most sec-

ond-grade kissing occurs during re-

cess. thereby detracting from the

quality of the milk-and-cookies expe-

rience. As a result, many schoolgirl

victims go on to develop anorexia

and are therefore unable to protect

themselves when they receive the

traditional Super Bowl beating.

For too long the tragedy of second-

grade kissing has been ignored by the

political and educational power struc-

ture. Careful research has shown that

if boys kiss girls in the second grade,

they will kiss them again in the fu-

ture. Clearly these are not isolated

incidents; they form a pattern. It is

the pattern of a serial kisser.

There is still time before the No-

vember elections for the Presiden-

tial candidates to present their plans

for dealing with this horror before

more lives are ruined, so that we can

go back to the important work of

building on the successes of our pub-

lic school system. Joe Benning
Summit, N.J., Oct 3, 1996

A Missed Opportunity
To the Editor:

In the past three weeks I have
been shocked by the cases in which a

6-year-old boy in North Carolina and
a 7-year-old boy in Queens have been

accused of sexual harassment for

kissing a girl.

Both occasions should have been

used as teaching opportunities where
girls would learn how to say "no” or

“yes” and where boys would learn to

talk respectfully to and interact with

girls. Instead, the handling of these

two instances, and the media cover-

age they received, make a mockery of

the more serious sexual harassment
that goes on every day in school hall-

ways, city streets and public swim-
ming pools where girls are humiliat-

ed, shamed and even injured.

I was also disappointed to see

that the latest case made your Oct 3

front page— complete with a picture

of the young boy. When 7-year-old

African-American boys are being
killed by guns on our cities’ streets,

and as many as one in four girls is

sexually abused, often in her own

A Star Is Dusted

To the Editor:

Re the string of reports this week
about the Baltimore Orioles second
baseman Roberto Alomar and his

contretemps with an umpire (Sports
pages):
The shine from Alomar’s star is

now tarnished, and it will never glow
again regardless haw often he spits

on iL LEE ANN RODGERS
Monroe, Conn., Oct. 4, 1996

The Times welcomes tellers from
readers. Letters must include the writ-

er's name, address and telephone
number. Those selected may be short-

ened for space reasons. Fax letters to

(212) 556-3622 or send by electronic
mail to leuers(ti‘nytimes.com. or by
regular mail to Letters to the Editor.

The New York Times. 229 West 43d
Street. New York. N.Y. 10036-3959.

home, you should use the front page
to examine how social and economic
problems contribute to the physical

and mental dangers of today’s chil-

dren, not to sensationalize a regret-

table error in judgment made by a
school official. Marie C. Wilson

President
Ms. Foundation for Women

New York. Oct 3. 1996

•

New-Age Fascism
To the Editor:

When schools decide that. 7-year-

olds are subject to sexual harass-

ment issues (front page. Ocl 3), we
had better take a closer look at what
will decidedly become an American
embarrassment. To take political

correctness to such extremes in our
elementary schools by instilling

some new-age level of fascism on our

schoolchildren— we are beginning to

lose our sense of what innocence

means.
Most elementary-school children

are too shy to act out a simple crush

over a fellow student, and it certainly

wouid not have gone to court in my
day. Usually a quiet chiding from a
responsible teacher would have suf-

ficed. Today, however, practicing

heterosexual 7-year-olds are not

chided but are rendered sexually

mute, and it does not take a degree in

psychology to assume the child

might suffer some later sexual con-

fusion and difficulties in later life.

Rather than turn these issues into

yet another public media circus by
leveling almost criminal attention on
a small child, let us examine what
political correctness means to us and
how far it has to go before some new
fascist-style Jaws are brought before

the Supreme Court.

What are these teachers and
school principals thinking? They
cannot have the well-being of these
young children at hearL As the
rising wave of political correctness
works its way into the current of our
daily lives, I cannot imagine what
kind of sexually repressed version of
"1984" the year 2000 and beyond will

bring. Ken Calascione
Ojai. Calif., Ocl 3. 1996

would have avoided this misstate-

ment. Richard M. Perloff

Cleveland, SepL 29, 1996

The writer is a professor ofcommuni-

cation at Cleveland State University.

9 1

Wounded Soul
To the Editor:

It is sad that Bob Dole likens fus

disabling wound to the suffering of

blacks and Jews experiencing dis-

crimination (news article, OcL 1). AH

of us who have been shot know that

wounds hurt the body. For some of

us, that pain continues every day for

a lifetime. But discrimination rips at

the soul. Charles U. Daly
Boston, OcL 1, 1996

•

TV Spectrum Auction
To the Editor:

John F. Cogan (“Dole’s Tax Plan

Adds Up,” Op-Ed. SepL 30) displays

a woeful misunderstanding of the

television industry in his defense of

auctioning the digital television spec-

trum. ’

Mr. Cogan claims "there is no rea-

son why NBC. CBS, ABC and CNN
should simply be given the spec-

trum." Isn’t he is aware that NBC,

CBS and ABC are broadcast networks

providing free television, while CNN
is a cable network? He also errs in

saying that networks are being ‘‘giv-

en” additional spectrum. The extra

spectrum will be temporarily lent to

local broadcast licensees during a

transition to digital television.

The reason for the loan is clear:

Americans who cannot afford cable

or satellite television should not be

shut out of the digital revolution.

Once the digital transition is com-
plete. stations will return the analog

spectrum to the Government for auc-

tion. Eddie O. Fritts

President and Chief Executive

National Assn, of Broadcasters

Washington, Oct 3, 1996

Picture It: There You
Go Again, Mr. Major

To the Editor:

I find it strange that Don Hewitt, in

commenting (Op-Ed, Oct 3) on your
Presidential debates, would prefer

the British system of Prime Minis-

ter’s Question Time at a time when
we, the British, are almost certainly

going to drop iL

The Labor Party’s Tony Blair, ifhe
wins, will take out precisely the ele-

ment of Prime Minister's Question

Time that Mr. Hewitt wants — its

partisan nature. Even if he doesn't

win, there is cross-party support for

substantial changes to the twice1

weekly spat in Parliament that politi-

cians believe is responsible for bring-

ing British politics into disrepute.

The Prime Minister and the leader

of the opposition do not debate on
television, but we are more likely to

adopt your system of a televised de-

bate in our next general election. Hav-
ing just produced the BBC’s political

series “Question Time,” I know that
the journalist who gets agreement
from Prime Minister John Major and
Mr. Blair to appear on television to-

gether comes back with the broad-
casting equivalent of the Holy GraiL
Mr. Major will decide whether or

not a televised debate takes place, not
our broadcasters. So why should he
choose to adopt the American model?
It will happen only if the Conserva-
tives are behind tn the polls and clos-

ing during the campaign— as current
polls indicate will likely be the sce-
nario. Richard Bee

New York, Oct. 3, 1996

These Paranoid Islands

To the Editor:

You report (London Journal, OcL
2) that Europeans laugh at Britain’s
anti-rabies laws as “another exam-
ple of the insularity and paranoia
that island living encourages.”

Heavens. If that’s what happens to
those of us who live on an island as
big as Britain, I think I understand
what happened to the people of Man-
hattan. Richard Tomkins

New York. Oct. 3, 1996

Foster Care Is for Children, Not for Money
To Che Editor:

Gov. Pete Wilson’s unfortunate
proposal to prevent unmarried cou-
ples in California from adopting
(news article. Sept. 30) only serves to
exacerbate adverse conditions in one
of the most unhealthy foster-care
systems in the country. Many coun-
ties in California have become so
dependent on revenues from admin-
istering foster-care programs that

si
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they virtually refuse to permit adop-
tions even when happily married
couples are available.
A lawsuit filed last week in Fed-

eral court in San Francisco on behalf
or a group of disabled children in
foster care alleges that the county in
which they reside has systematically
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The Rough Rider and the Easy One

WEEKLY REVIEW

Liberties

MAUREEN DOWD

’waa

m.-

By Edmund Morris

T
Washington

wenty years ago, dur-
' uig an out-of-town try-
out of the musical
“1600 Pennsylvania
Avenue,' 1

I was in-

trigued by the actor
Ken Howard’s ability to transform
himself from President to President
with the aid of a quickly applied prop
or two, and adroit changes of voice
and gesture. Although he was big and
blond, he needed only to clamp on
some pince-nez, and snap his teeth at
the audience to become a creditable
Theodore Roosevelt. The audience
burst into applause.
The current resident of the White

House has recently pulled off a simi-
lar coup de theatre

,

inspired no doubt
by the success of his Truman skit
last year and his masterly imperson-
ation of Ronald Reagan before both
houses of Congress last January. One
remembers, further, that in his youth
he modeled himself on John F. Ken-
nedy and vowed on entering the
White House to become another
Franklin D. Roosevelt.
Should the scholarly gravediggers

who wish to exhume Lincoln ever
succeed in their quest and parade the

Emancipator’s bones on the nightly
news, we must brace for appear-
ances by Mr. Clinton in a stovepipe

hat. In the meantime, he’s found his
latest vein of mimicry in T.R.

Not coincidentally, the 26th Presi-

dent is hot at the moment. Tonight
and tomorrow, PBS will broadcast a
major documentary on his life and
times. Mr. Clinton has a bust of him
on.bis desk (along' with busts of all

die odier Presidents' mentioned
above), and I’ll bet that at times
during the recent Netanyahu-Arafat
summit he thought wistfully of T.R.’s

Nobel Peace Prize, glistening like a
chimera on the mantel of the Roose-
velt Room.

It is natural, given the loneliness of

supreme power, for a chief executive

to identify with his more distant

predecessors (consecutive Presi-

dents hardly ever get along, as any-

one studying pbotographs of them
together can see). We all know about

Richard Nixon's chats with Honest

Abe, and Ronald Reagan told me,

with entire lack of self-conscious-

ness, that he and Thomas Jefferson

liked to “look at each other" across

the Mali.

Usually, however, such moments

Edmund Morris, the author of “The

Rise of Theodore Roosevelt is at

work on a biography of Ronald Rea-

gan.

Now, Clinton is

channeling Teddy
Roosevelt!

of self-identification are private.
When Mr. Clinton evokes T.R. on
horseback in Wyoming, or wearing
cowboy boots and khakis at the edge
of the Grand Canyon, he invites pub-
lic comparison with the Rough Rider
— at his considerable peril.

There are many parallels between
them as campaigners for their re-

spective second terms in the White
House. Overwhelming personal
charm, youthfulness — T.R. was 45
on this date in 1904, Mr. Clinton is

just 50 — acute political intelligence,

garrulousness, love of applause, love
of people, luck: the list could be
extended right down to prowess at
the lunch table and their common
enjoyment of a hapless opponenL

If we compare them intellectually,

however, such a void opens up as to

isolate them from each other, on the
north and south rims of our regard
Mr. Clinton's new book “Between
Hope and History” happens to be
exactly tbe same length as T.R/s
official letter accepting the Republi-

can nomination in 1904, and since

both documents were published in

late summer for the same political

purpose, a side-by-side reading is

instructive.

To begin with, there is the question

of gravitas. I allowed Mr. Clinton’s

book to fall open at page 57, and
found that of its 191 words, only 31

. ... .J : jr i-iv

IUuiiration*. by Roben Grossman

had any particular meaning. Tbe
rest of tbe space was devoted to

cliches (one every three lines), gen-

eralities like ‘'investing in the capac-

ity of our people," redundancies and
extremely vague statistics, of which

my favorite was his claim to have
made “improvements in the bottom
lines of average Americans."

O
ut of sympathy as well

k as fairness, I deliber-

I ately chose one of the

V least noun-dense,

f fact-packed para-

graphs of T.R.’s own
manifesto (interested readers may
find it at the foot of page 937, Volume
IV, of his collected letters). In 14

lines, there is not a single cliche, and
only 10 unnecessary words. Every

sentence states something concrete,
and all the emotions — contempt for
governmental critics. Impatience
with naysayers, veneration for veter-

ans, sympathy for farmers, excite-

ment over the implications of his

Reclamation Act — are genuine and
strong. One senses a passionately
self-directed man whose mind moves
like an oiled combine over every dry
stalk of policy, neatly stacking and
sorting.

In contrast, Mr. Clinton has what
T-R. would call “a fatal lack of sequi-
tur ” He drives without steering, and
he would as soon process weeds as
wheat. “Between Hope and History"
reads like a series of improvised
speeches (incessantly punctured by
the word “I”), although his publisher

assures us that the text was “la-

bored" over for many months, and
his uncredited co-author says the fi-

nal book is “80 percent Bill Clinton."

T.R.’s enormous letter was dictated

— probably during the course of a

morning — but it is clearly the work
of a disciplined writer.

Of course, we do not elect Presi-

dents for their prose style. Mr. Clin-

ton is unquestionably sincere — for

the moment— in asking us to equate
him with T.R. the mediator, the envi-

ronmentalist, the bully-pulpit

thumper, the legislative reformer.
All these aims are noble, providing
he closely examines T.R.’s actual
record of achievement, which was a
lot less progressive than he seems to

think.

On the environment, for example,
T.R. was byno means a tree-hugger.

When it came to a choice between
scenery and the homesteader des-
perate for firewood and aqueducts,
he paid little heed to the protests of

presemifioniStsr
'

“It is a cardinal principle of the
forest-reserve policy of this Admin-
istration that the reserves are for

use," he said in his Fourth Annual
Message. Similarly, the great Trust
Buster prosecuted tbe Northern Se-

curities Corporation more to make a
moral point (that government main-
tained the right to regulate a free

economy) than to declare any kind

of war on Wall Street. His successor,
William Howard Taft, whom he lam-
basted for being pro-business, in re-

ality busted more trusts than he did.

There was, moreover, a lordly hau-
teur about T.R/s foreign policy, and
a hair-trigger willingness to deploy
gunboats when crossed, that Mr.
Clinton surely does not wish to emu-
late. (Watch him whip off those

pince-nez at the slightest hint of trou-

ble in Panama!) He rightly sees to-

day’s world as a flux of forces —
interactive, freewheeling, cyberspa-
tial — rather than power blocs sepa-
rated by steel and saltwater.

It is tempting to speculate, in the
manner of those old “Impossible In-

terviews” in Vanity Fair, how Teddy
and Bill would get along today should
they bump into each other on the
campaign traiL One imagines that

Mr. Clinton would avoid any discus-

sion of tbe Vietnam War, not to men-
tion his veto of the late-term abortion
bill, which would undoubtedly result

in an abrupt end to the conversation.
(Of all Theodore Roosevelt’s convic-
tions, the deepest was his reverence
for life.)

They would admire each other’s

power of memory, political skills and
stage manner, and laugh at their

shared habit of saying, “in closing"
before 3,000 words of peroration. Mr.
Roosevelt would notice that Mr. Clin-

ton, behind his joviality, has no hu-

mor, while the latter would be dis-

mayed by T.R.’s binary way of look-

ing at things: Good vs. Evil. Strong
va Weak, Duty vs. Dereliction.

Playing by the Rules

Such speculations, though, are his-

torically vain. For the moment, Mr.
Clinton has as much right as Theo-

dore Roosevelt to preen before a
largely contented electorate. It is en-

couraging that he, too, wants to be
remembered for effecting great

changes in a time of peace. But he
might bear in mind, as he almost^
certainly prtx:eeds...'ijo emulate die'
landslide of 1904, that

,:̂
R,.never felt

i
.

the need to imitate anybody.
"

Washington
Republicans call it the Invisible

Campaign. Democrats call it Briga-

doon.

“It’s like tbe Dole campaign went

to San Diego and announced Jack
Kemp and then disappeared into the

Scottish mists,” says a top Clinton

aide. “They’ve run out of ideas.

They’re stuck on killing government
The last bullet In their gun is that the

President is a liberal, flako, draft-

dodger creep. It’s white noise.”

Four years ago this
.
fall — and

probably 40 years ago this fall — Bill

Clinton was campaigning obsessively,

from 8 A.M. until midnight never,

ever passing up a crowd.

Bob Dole spends his time crisping

by tbe pool, not bothering to step in as

dispirited staffers squabble belatedly

over whether to fight for California,

another state where the President has

a double-digit lead.

Jack Kemp does his best to avoid

the few Republican areas that are

still in play. Instead, he races from
the barrio to the hood, talking to wary
black audiences who are not going to

vote Republican, comically recalling

Steve Martin in “The Jerk,” a movie
about a white guy who blithely goes

around thinking he’s black until his

black adoptive father breaks the news
that he isu'L

First, the Dole camp said the con-

vention would turn things around.

Then it was the tax cuL Then, Mr.
Kemp. Then, TV advertising. Then,

the anti-drug message.
“For the first time," says Scott

Reed, the campaign manager, “our
campaign has put together a mes-
sage.” Congratulations! Mr. Reed's

message is: "Bill Clinton is a liberal."

Congratulations!

The Dole campaign is so slothfui

and lame that you can imagine Mr.
Reed announcing sometime after the

election that things are, at long last,

coming together.

Bob Dole might have pounded away
on honesty, if he had not endorsed a

tax cut that undercuts his past beliefs.

The Democrats, successfully If not
admirably, snatched the pillars of Re-
publicanism, foreign policy, crime
and cultural issues. There were Rea-
gan Democrats. Now there are Clin-

ton Republicans. (And Mr. Clinton is

one of them.)

It’s hard to get excited about a
debate between a chimera and a cur-

mudgeon, between a man who never
-means what he says and a man who

. has nothing to say, bgjween a crea-

ture of politics who has trouble gov-

erning and a creature of government
who has (rouble politicking.

Bob Dole needs a new playbook. I

have an idea. With politics so cynical

and shallow this season, he might do
well to try the cynical and shallow

best-selling guide to courtship. “The
Rules: Time-Tested Secrets for Cap-

turing the Heart of Mr. Right.’’

Among the 35 rules on wooing fussy

Sunday night

creature feature.

men, there are eight Mr. Dole could
adapt to wooing fussy voters.

1. Be sweet and light. Smile a lot

Remember that you are a Creature
Unlike Any Other. (That does NOT
mean Grendei in his cave.)

2. Be mysterious. The less they see
of your less glamorous habits, like the
way you floss your teeth (or the way
you snarl) or the way you slurp your
coffee (or the way you fry under the

sunlamp), the belter
3. You must try to be serene and

unselfish or you won’t be a happy
princess.

4. Be easy to live with. Don’t bring
anything — red light bulbs, scented
candles, X-rated videos (treadmill, C-

Span) — to enhance the experience:

5. Look into their eyes, and be a
good listener so they know you are a
caring human being. (Or just fake iL)

6. Don’t reek of desperation. To re-

lieve anxiety, take a hot bubble bath.

7. Don’t open up too fast Don’t look

for sympathy. If you've bad a serious

illness, don't burden them with all the

gory details too soon. (The war wound
speaks for itself.)

8. Don't talk about what a mess you
were before you discovered seminars
and gurus. (Leave them to the Clin-

tons.)

But wait. Maybe this isn't such a
good idea. These are rules for seduc-

tion. And Mr. Dole is running against

the grand master of the an. Bill Clin-

ton is already playing brilliantly by
these rules, submerging his identity

to become a Creature Unlike Any
Other, the image of our desires (or

what focus groups and polls say we
desire).

Tbe President may out-Republican

Bob Dole. But Mr. Dole will never out-

seduce the President.

Foreign Affairs

THOMAS L. FRIEDMAN

True orFalse?IcelandIs inNATO
Foreign policy has been the one

issue missing in action from the Cfin-

ton-Dole Presidential contest. Bob

Dole's criticism of the Clinton foreign

policy has been limited to drive-by

shootings (Clinton has a "photo-op

foreign policy’ ’). ridiculous cheap

shots (Clinton has been too hard on

the Israelis) or just feckless whining.

As a result. Mr. Clinton has not really

been pressed to address some of the

most pressing foreign policy issues of

the day. This is not healLhy. The Cun-

ton Administration has already com-

mitted the country to several major

foreign policy endeavors scheduled to

unfold just after the election, which

the U.S. public and Congress have

barely discussed. If Mr. Clinton wins

a landslide victory based solely on his

domestic policies, he will be free to

interpret this as a landslide for his

foreign policy initiatives as weU. in

which case the U.S. public coidd be m

for a few surprises. •

The temptation at tonight s debate

will be to ask the two candidates for

their foreign policy “visions." Don’t

bother. They’ll just recite scripted

blather. The country needs a real

debate now about the specific foreign

oolicy issues that are waning just

around the comer from Election Day.

Here are some suggested questions:

1 Former Bosnia negotiator Rich-

ard Holbrooke just testified to Con-

gress that “No responsible person

can contemplate going from 60,000

troops down io zero [in Bosnia j. ...

The war. could resume if that hap-

pened. Some form of residual interna-

tional security presence Is neces-

sary ” President Clinton, you prom-

All U.S. trooDS from

Questions for

Clinton and Dole.

Bosnia by mid-December. If you still

intend to withdraw them all, what

would you say to Mr. Holbrooke, who
knows the situation there well, and if

you don’t intend to, what would you

say to the American people?

1 Mr. Dole, what sort of U.S. force

would you like to see remain in Bosnia

and for bow long? If you say no U.S.

troops should remain and that we

should arm the Bosnian Muslims in-

stead, how will you explain that to our

European allies who are uncomfort-

able with such a strategy?

3. To both of you, if U.S. troops do

remain in Bosnia and begin taking

casualties, will you remove them, as

in Somalia?
4. Mr. Clinton, you have committed

the U.S. to expanding NATO. The new

members — Poland, Hungary and the

fy*irh Republic — will be announced

in December, just after the election.

Mr. Dole, you have supported this

move. The NATO treaty calls for mu-

tual defense. To both of you : Does ihis

mean you are ready to extend the U.S.

nuclear protection umbrella to Po-

land, Hungary and the Czech Repub-

lie? How much will it cost to bring the

armies of these countries up io NATO

standards and who will pay for it?

5. Mr. Clinton, you are in favor of

expanding NATO. Can you name the

16 countries already in it?

6. What will you both say to the

Baltic states and Ukraine, if you are

admitting Poland, Hungary, the Czech
Republic and not them? After all, the

Balts and Ukrainians are just as dem-
ocratic as the Cemral Europeans, and,

given their closer proximity to Russia,

in even more need of NATO member-
ship. If you are not going to admit tbe

Balts and Ukraine, what do you think

will happen to them, floating between

NATO and Russia?
7. On July.l, 1997, China will take

control of Hong Kong. What would you
each tell China today to insure that its

takeover there doesn't turn into an-

other Tiananmen Square?

8. Mr. Dole, you have declared that

America must have a national missile

defense system by 2003 that would

protect the country from virtually

any kind of missile attack. The C.B.O.

estimates that your proposal (if it’s

even feasible) would cost $78 billion to

S184 billion. How will you pay for that

— and please don’t say by cutting

waste, fraud and abuse?

9. Mr. Clinton, you once said you

believed in death-bed conversions and

that even a Saddam Hussein might be

redeemable. Do you still believe that?

Your Administration insists, official-

ly, that it is not trying to overthrow

Saddam. Why noi?

10. Senator Dole, is there any coun-

try in the world to which you would

not sell Kansas wheat?

11. To both of you: Name the two

most important foreign policy issues

for 199“ — not just one’ ^r- Dole, we

know "Leadership” is important: and

not eight. Mr. Clinton, we don’t have

time for that many tonighr and nei-

ther will you in a second term.
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Jeanne Moreau: Behind the Mask of a Femme Fatale

By ELIZABETH VENANT The BCtteSS, the

Paris

O
N a recent golden after-

I
noon in this city. Pari-

sians might have seen
Jeanne Moreau brushing

through the tall doors of

her apartment building with a hand-

some young man trotting at her

heels, toting bundles of small coutu-

rier bags.

Dressed in a soft beige pants suit,

with her champagne-tinted hair nes-

tling around her shoulders. Miss Mo-
reau was. at age 68, the image of her

own image.
Americans, too, are seeing a lot of

Miss Moreau these days; the actress

is enjoying an American revival of

sorts. In the last three years she has
starred in "The Summer House”
and "The Old Lady Who Walked in

the Sea." Last week she appeared in

"Beyond the Clouds.” an entry in the

New York Film Festival based on
the writings of Michelangelo Antoni-

oni And starting on Wednesday she

can be seen in "The Proprietor,"

directed by Ismail Merchant.

In the Merchant Ivory production.

Miss Moreau plays an irreproach-

ably elegant and lionized celebrity

much like herself. The movie, writ-

ten expressly for her and filmed in

New York and in Mr. Merchant's
new apartment in Paris, is a tribute

ro the actress, both to herself as she
is now and to the impact she has had
during a legendary career.

Although Miss Moreau’s list of

credits includes more than 100 mov-
ies — notably Louis Malle's “Lov-
ers'* (1958), Peter Brook’s “Modera-
to Cantabile” (1960) and Luis Buhu-
et's "Diary of a Chambermaid"
(1964) — she will probably be best
remembered as the free-spirited en-
chantress of "Jules and Jim," Fran-
cois Truffaut's 1961 New Wave dra-
ma about an impossible menage a
trois.

In many ways she has played that

role throughout a tumultuous pri-

vate life haunted by a difficult child-

hood. But herfemme fatale image on
screen and in public is quite differ-

ent from the sometimes autocratic,

explosive personality that those

close to her have come to know.
“She’s very strong and- very frag-

ile," said Anna Praedella, Miss Mo-
reau's confidante and housekeeper
for more than 25 years. “Both, and
very fast. Strong, and a minute later

a fragility."

Friends describe a woman who is

sometimes spontaneous and gener-
ous, other rimes disciplined and con-

memorable
enchantress of

‘Jules and Jim,

»

has played that

rolethroughta

tumultuous life.

trolling. In the words of one intimate,

she has led her life with "the deter-

mination of a Stendhalian heroine.”

Professing that life is a duty, she
believes in an ordered universe, all

the way down to arranging her kitch-

en knives by size on their magnetic
rack and alphabetizing her extensive

library of books. She buys clothes

with a collector’s passion, reads rav-

enously until late at night, travels

whenever and wherever she can, and
cooks with the concentration of a
chef. She lives alone, in a rented,

architecturally formal apartment
that she has furnished as lightly as if

she were an itinerant boarder who
would soon be moving on.

In her heyday she was chauf-
feured in a Rolls-Royce Silver

Cloud; in leaner times she was the

host of a radio show giving thumb-
nail sketches of movie stare. In the

1980's she became an alcoholic (the
only drink still served Chez Moreau
is mineral water), and she has bat-

tled depression for virtually her en-

tire life.

“The one essential quality that

defines Jeanne is courage,” said her
longtime friend, Florence Malraux,
daughter of Andre Malraux, the
writer and former Culture Minister

of France. But Miss Malraux added:
“She’s not a gentle person. She’s

violent, extreme.”
Miss Moreau agrees with this as-

sessment Talking in her airy study
one day recently, touching on sub-

jects ranging from acting to men to

her emotions, she said: "It’s true
This intensity inhabits me all the

time. I'm not measured. I'm not

lukewarm, it's not always easy to

live with for me.”
An Aquarian who has turned to

astrology for answers, the actress

claims that planetary influences

temper her explosiveness. Saturn,

especially, is "very demanding," she
said. "It's rigor, discipline, severity.

It controls the backbone.”

Similarly, Miss Moreau’s genius

as an actress has been her ability to
- • • ’

M U S-I C

express strong emotions that roil

just beneath a controlled, often com-
manding, exterior. For her, the
women she incarnates are all hero-
ines and demi-goddesses.
"When you represent a character

on screen or on stage, it's a chosen
person," she explained. "And the
fact that she's chosen, even if the
part is low class, middle class, a
beggar, means she becomes a hero-
ine."

Miss Moreau was first attracted to
acting as a teen-ager watching Soph-
odes’ "Antigone." “Whenever I

have doubts about the reactions of a
character she said, "1 find her a
place in mythology.” In the world of

mere mortals. Miss Moreau has long
and famously been a magnet for

men. By her own calculations, she
has had a spectacular roster of lov-

ers, and in the early 60’s her love

affairs came fast and furious.

“She was very erotic when she
was young,” said Miss Malrauk.
“She wasn’t pretty, but at 30, when
she walked into a room, the most
beautiful woman in Paris could be
there and you’d only see Jeanne.”

Truffaut was. one of her early,

frustrated lovers. Writing to his

friend Helen Scott in New York in

1964, he lamented: "Only to you can
I talk about this because in Paris
there’s absolutely no question of my
confiding in anyone about Jeanne
I am experiencing an intensity of

feeling such as I haven’t known. ..."

Miss Moreau views Truffaut's ar-

dor more evenly. “When Francois
spoke to me in the corridors of the

old Palais du Festival he had al-

ready selected ‘Jules and Jim.’ He
didn't fall in love because he met me
He fell in love with the actress he
had seen in different films.”

As an older, established stage and
screen personality, Miss Moreau be-

came a mentor for such fledgling

directors.

Serge Toubiana, editor in chief of

the influential film publication Ca-

hiers du Cinema and the author of a
new Truffaut biography, described

the process: "Jeanne Moreau fasci-

nated Francois with the way she
lived, her carnal pleasure in life, her
taste for beautiful things — every-

thing he savored, but with a certain

guilt.” His ardor cooled, however.

“At a certain moment, Jeanne Mo-
reau the star, with the caprices of a
star, must have irritated Truffaut,"

Mr. Toubiana said. "Truffaut was a
great moralist, and she kept making
-rules of behavior that he didn't re-

spect.”
iv»« v •“

A 2nd Generation Dylan
Jakob Dylan

plays under the

‘daunting

specter of his

legendary

father.’

By STEVE POND

Los Angeles

J
lKOB DYLAN wants to make
one thing clear: he’s just like

everybody else. He became
interested in music, "like

most people." at the age of 12

or 13. He listened to his older broth-

ers’ records, something he says “ev-

ery youngest brother does.” He be-

gan taking guitar lessons, “like ev-

erybody else," at 13.

Mr. Dylan, 26, is understandably

eager topaint himself as the picture

of normality because those of us who
weren’t witness to his childhood can
be forgiven for thinking that things

might have been a bit unusual

around the house. His father, after

all is Bob Dylan — and when a

young singer-songwriter is a child of

the most influential singer-songwrit-

er in pop-music history, it’s natural

to assume that Dad’s shadow was,

and is, long and imposing.

But if one is to believe Jakob Dyl-

an, that's scarcely the case. Mention

his father's influence, stature orvim-

pact, and he changes the subject,

tries to dismiss it or clams up alto-

gether. “I didn’t pay a lot of atten-

tion to it then, and I certainly don’t

now,” says Mr. Dylan, looking

vaguely like a leaner, handsomer
version ol his father, as he sits in his

manager's Beverly Hills office in

nondescript brown and black

Clothes. "It’s certainly an unsur-

mountable expectation for anybody
to have to deal with, so I don’t feel

that there’s any reason that I should

pay attention to it."

With an enigmatic father and a
fiercely private mother, it should

come as no surprise that Mr. Dylan
reveals as little as possible about his

family. He never mentions his father

by name and sidesteps the topic even

when it’sgermane to his own music;

when his band tours, he ignores the

occasional shouted requests for his

father’s songs and avoids the Bob

Dylan fanatics who come to the

shows. “If somebody’s not wearing

my T-shirt, they’re wearing some-

body else’s that looks familiar to

me; I’ve got a good idea why they're

Jakob Dylan.

there,” he says. "I’m glad they spent

money on the show, but I don’t really

want to talk to them."
He also laughs at reporters who

think they can breach his defenses.

“Some hotshot journalists still think

they're going to find a way in there,"

he says. "But I’m just not going to

spend much time on it It has nothing

to do with what I da" (Bob Dylan,

who rarely speaks to the press and
has long been especially protective

of his family, declined to be inter-

viewed.)

The younger Mr. Dylan need not

sound quite so defensive; his ragged
but tuneful rock has suddenly made
him a hotter commercial property
than his father. “Bringing Down the

Horse,” the second album from his

band, the Wallflowers, is selling

steadily, thanks largely to the suc-
cess of the song "Sixth Avenue
Heartache." That song, which, like

most of the Wallflowers’ music, con-
tains only distant echoes of Bob Dyl-
an. has become a staple on both
mainstream rock and alternative ra-
dio stations.

"I can't imagine a more daunting
specter to have for a father, espe-
cially if you’re a singer and a song-
writer,” says T-Bone Burnett, who
produced "Bringing Down the
Horse” and who, through his long-
time friendship with Bob Dylan, has
known Jakob since he was 4. “But
he’s got a great attitude about rock-
and-roll and about being the second
generation."

The youngest of the four children

of Bob Dylan and Sara Lowndes Dyl-
an (she also had a child from a
previous marriage), Jakob grew up
mostly in Los Angeles, and mostly

without his father. His parents went

through a bitterdivorcewhen he was
6; after a long court battle, Sara
Dylan was granted full custody of

the children. In his teats, Mr. Dylan
became a fan of bands like the Clash.

He began writing songs at 18 and
formed the Wallflowers in the early

90's. A record contract with Virgin

Records came soon afterward.

But the group's debut album. "The
Wallflowers," released in 1992, sold

only 40,000 copies. The band then

asked to be released from its con-

tract after an executive change at

Virgin. It complied, but the Wallflow-

ers were saddled with a reputation

as a difficult band For a few years,

other labels weren’t interested; dur-

ing that time, members dropped out

until only Mr. Dylan and the key-

boardist, Rami Jaffee, remained
from the original lineup.

“You try not fo put a lot of value in

the opinions of people in the busi-

ness," says Mr. Dylan, “but at the

same time, when you’re not getting

any credit and people aren't inter-

ested, it makes you feel like you’re

not good at what you do. At some
points, I wondered whether I wanted

to be part of it anymore.”
Tom Whalley, who finally signed

the band with Interscope, says he
worried that Mr. Dylan’s family ties

would distract fans from listening to

the music on its own terms. “But 1

loved ‘Sixth Avenue Heartache,' ” he
says, "and I thought Jakob had the

potential to be a great songwriter."

Mr. Dylan says he's enjoying suc-

cess, but he won't quite call it vindi-

cation. “Essentially, we're doing the

same thing we were doing three

years ago, when I played ‘Sixth Ave-
nue Heartache’ every night, but no-

body would come down to see us," be
says. “It's kind of absurd, actually.”

StilL'a lot of frustration and a little

absurdity are what every normal
singer and songwriter puts up with
— even one with the ability to get
songwriting advice from Bob Dylan.

“Certainly, I’ve done that," Mr.
Dylan admits, before characteristi-

cally playing down the relationship.

“But I don't consider that an advan-
tage. People can tell you what the

format of a song is, but no one can
tell you how to write a good song."
He shrugs at the notion of talking

to his father about music. “Maybe
that's a conversation lots of people
would like to have, and maybe they
will some day," he says. "Good luck.

Make a caii.”

This, of course, is easier said than
done, since Mr. Dylan no doubt has a

phone number that other songwrit-
ers don’t have. "Yeah," he says, as a
small, grudging grin crosses his
face- “I've probably got a bunch of

them.”

Sect! Rubin

Jeanne Moreau, center, with Nell Carter and Sam Waterston in "The Proprietor

After years of passion, friendship

and creative output, the relationship

ended abruptly. "It was ‘Jules and

Jim,’ happiness and ashes,” Mr.

Toubiana said.

There were, of course, many other

famous men in her life, among them

the young Louis Malle and the fash-

ion designer Pierre Cardin. In her

youth she had married a French film

maker named Jean-Luis Richard; in

her late 40’s she married the Ameri-

can movie director William Fried-

kin, who proved to be an ili-fated

choice. Miss Praedella, a de facto

authority on her mistress's love af-

fairs, told how he had spent their

honeymoon at Preverger, Miss Mo-
reau's former property near St. Tro-

pez, working on a script in the pool

house.

He would appear only for lunch.

Miss Praedella said. "The table was
full; the colors were beautlfuL And
he ate an olive. That’s all." She har-

rumphed. “It was a sign.”

According to Miss Malraux, who
introduced the couple, the powerful

film maker and the mythic star

imagined each ocher. “He thought he
was marrying the French New
Wave,” she said. "Sie thought she
was marrying young America.”
Wed in a white wool Pierre Cardin

suit. Miss Moreau spent six months

as a wife in Beverly Hills before

returning to France.

But if the actress's love affairs

have been many and turbulent, her

most troubled relationship was with

Anatole Moreau, her father, who
died in 1975. Friends and family

members describe Mr. Moreau as a

weak, though charming, man who
was dominated by his mother and

Who tried to dominate his strong-

willed daughter. With his gravelly

voice and brilliant, rakish smile —
signature attributes of Miss Moreau
— he was known as a great ladies'

man.
He married Kathleen Buckley, an

English dancer at the Folies-Ber-

geres, and the couple bought a mod-
est hotel-restaurant in the spa town
of Vichy, where young Jeanne spent

her childhood. But the business went
to seed Mr. Moreau began drinking,

the couple fought, and they eventual-

ly divorced. "They loved,each other

passionately, and they tore each oth-

er apart,” said Ginette Rousset,

Miss Moreau’s favorite cousin.

"Jeanne suffered terribly. Maybe
that explains her passion for men
and for life in general."

Miss Malraux added:' "Anatole

was proud of Jeanne, but he didnlt .

MYSTERY THEME

show it He didn’L understand who
she was and what she wanted from

life." When she revealed her desire

to become an actress, Miss Moreau
said, he slapped her face.

The bulwark of her early years

was a stem though kindly country

widow named Julienne Pasquier

whom Jeanne, then known as Jean-

nette, visited on summer holidays

and on whom the young girl show-
ered affection.

"She was more than a mother
figure to me,” Miss Moreau said one
day, taking the deceased woman’s
brooch, along with some old family

photographs, nut of a cloth pouch.

Yet another time, when asked
about her childhood, Miss Moreau
responded fiercely: "I don’t remem-
ber anything about it. I don’t even
remember the name of the school I

attended.

”

If acting was initially a flight from
a painful life. Miss Moreau has nev-

ertheless been cast In roles that

closely approximate her personality.

She rejected the role of Mrs. Robin-
son in “The Graduate,” she said,

because she “didn't like the charac-
ter." And she defends the manipula-
tive femmes fatales she has played:;

“TheTsexual vamp, that's fun.”

By R. M; Hopkins / Edited by Will Shortz
The anawaa to die 22 uteralud (*) does aB bn* •omething b common. Can yon slate what it is?

ACROSS
1 United nations

5 As loud as possible,

in music

8 British P.T.A.

members
12 Brewer Frederick

17 Gymnastics coach
Karolyi

18 Prodigy rival

19 At the bottom

20 Freshen, in a way
21 ’Seamy locale

23 Jimmy Dorsey's
“Maria

"

24 ’Fruitjuice

25 Circulation aid

26 Enriches

27 Dumas duelist

28 Thirds in series

31 Neth. neighbor

33 Sudden bolts of

tightning

35 •Gray-brown goose

36 Not miss

37 Wiped out

39 Top vaults

40 Stowe tow

41 Hosp. printouts

42 Stranger

44 Projecting angles

46 Twain family name
47 Rival

52 Clear, as tables

53 Surprise hit?

54 Destined for the
playoffs

55 Irk

58 ’Building

59 Finis, in Frankfurt

60 Hwys.
61 ^Popular Florida

theme park

63 *Pac-Man, e.g.

65 Smelly

66 ’Peel

67 Lincoln and others

68 "Wayne's Worid"
co-star

69 Honor
71 Amphorae
72 First word of

Bums's “To a
Mouse"

73 Any ofthe Tnirial

States

74 “I Spy" co-star

75 Shore creature

80 Public image

82 Surrounded
83 Overly adulatory

84 Smooth, as a road

87 Squire

89 Halfof “TheOdd
Couple"

90

world record

91 ’Inter follower

92 “Kill killed"

93 Let out

94 Now
96 British biscuit

98 Startofmany
Spanish place

names
100 ’Calling a spade a

spade
101 Atmospheric probe
102 ’Monument

1 2 3 4

17~

YT~

36

40

44

55 -56 57

61

;«”

«r~

73
~

106 Like some old joints

107 Margarine fat

108 “ we there yet?"

109 Inflict on
110 In singular fashion

111 Picnic hamperer
112 Aucontraire.in

slang

113 "The tax which all

distinction must
pay": Emerson

DOWN
1 English channel

2 Composer Delibes

3 Slangy suffix

4 ’Italian dish

5 Science events

6 Set of letters

7 Hardly four-star
hotels

8 ’Alcoholic product
of Spain

9 Patron
10 ’Bureaucrat

11 Gory film figure

12 One of the elite

13 ’Secret

14 Michael Keaton and
others,- filmwise

15 Laundry woes
16 In telegraphese

19 Poe poem, with
The"

20 Collector's items

22 It may hold the fort

28 Roscoes
29 With 45-Down,

author of"My
People"

30 ’Grist

32 Ogee's outline

34 Last-minute
writings

37 Flushing Meadows
team

38 Copper
39 Constant
41 Specify

43 Fixed insertion

45 See 29-Down
46 "Merrie Melodies"

name
48 Egg classification

49 Essence

50 Swarms
51 First word of

Massachusetts'
motto

53 Covenant
54 Family members,

informally

55 “The Crucible"
locale

56 Singer Lopez
57 Duck down
58 ’Punish severely
59 Takes the primrose

path
61 Cop's order
62 Like some meanings
63 Over-50 oig.

64 Word with eagle or
bug

67 *Tangerinqlike
Philippine fruit

70 Rembrandt's"
of Ganymede"

71 D-Day beach
72 Guarded

74 ’Product once
advertised as an
“esteemed brain
ionic"

75 Court official

76 "Transportation
provider since 1976

77 "European capital

78 Give up
79 Yorkshire cow shed
SI Snip

82 Jaw
84 Early

explosive
device

85 Made up
86 ’Graffiti artist, e.g.

88
89

90

91

93
95

97

99
103

104

105

Fuss with feathi

"For us a cl

is born"
1921 murder
defendant

Lofty, as a moui
peak
Not satisfied

’Like some fun
fuel

“The Love*
(1987 R.E.M. hi

30's auto
Physicist’s cone
Relative ofadu
buggy, for short

“The Best Years
Our Lives "co-si

answer to previous puzzle
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In the Supreme Court, sitting as a
Court ofCivil Appeals, before the
President Justice Aharon Barak
and Justices Cavriel Bach, Eliezer
Goldberg, Theodore Orr, Eliyahu
Mazza. Ya'acov Kedmi. Yitzhak
Zamir, Tova Strassberg-Cohen.
Dalia Dorner, Zevi Tal, and
Ya'acov Tirkel. in the matter of
Daniel Nahmani, appellant, ver-
sus Ruti Nahmani and others,
respondents (FJi.fC) 2401/95
Cj\S587!93).

RUTI and Dani Nahmani
married in 1984. Following
an operation Ruti was

unaWe to bear children, and they
agreed to the process of fertilizing
her ova with Dani’s semen, and
implanting the embryos in thewomb of a surrogate mother.
In view of difficulties created byme Public Health Regulations (In

vitro Fertilization) of 1987, and
following a petition to the
Supreme Court (H.C. 1237/91), the
parties agreed to the fertilization
being done in Israel, and the
implantation in the surrogate insti-
tute in the US.
This arrangement, however, was

not implemented, for in 1992 Dani
left bis home and went to live with
another woman who bore him a
daughter. Nevertheless, the
Nahmanis are still married.
Ruti then requested the embryos

from Assuta Hospital, where they
were stored, for transmission to
the surrogate institute in the US.
Dani opposed her request, and the
hospital refused. She then moved
the Haifa District Court to order
the hospital to comply. The court
ruled in her favor, and Dani
appealed to the Supreme Court.
The appeal was allowed

(C.A.5587/93 -The Jerusalem
Post of April 17, 1995). The for-
mer court president. Justice Meir
Shamgar, then directed a rehearing
before an enlarged panel on the
ground that “the subject is novel
and original, and undoubtedly of
special importance in our sphere
which adjusts itself to scientific

and social change."

JUSTICE Strassberg-Cohen,
delivering the firstjudgment in the
rehearing, adhered to her previous
decision in Dani's favor. She
rejected die criticism that the court
had evaded the issue, and asserted
that the decision allowing Dani’s
appeal was based on sound recog-

nized legal principles. She also

stressed that she was fully alive

throughout to the human and emo-
tional side of Ruti's predicament,

but the court could not decide the

issue on that basis.

Parentage was a basic freedom
and privilege, and not an obliga-

tion. As the court would not order

a person to marry, it would not

order him or her to have children.

Moreover, it did not involve only a
monetary obligation, but imposed
a primary duty, enforceable by
both the civil and criminal law, to

promote the child's welfare in all

its aspects. The freedom to have or

not to have children was that of

both parents, and the court would
not impose it on either of them.

The requirement of both par-

A father may not say ‘no’
LAW REPORT

ASHER FELIX LANDAU

ents’ consent throughout the
process created the equality basic
to our legal system. As the woman
had the right to terminate pregnan-
cy, so had the man the right to
refuse parentage.
Dealing with the contractual

aspect of Dani 's original consent.
Justice Strassberg-Cohen empha-
sized the change of circumstances
since then. He agreed there was a
family unit. He and Ruti were liv-

ing together, and they both wanted
a child. Conditions had now
changed radically. He had left his
home, and was living with another
woman who had borne him a
child. There was no basis for find-

ing that he agreed to the continua-
tion of the process in all circum-
stances and under all conditions.
His consent was necessary at

every stage, and the entirely new
situation certainly demanded his

renewed consent to the process
being continued.
She also noted, by way of analo-

gy, that the law permitted a parent
who had consented to the adoption
of a child to withdraw his consent,
if later circumstances justified that

course.

She then referred to the law, and
legal and medical opinions in

other countries with a similar legal

system, supporting her conclu-
sion.

She also discussed the concepts
of the “right to life” and “justice"

considered by some of her col-

leagues, and also Ruti’s expecta-

tions. However, she concluded,
parentage could not be imposed on
an unwilling man by judicial

decree on die basis of any ofthose
considerations.

JUSTICE TAL again dissented

from his colleague. As a man may
not demand the termination of a

pregnancy even if based on fraud

and deceit, he said, so is he pre-

cluded from demanding the cessa-

tion of the fertilization and
implantation process. Both cases

involve intervention in a woman’s
body, desecrating her dignity and
modesty, which the law will not

recognize.

Since there were no statutory

provisions governing the situation

he would seek the solution in

examining the conflicting Interests

involved, the legitimate expecta-

tions of the parties, and the appro-

priate judicial policy to be applied.

of the basic civil ngpts of man.
fundamental to the very existence

and survival of the race.” The
interest of not being a parent - or,

rather, not being forced to be a

parent - was bawd on privacy, a

man’s freedom to make his own
intimate decisions. These two
interests were not of even weighL
Moreover; this was not a case of

force, for Dani agreed to the

process, and his doing so once was

sufficient It was also Ruti's last

chance to become a parent.
In these circumstances the inter-

est in favor of parenthood was
clearly dominant The Bible and
our sages regarded deprivation of
parenthood as loss of a person’s
soul. It was true an unwilling par-

ent would have responsibilities

but onerous as they could be, they
could not be compared with the
loss of his soul.

The parties’ expectations were
always important in weighing
“judicial legislation" when the
court in the absence of any Law

governing the situation, had to

find its own solution.

Ruti had had an operation, and
had undergone a long and painful

process, this being her last chance
of motherhood. She had relied on
his consent and would sorely not
have followed this path had she
anticipated that he could at any
time capriciously change his mind
and destroy her last spark of hope.
Dani had consented. Would he

not have done so had be known
that be would not be allowed to

change his mind? This was diffi-

abomon.
The parties, be continued, were

entitled to equality before the law.

Allowing one ofthem to withdraw
his consent at any time on a whim
would, in effect give a power of
veto over continuing the process.

This result was clearly unaccept-
able.

Justice Tal held, therefore, that

in the absence of a clear agree-

ment to stop the process in the

event of the couple separating,

they must be presumed to have
consented to its being continued to

its conclusion.

Judicial policy, he said, support-

ed continuing tire process to its

conclusion. Firstly, legal stability

and certainty demanded that the

parties' consent should be secured

in as short a time as possible. Not
only the parties were involved but
also, among others, the medical

institutions and the surrogate

mother. The possibility of a one-

sided veto was likely to lead to

various difficulties affecting the

whole procedure.

He noted in this regard, by way
of analogy, that the courts also

strove to limit as far as possible

the period open to parents who
consented to adoption, to change
their minds.

Secondly, couples unable to pro-

create children naturally should be
encouraged to arrange artificial

fertilization. Obstacles in that

process, therefore, should as far as

possible be avoided.

He also added that- while a
-woman is entitled, in certain cir-

cumstances, to terminate pregnan-

cy, there was no need for her
spouse’s consent although his

interests were affected.

Finally, Justice Tal referred to

Jewish law sources touching on
the question at issue, obliging a
husband to assist his wife in bear-

ing children. It was clear, there-

fore, that he was not entitled to

sabotage that process.

JUSTICE DORNER concurred
with Justice TaL She emphasized
that in undergoing die operation

referred to, and with Dani’s full

cooperation. Ruti had insisted on
certain steps, possibly endanger-
ing her life, to protect her repro-

ductive capacity as far as possible.

She also stressed their struggle to

finance the process, and the legal

battle, including a petition to the

Supreme Court, to secure tbc nec-

essary Health Ministry authoriza-

tion.

She also remarked that Dani had
left his home to live with another

woman two months after signing

the contract with the surrogate

institute, and he now refused to

agree to the embryos’ implantation

while it was impractical for Ruti to

start die whole process afresh.

The majority judges who
allowed Dani’s appeal, she said,

seemed to agree that justice was
on Ruti's side, but they found no
legal basis to support her case.

She replied that while itwas true

that not every moral obligation

involved a legal obligation, the

law should strive to achieve jus-

tice. The English rules of equity

were introduced to temper the

rigidity of the common law.

Another example was estoppel,

which excluded evidence contra-

dicting a representation which
caused the other party harm.
The Surrogacy Agreements

(Confirmation of die Agreement
and the Status of the Newborn
Child) Law, of 1996, did not apply

to the present case. There was also

no formal agreement between
Dani and Ruti and, in her view, the

general law of contracts did not

cover an agreement dealing with

procreation. The present dispute
arose from modem scientific and
genetic developments, and pre-
sented new problems.
The parties, she said, had equal

rights to the erabiyos, and there
were three ways to resolve the pre-
sent dispute at the stage prior to
implantation. The first, adopted in
the previous majority decision,
was always to reject parentage.
The second, now adopted by
Justice Kedmi, was always to
favor parentage. The third, adopt-
ed by Justice Tal and with which
she agreed, was to strike a balance
between the parties’ conflicting
rights. In weighing the particular

circumstances of each case, the
general principles such as the
woman’s rights over her own body
and the man's right to privacy,
were of course to be borne in

She then considered the stage
which the process bad reached,
noting that the right to parentage
became stronger as the process
advanced; Dani’s agreement and
encouragement of the operation,
leading to her changing her situa-

tion for the worse by undergoing
serious and painful treatment; and
Ruti's last chance of parentage
being destroyed by stopping the

process, while Dani’s situation

remained unchanged.
She added the element of justice

pointing out that Dani, who want-
ed to stop the process, hart a
daughter in another family he had
established. She also noted that if

the position were reversed, she
would rale in favor of the man in

the same circumstances.

In conclusion she commented
that she agreed in the main with
the judgment ofJustice Goldberg.

JUSTICE GOLDBERG also

agreed to the appeal being dis-

missed.

Both parties, he said, enjoyed
equal rights - of parentage, or

refusal of parentage. There was no
analogy with the right to terminate

pregnancy, which involved the

woman’s rights over her own
body.

The new 1996 Surrogacy Law
(above) did not apply, norcould he
find any guidance in its provi-

sions, which he examined, to solve

the present dispute.

Moreover, there was no recourse

to the “Jewish Heritage” under the
Foundations of Law Statute of
1980, since that Law related to a
lacuna in the law while, in the pre-

seta- case, there was no lacuna.

There was just no Law at all.

There was also no basis for find-

ing that when the parties agreed to

the fertilization process they joint-

ly contemplated single parentage,

or rejected iL The result was a nor-
mative vacuum, following techni-

cal-medical advances not yet pen-
etrated by the law.

In bis opinion, therefore, the

present dispute was to be solved

on the basis of a fundamental
value in our law, that of justice.

The conflicting interests were
being, and not being, a parenL cult to assume. Husbands do not

Parenthood was one ofman’s most cease marital relations with their

basic goals, as the American wives in case their opinion -will

Supreme Court had written, “One ; not -be considered regarding an

Rnti Nahmani and her lawyer just before the Supreme Court’s decision. (Brian Headier)

Thar tenet was the very essence of

Israeli law. It figured in section 1

of the Basic Law. The Dignity and

Freedom ofMan. of 1992, in sec-

tion 15 of the Basic Law:
Judicature, of 1984, in defining

the powers of the Supreme Court

sitting as a High Court of Justice,

and in numerous other Laws arid

regulations -which be cited. It also

figured in family law in section 9
of the Family Law Amendment

(
Maintenance) Law of 1959,

empowering the court to relieve

the obligation of maintenance on

certain grounds.
A judge's decision based on jus-

tice, be said, was not a matter of

caprice. He had to weigh all the

circumstances and all the basic

values recognized by law. Since

his decision would inevitably hurt

one of the parties, he had to

choose the lesser of two evils.

This was Ruti's last chance of

motherhood, and of bearing her

husband's child. On the other

hand, Dani would be forced to

have a child he did not want, with

all the emotional and material con-

sequences. The possible financial

burden could perhaps be mitigated

by Ruti indemnifying him for any
maintenance involved, but his

emotional suffering could not be
alleviated.

It was reasonable of Ruti, he

held, to rely on Dani’s original

agreement to the fertilization

process. Since they had both cho-

sen that path, and in all the cir-

cumstances, it was just to con-

clude there was no turning back.

JUSTICE KEDMI concurred in

dismissing the appeaL
Every person, he said, had the

basic right to decide whether or

not to be a parent, and that right

prevailed over any agreement to

the contrary. The rights of the man
and woman were not equal, for the

woman had complete rights over

her own body, and could decide

alone whether to continue or ter-

minate pregnancy.

The question now was the point

of no return where both parties

had agreed to in-vitro fertilization.

It could be said that that point was
reached when the embryos were
implanted in the surrogate moth-
er’s womb.

In his view, however, the relevant

stage was the completion of the fer-

tilization. At that point a new
“being" was created. The parts

played by both the man and the

woman in the creative process were
now inseparable, and only their

joint decision could interrupt the

process. He added that after the

implantation of the embryos in the

surrogate mother’s womb, only she
- having sole control of her own
body- could change tbc situation.

An analogy, though not identi-

cal, be continued, could be drawn
with ajoint decision of two people
to create a work of art requiring

“burning" in an oven.

One party could resile from the

agreement before the “burning”,

but could not do so after the

process was completed. At that

point the party who wanted the

work to be preserved would pre-

vail. (Continued next week).

If you can’t keep from littering, take your garbage home
I

N nature reserves and other places of

natural beauty visitors who picnic

are advised to take their garbage

home with them for disposal.

Unfortunately very few are willing to do

this and the result is our sadly littered

picnic sites, sea and lake shores and

other places.

But this is just what thousands of

tourists to the Maidive Islands have been

doing for the past three years. Tourists

sort their garbage, except for organic

materials, into separate bags. The hotel

staff or the Maidive authorities at the air-

port compress the contents, package it

and put it on the plane with the returning

visitor without charge. The organic

EARTHLY CONCERNS
D’VORA BEN SHAUL

material goes from the hotels, restau-

rants etc. to a central depository to be

turned into compost.

The reason for this is that the Maldives

are a chain of islands that lie only a few
meters, in some places only two meters,

above sea level and with their own grow-
ing population they have simply run out

of places to dispose of garbage.

There is only one landfill area avail-

able and even here only specifically non-

toxic mafwiflk may be dumped. Material

that cannot be used in the landfill area or

turned into compost is sent by ship at

great expense to places that are willing

to accept iL

This arrangement can barely support

the disposal of the materials discarded

by the residents of the islands and there

is simply no way to handle the amounts
of garbage produced by the 250,000
tourists that vacation there each year,

even though tourism is the principal

industry of the islands. Even though the

Maldives government allows only recy-

clable packaged products to be imported

and every effort is made to keep nan-

recyclable material to a minimum, the

amounts involved are still stunningly

large.

At first authorities in the Maldives
were doubtful as to whether the plan

would work but, as one official wrote in

a letter to the environmental journal

Alternatives, die plan worked oat far bet-

ter than expected.

He credits the fact that the bulk of their

visitors are from Germany and Holland
where recycling is far more advanced
than in many other countries, and conse-

quently people are more amenable to the

idea. But it is not only the Maldives that

are suffering from the disposal problems

engendered by tourism. The problem is

widespread and many countries are find-

ing that they are hard put to cope with

the waste problems that inundate them
each year.

HERE IN Israel both foreign and inter-

nal tourism are a problem, particularly in

waterside areas. Shlomo Bahalul of the

Kinneret Management says that the dis-

posal of waste left by the thousands of
visitors to the Kinneret creates a major
problem. Each family that holds a cook-

out on the shore of the lake leaves

behind a large plastic bag of discarded

materials.

“And it wouldn’t be as bad if it really

was in a bag.” he says.

“All too often it’s just dumped on the

shore while the plastic plates and soft-

drink tins are bobbing in the water and
have to be fished out”
But most people who try to cope with

the problem say that not only will it take

a major educational campaign before

Israelis agree to accept responsibility for

their own waste products but the govern-

ment too must be educated to the accep-

tance of more advanced ideas than the

garbage dump where 95 percent of the

country’s garbage is buried.

For most Israelis even the idea of tak-

ing a bag of garbage home for disposal is

still anathema.
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FDA step closer

to Copaxone OK
State revenue up 3%
in first nine months

JENNIFER FRIEDUN
TEVA Pharmaceutical Industries

yesterday said the US Food and
Drug Administration has accepted

its advisory panels’ recommenda-
tion to approve the firm’s multiple

sclerosis drug, Copaxone.
The FDA's decision came in the

form of a so-called approvable let-

ter, which indicates that the FDA
has taken another step toward giv-

ing final approval for Copaxone,
Teva’s first original drug.

Teva must now finish some last-

minute procedures, such as label-

ing the product and completing the

instructions for usage.
Dan Snesskind, Teva's chief

financial officer, said he expects
Copaxone to be on the shelves
early next year. He said Copaxone
could increase Teva’s sales by “a
few hundred million dollars.’’

Two weeks ago, the advisory
panel approved Copaxone as a
safe and effective treatment for

the relapsjpg-rcmitting forms of
MS, an incurable, debilitating dis-

ease of the central nervous system.

STATE revenue from taxation

totalled NIS70.9 billion in the first

nine months of the year, a three-

percent real increase from the

NIS6l.8b. collected in the same
period last year, the Finance

Ministry reported yesterday.

In September; revenue from
taxes were NIS8.6b., an improve-

ment from recent months, in

which the amount collected has

been well down on Treasury esti-

mates.
For example, income from taxes

was NlS7.3b. in August, 3% less

BANK LEUMI LE-1SRAEL B.M.

Pursuant to the provisions of the Banking (Licensing) Law, 5741-1981, according

to which Bank Leumi Ie-Israel B.M. ("Bank Leumi") is required to reduce its

surplus holdings in Africa Israel Investments Ltd. (the "Company"), a public

company whose shares are traded on The Tel Aviv Stock Exchange, Bank Leumi

intends to offer for sale in a single transaction off The Tel Aviv Stock Exchange

its surplus holdings in the Company after the Spin-off of Leumi Insurance

Holdings Ltd. ("Leumi Insurance") as explained below, together with the holdings

of Messrs. Mordechai Zisser and Eitan Wertheimer (through trust companies)

in the Company.ie. a block of shares of the Company (the. "Block of Shares"),

representing some 46.58% of the issued share capital of the Company and some

54.2% of the voting rights in the Company.

Furthermore, offerors will be requested to provide Bank Leumi with a put option

for additional shares in the Company held by Bank Leumi, so that Bank Leumi

will not hold more than 20% after 31 December 1999.

Anyone interested in making an offer to purchase the Block of Shares in their

entirety should give notice as provided in the Transaction Documents (defined

below) by 28 October 1996 at 13:00 Israel time.

On 19 September 1996 at an Extraordinary General Meeting, the Company

adopted a resolution to distribute the shares nrLeumi Insuranceheld by the

Company as a dividend in kind to shareholders in the Company (the "Spin-

off"). The sale of the Block of Shares is conditional upon the carrying out of

the Spin-off. The amount offered for the Block of Shares should consequently

reflect the value of the Company without Leumi Insurance, inasmuch as the

sale will only be carried out after completion of the Spin-off as aforesaid.

Additional information concerning, inter alia, the Block of Shares, the terms

of the offer and the sale process, including the matter of granting to Bank Leumi

the right to sell the remainder of its holdings in the Company, is provided in

the Procedure Letter and agreement(s) for the sale of the Block of Shares

(the"Transaction Documents"), which can be obtained from:

Kantor, Elhanani, Tal & Co., Law Offices, 76 Rothschild Blvd., Tel Aviv, Israel,

tel.: 972-3-5662950, fax: 972-3-5662960; and/or

Bank Leumi c/o Sean C.V. Mullin, Executive Director,Morgan Stanley & Co.

Ltd., 25 Cabot Square, Canary Wharf, London E14 4QA, England,

tel.: (44) (171) 4255252 or (44) (171) 4255714, fax: (44) (171) 4255300.

Morgan Stanley & Co. Ltd. are acting as advisers to Bank Leumi only, in

connection with the sale of the Block of Shares.

This notice does not constitute an offer to the public to purchase the Block of

Shares. Bank Leumi expressly reserves the right, in its sole and absolute

discretion, and without giving any reasons therefor, to conduct discussions with

any person or any entity. Bank Leumi has no obligation to notify any applicants

regarding such discussions and/or modifications to the terms or the procedure

under which Bank Leumi chooses to sell the Block of Shares. In addition, Bank

Leumi shall have no obligation to sell the Block of Shares in whole or in part,

and the purchasers, if any, will be determined on the basis of clarifications and

negotiations conducted by Bank Leumi, in its sole discretion, with the parties

it chooses, in the event it decides to sell the Block of Shares.

Interested parties should note that in light of the numerous applications

received by Bank Leumi from potentially interested overseas parties, we

hereby extend the final date for submission of offers to purchase the Block

of Shares to 13:00 Israel time on 28 October 1996 (instead of 21 October

1996, which was the date fixed in the notice published by Bank Leumi on

1 October 1996).

However, nothing in the aforesaid shall extend the period of due diligence

examination set in the Transaction Documents, Le. the said period shall

in any event end on 21 November 1996, and there shall be no extensions

(due to the provisions of the Banking Law). Interested parties wishing to

submit offers are requested to do their best to submit offers prior to the

aforesaid final date, so as to enable them, should their offer be deemed

suitable, to begin immediately the due diligence examination.

bank leumi nnchpaa

DAVID HARRIS

than the same month last year.

Treasury officials had to admit
theydid notknow what caused the
shortfall.

Collection of income and prop-
erty taxes raised NlS383b. in the
first three quarters, a real-term
drop of 1% on the same period last

year.

The Customs and VAT
Department has received NIS31-S
so far this year, a 6% real-term
increase.

Higher taxes levied on fuel and
cigarettes brought in approximate-
ly N1S700 million, according to
the Treasury.

However, government econo-
mists admit this figure was offset

by other factors.

These latest statistics will come
as relief to ministry officials,

whose NlS7.6b. prediction for the

total budget deficit this year was
already surpassed in the first eight

months (NTS 8.6b.).

*T don't believe tins boDs down
to a personal mistake; not mine,

not Tzippi Gal Yam’s (director of

the State Revenue
Administration), nor Doron
Levy’s (income tax commission-
er)” said Treasury director-gener-

al David Brodet at the end of last

month.

Ministry experts have been
warning politicians of the budget

difficulties since January, but a
series of political factors, includ-

ing the election, have made cor-

rection ail but impossible, Brodet
said.

BUSINESS BRIEFS

Swiss-lsrad fhamto to go ahead with opening another office:

The Swiss-Israel Chamber of Commerce yesterday decide to go

ahead'with plans to open another representative office m Geneva,

despite tire political situation. . _
The chamber already manages an office in Geneva, Zurich ana let

Aviv. Attorney Eytan t .iw»7, chairman of the Israeli representation,

said the decision was matte after a series of intense discussions in

tight of the tense political situation.

The opening ceremony will take place November 4, in partnership

with the Swiss office for Commercial Development About 4,000

businessmen have been invited to am?nd the ceremony, including,

representatives of the giantABB firm and Landis & Gyr, as well as

government officials form Switzerland and Israel. Galit Lipids Beck

Food sector suffers 35% growth in trade deficit: The food sector

has suffered a 35 percent growth in its trade deficit in the first half of

the year compared with the same period in 1995, the Manufacturers

Association reported yesterday. Galit Lipids Beck

Bank T-pnmi announces new benefits for students: With the start

of the academic year. Bank Leumi announced it is improving its ben-

efits to students- Among the benefits are NIS 12^500 loans to cover

for foes, at an interest of prune plus 0.5% (equivalent to 17.5%), and

two-year loans, for any purpose, at prime interest plus 0.9%.
Galit lApkis Beck

D&B: Firms’
late payments
unchanged

THE percentage of companies
making lale payments, as measured
by Dim and Bradstreet (D&B). was
at 39 percent in the third quarter,

the same as in tbe previous quartet
A survey of sectors showed the

contracting and construction field

is the worst for timely repayment,
with every second firm foiling to

make its payments on time to sup-
pliers, according to D&B.
Other sectors making late pay-

ments include the wholesale trad-

ing field, where the percentage of
companies falling behind on pay-

ments is about 40%.
Tbe percentage of companies in

the food sector falling behind in

payments continued to increase in

the fluid quarter - to 30% from 27%
in the second quarter and 20% in

the first quarter. Despite an
improvement in the second quarter,

textile firms’ rate of timely repay-

ment worsened in tbe third quarter

to 20% from 17%.
D&B said high rates and uncer-

tainty puts firms’ ability and worth-
whfleness to pay suppliers on time
indoubt Galit Lipids Beck

Leumi extends deadline

for Africa Israel bids
New final date for submitting bids is October 28

GAUT UPK1S BECK

BANK Leumi has extended the deadline for submit-

ting bids to purchase its holdings in Africa Israel by
one week in reaction to requests by potential

investors for more time to examine the investment
company and tbe tender conditions, the bank said

yesterday.

Tbe new deadline is set for October 28.

So far, about 25 investors have expressed interest

in participating in die tender.

This number includes some foreign investors that

did not take part in Leumi’s previous invitation for its

surplus holdings inAfrica Israel, a source close to the

bank said yesterday.

Five consortiums participated in Africa Israel’s

previous invitation.

Leumi is offering for sale a block of shares repre-

senting 46.58% ofAfrica Israel's issued share capital

and 54.2% of the voting rights, at a minimal value of
$330m.

Eitan Wertheimer.

Tbe transaction willbe conducted after the spin-off

of Leumi Insurance Holdings from Africa Israel.

After completion of the transaction, Leumi’s hold-
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YOUR I.RA.

MORE
If your American Individual Retirement Account

(IRA) is currently in bank CD’s, money markers, or

other low-yielding investments. CommStock Trading

can help you build a more growth-oriented portfolio.

Our experienced, U.S.-licensed professionals wiD

advise you on excellent investment opportunities for

your IRA that will maintain your U.S. tax benefits.

And we can handle all U.S. transactions for you—
from fight here in Israel.

Talk to us, with no obligation, and find out how
you can get more out of your retirement account.

Please can Douglas Goldstein at (02) 624-4963 to

arrange an appointment

CommStock
Everything You Need To Succeed

CommStock Trading Ltd. (EsL 1981)
Futures, Options, andStock Brokers
Jerusalem: City Tower, 34 Ben Yehuda St
Tel. 02-624-4963; Fax. 02-625-95 15

Ramat Gan: Bert Silver, 7 Abba Hilfel St
. 03-575-8826/27; Fax. 03-575-6990

http://Www-commi3ocX.cu.ll
|
_|

Patah (foreign currency deposit rates) (11.9.96)

Currency (deposit ford) 3 MONTHS 6MONTHS 12 MONTHS
U.S. dofiar ($250,000) 4.750 5.000 5.375
Pound >Mno Cl00,000) 3.875 4.000 4.250
Gonnan mark (DM 200.000) 1.625 1.625 2.125
Swtaa franc (SF 200,000) 0.625 0.750 1.000
Ysn (10 mBori yen) — — —

(Rato* vary Mglwr or Immrthan Indicated according to deposit)

Shake! Foreign Exchange Rotas* (4.10.96)

CHECKS AND
TRANSFERS BANKNOTES

rboakat
Buy

Currency b
U.S. dour 3.1581
German mark 2.0614
Pound storting 4.9448
Rench franc 0.6091
Japanese yen (100) 2.8343
Dutch florin 1.8371
Swtoa franc 2-5130
Swedsh krona 0.4770
Norwegian krone 0.4847
DanWi krone 0.5378
Rmtahmark 0.6811
CancKfian dollar 2-3204
Australian dolor 2.4835
S. African rand 0.6993
Belgian francflO) 1.0011
Austrian acfdwn 00) 2.9290
HaHan Rra (1000) 2.0760
Jordanian dinar 4.3900

Igjflan pound 0.9000

Mali punt 5.0<4i
Sparteh peseta (100) 2.4510

*TJmm rate* vary according to bank.

Sell
3.5608
32091
2.0047
5.0246
0.6190
2.8801
1.8668
2.5538
0.4647
0.4826
0.5465
0.7023
22578
2.5338
0.7106
1.0173
2.9763
2.1095
4.6900
0.9800
4.0010
5.125S
2.4906

Buy Sell

3.10
202
426
0-59
278
1.80
246
0.46
0.47

0.52
0.67
228
245
0.63
0.98

227
204
429
0.90

425
240

SOURCE: BANK LEUMI

Rep.

Rates**
3.5591
3.1890
20838
4.9917
0.8157
2.8598
1.8576
25366
0.4818
0.4888
0.5433
0.697*

•

23429
25182
0.7048
1.0117
29625
20974
4.5284
1.0045
3.0804
5.1008
24739

“Sank of terawf.

326
213
5.10
0.83
293
1.90
259
0.50
0.50
0.56
0.72

240
2.57
0.72
1.04

3.02
214
4.69
0.98

5.20
253
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mgs in tbe company will drop to 25%, as required by
the Banking Law.
According to tbe terms of the offer, potential

investors wUl grant Leumi a put option to sell anoth-
er5% ofAfrica Israel’s shares at the same price, dur-
ing a two-year period.

This is in accordance with the Banking Law, which
requires Leumi not to bold more than 20% of Africa
Israel’s shares after 1999.

Included in the transaction document is a clause
which prohibits the company’s new owners from
appointing a general manager to tbe bank without
prior consultation with Leumi.
In addition, tbe purchasers will not be able to make

any changes to Africa Israel’s constitution without
notifying the bank. These conditions will be applica-

ble until the end of 1999.

As a sign of seriousness in purchasing Africa
Israel’s dimes, potential buyers wifi have to attach to
their bid a. bank guarantee for 10% of the-amount of
the bid.

Once the bids are submitted, investors will have
until November 21 to perform a due diligence of the
company.

Invest in the world's major exchangesm Israel Discount Bank

[•IfrihnTlUBUwr

ISRAEL DISCOUNT DANK

More and more
people are

selling buying
hiring etc.

through
The Jerusalem Post

classified ads.
Find out about

our special deals.

CaH
02-531 -5608 Jerusalem
.03-639-0333 Tel Aviv
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Key Representative Rates

Change

US dollar ... NtS 3.1090

Starting NIS 4.9917 -

Mark NIS 2.0838

Waigel: Economic austerity
in Germany’s interest

Precious
metals

close mixed
COMMODITIES
ROUNDUP

MUNICH (Reuter) - Bringing in
savings necessary to help
Germany meet the criteria for
European Monetary Union is in
Germany’s best interests. Finance
Minister Theo Waigel said in a
television interview broadcast last
night.

Asked on the television pro-
gram, Bonn Direkt why many
people seemed to be against cur-

rency union in Germany, Waigel
said: “That has very little to do
with the Euro."
“We are not making savings

because of Maastricht, we are not
making savings because of Europe
- it is in our own best interests to

make savings."
Waigel. in comments released

ahead of broadcasting, went on to

say: “We have had to raise taxes in

the last few years because of
German reunification. Now we
have to bring down tax rates or else

we will lose international competi-
tiveness and jobs and capitaL"

The proposal by Chancellor
Helmut Kohl’s party, die CDU, to

lower income tax rates to a base
rate of20 percent, with a ceiling of
35%, was “on the right trade,'’

Waigel said.

Waigel's CSU party is the

CDU's sister-party in the coalition

ruling Germany.
Waigel added the cost of

between DM80 billion and
DM100b. for such a measure bad
to be paid for, and that the money
would come from the removal of
exceptions to the tax law, as well

as getting rid of certain tax

allowances.

Indexes follow
Dow’s lead,

move higher
TEL AVIV STOCK MARKET

ROBERT DANIEL

PRECIOUS
_

metals futures closed
nrixed on Friday as gold and silver
erased any morning gains and
closed lower on the day, in reac-
tion to the \JS economy losing
steam.

An analyst said precious metals
showed there was little worry
about wage-price inflation.
The US September non-farm

payroll report released on Friday
morning showed the economy lost
40.000 jobs during September.
This was the first monthly fall

since January, when payrolls fell

66.000 as manufacturing and gov-
ernment payrolls fell significantly.
The unemployment rate edged up
to 5.2%.
Traders said the precious metals'

attempt to rally, followed by a sell

off, doesn’t bcide well for the week
ahead.

December gold closed down
SO. 10 at $382.60. December silver

closed down three cents at $4,875.
January platinum closed up $030
at S388. December palladium
closed up $0.40 at $121 .60.

High grade copper futures closed
slightly higher as a strong draw-
down in London Metal Exchange
(LME) warehouse stocks failed to

generate much interest or push
copper price much higher.

Friday’s price action was
described as boring by one trader,

who suggested activity was quiet

ahead of this week’s LME Week
activities.

COMEX December high-grade
copper futures closed up 30 basis

points at S0.8915. Cora futures at

the Chicago Board of Trade ended
at the lowest prices since late

January, continuing a month-long
slide as frost held off around die

Midwest, improving the outlook
for this year’s crop.

Most of the Midwestern com
and soybean crops didn't suffer

any major damage from a recent

cold snap, trade sources believe.

. Sub-freezing temperatures. . hit-

Michigan and the extreme north-

ern parts of Indiana and Ohio, but

only “patchy frost" developed
through parts of eastern Illinois,

northern and central Indiana and

northern and western Ohio, weath-

er watchers said.

With warmer conditions expect-

ed this week, analysts say most of
the com and soybean acreage

should reach maturity, barring an

unexpected frost -freeze.

Wheat futures ended mixed,

with deferred contracts sinking, in

part on expectations for larger

worldwide wheat production this

year. According to trade sources,

the Australian Wheat Board raised

its estimate for Australian wheat

production by one million metric

tons to 20 million metric tons.

Friday's close saw December

corn down 2.5 cents at $2.8950 per

bushel and December wheat up

one cent at S4.2100 per bushel.

November soybeans closed

down 1.025 cents at $72725 per

bushel. December cotton futures

dosed down six points at 76.73

cents in quiet afternoon trading on

Friday, with much of the local

trade seen squaring their positions

ahead of the weekend, sources

said.

Factors affecting the market

were rumors that a large sale of

cotton had been made to China by

a Far West cooperative and a lead-

ing Memphis merchant.

A bit of bearish news for the

market came in the form of crop

estimates from Spades Companies.

Inc„ which pegged the US cotton

crop slightly below USDA esti-

mates. . ,

The market may have received

some support from concerns over

the wet-wealher situation in the

southeastern US, sources said.

March world sugar futures matte a

late run to settle at Friday s high

on late buying by a floor teoker,m
off-floor trader said, but he noted

that volume was too light to read

anything into the move.

The March sugar futures con-

tract settled eight points higher at a

session high ttt 10-93 cents.

The low for the day was 10.77

cents. No fresh news was cited by

sources, and an analyst from a

maior trade house stated that pend-

tnc crop production figures aren t

Spected to represent a deficit

December coffee futures closed

the session 235 points higher at

ci nQ£Q
w

Sources said the coffee market

mav have gained some recent

£igth on reports of continuing

Colombian rebel anw which

could potentially disrupt coffee

shipments from there,

rwember cocoa futures settled

$9 higher at $1351 per totme.

No fresh news was cited by

sources, who await Ivonan crop

Michael Zwebner,

ConunStock Trading Lid.

Major backs Clarke in EMU fight
LONDON (Reuter) - Prime
Minister John Major praised his
pro-European finance minister,
Kenneth Clarke, yesterday and
rejected demands by right-wing
Conservatives that he rule out
Britain’s membership of Europe’s
planned single currency.
Speaking on BBC television’s

Breakfast with Frost program.
Major said calls by rightwingers
for Clarke to be sacked for his pro-
European views were nonsense.
“Ken Clarke is chancellor of the

exchequer. He’s a very close ally

of mine. He’s a very old and long-
standing friend of mine," Major
said.

Euro-skeptic Conservatives
opposed to closer European ties

have threatened to boo Clarice

when he speaks at the party's

annual conference next week in

the southern resort of
Bournemouth.
But Major said* “He’s also an

excellent chancellor of the exche-
quer.

“He’s produced the best econo-

my and the best economic
prospects we’ve had in this coun-
try for a very long time indeed. So
Ken Clarke is chancellor and Ken
Gaike is going to stay as chancel-

lor of the exchequer.”

Major, who negotiated die right

to opt out of a single currency

when the massive project was
agreed in 1991, again spelled out

his reasons for keeping his options

open.
To rule out membership now

would be counter to the national

interest, as Britain would be shut

out of negotiations on the details

of economic and monetary union
(EMU), Major said.

“The argument that we should

divorce ourselves from these

negotiations now has no intellec-

tual coherence whatever— it is not
credible, and it happen." Major
said.

Major said it was fanciful to

imagine that Great Britain could
just say ‘no’ and sh on the side-

lines while preparations for EMU.
due to begin in 1999, were under
way.

“There’s no point in pushing.

We are in the negotiations, and we
are staying in the negotiations, and
I just hope colleagues will accept

that," be said.

Appealing for unity over Europe
at the ruling party’s conference in

Bournemouth this week. Major
said:

“There’s no points in rows this

week... it’s very silly.

“The vast majority of people in

this country, the vast majority of

businessmen in this country, rec-

ognize that we have got a polity

stance that every other nation in

Europe envies: we are in the dis-

cussions. but unlike anybody else

we are not committed to the out-

come."

185.93
+1.63%

TWo-Sided index

SHARE indexes rose more than
13 percent yesterday, following
Wall Street's record close on
Friday.

Several Israeli stocks traded in

New York and in Tel Aviv climbed
Thursday and Friday.

The last day of New York trad-

ing to affect the Tel Aviv Stock
Exchange last week was
Wednesday.
The Two-Sided Index climbed

1.63 percent to 185.93, while the

Maof Index added 1.65% to

196-21.

“Wall Street gave us the boost

that we needed,” said Debra
Lipchutz, analyst at Zannex
Securities in Tel Aviv.

At the same time, “we won’t see

19&21
+1.65%

Maof index

any reason for the market to go up
till we see the outcome" of the

peace talks,” she said

Investors are watching develop-

ments this week in the peace

process, particularly after violence

two weeks left more than 70 peo-

ple dead
Koor Industries Ltd, the

nation's largest company, was the

most active issue, trading NIS 4.1

million worth of shares.

Koor rose 1% after its American
depositary receipts added 2.8% in

New York on Friday.

Across the Tel Aviv Stock

Exchange, NIS 403m. worth of

shares traded About three issues

rose for every two that declined.

(Bloomberg)

Saudis open
$250 million

power project

DUBAI (Reuter) - Saudi Arabia
yesterday inaugurated a $250 mil-
lion expansion of a power plant in

the capital Riyadh, part of huge
projects to meet soaring demand
for electricity.

Official Saudi media said the

governor of Riyadh, Prince

Salman, opened die project, which
increases the plant's power gener-

ating capacity to 1380 megawatt
(MW) from 1,000 MW.
The government expects peak

electricity consumption in Saudi

Arabia to reach 23310 megawatts
by the end of the decade, from
17,228 MW in 1994/95. To meet
this, the government is planning

to boost power generating capaci-

ty to 25213MW in the year 2000
from 18238 MW in 1994/95.

Some 21 billion riyals ($5.6 bil-

lion) is earmarked for boosting

power generation between 1995
and2000. . . .

Japan Rail West finally goes public

tomorrow after several false starts
TOKYO (Reuter) - Japan's JR West railway

finally goes public this week after several

false starts, with analysts predicting the

shares will have a smoother ride than those

of sister company JR East
Shares in West Japan Railway Co (JR

West) will be listed on the Tokyo Stock

Exchange tomorrow, three years after the

turbulent flotation of East Japan Railway
CO in what was then Japan's first privatiza-

tion of a former state railway.

Analysts said investors were likely to be
more restrained this time after many got

their fingers burnt in previous sell-offs such

as JR East, when shares failed to provide

the windfall profits often associated with

privatization issues.

But they said a low-key debut would be
good for the shares because a high initial

market price would just invite heavy selling

by those investors looking for a quick cash

opportunity.
‘

: Analysts expected the initial price on the

day of listing to settle at 370.000 yen

($3333) to 430,000 yen ($3373) moderate-

ly above the offer price of 357.000 yen
($3,216) per share announced on August 29.

“Investors are not fevered, as they were
when JR East was listed,” said one broker at

aJapanese securities house. “Given thecon-
ditions at die auction and the applications

for the public offering, it is likely to be a
calm stmt, not inviting heavy selling.”

Although tire actual flotation was expect-

ed to be relatively smooth, JR West has had
a tough time getting to the market
Previous plans to list its shares in 1994

and 1995 were postponed because ofa poor
economic climate, a sluggish stock market

and the negative impact of last year’s Kobe
earthquake an the company’s earnings.

Another state-owned firm. Japan Tobacco
Inc (ip, hada troubled debut, with its share

plunging on the first day of trade on the

Tokyo Stock Exchange in October 1994 to

close way below the. public offering price.

Alrishige Isbikura. analyst at Dai-Ichi

Securities Co Ltd, said JR West's price

would have some support.

“Like in most cases of listing, buying
orders from companies who have business

contacts with the listing firm will naturally

be seen.” he said.

He said such buying was likely to under-

pin the share price, expecting the opening
price to be around 380,000 yen (S3,423).

Brokets said that yields on the JR West
shares would be 1.4 percent, more prof-

itable than an average 0.7% yield on shares

listed on the TSE- This indicates that

investors who have purchased the shares

before the listing are planning to hold them
for a long time and are not short-term prof-

it-hunters.

Keiji Aral, strategist at Sanyo Securities

Co Ltd, said he expected JR West shares

would set a first-day price of 430,000 yen
($3,873,), which is abouti80% of JR East's

debut price, considering the . trend of both
- ,3.

firms’ earnings.

On Friday. JR East dosed down 2.000 yen
at 535,000 yen.

“The mass media reported a high rate of
cancellation [by those who applied for the

public offer before the listing], but that

means those who are bearish on the issue

have already cancelled, which is good for

the price," he said.

'The shares will see stable trade,” he
added.

JR East went public on theTSE and three

other stock markets in October 1993.
becoming Japan's first formerly public rail-

way firm to be floated after die state-owned

Japanese National Railway (JNR) was bro-

ken up into seven units in 1987.

The public offer price of JR East stock

was 380.000 yen ($3,423), and the shares

shot up to 600,000 yen ($5,405), then later

slid back.

Some 1.7 million JR West shares are

being sold to the public.
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International investors

to launch $100 million
in Bahrain-based bank

MANAMA (Reuter) - A group of
international investors including a

Saudi Arabian prince plan to launch

a $100 million investment bank
based in Bahrain, the founders said

yesterday.

Prince Nawaf bin Abdnlaziz, a

brother of Saudi Arabia’s King
Fabd, and three investors from the

US, Malaysia and Canada will set

up the First Gulf Pacific Bank
(FGPB).
The Bahrain Monetary Agency

(BMA), Bahrain’s central bank, has

licensed FGPB as an offshore bank-

ing unit, raising to 49 the number of
international units operating on the

island.

The four founders will hold a $20
million stake in the new bank and
the rest will be raised through a pri-

vate placement.

The bonk will target Asia-Pacific.

“I strongly believe that the rapid

and continued growth of the Pacific

region wOl create some of the most
exciting business and financial

opportunities in the world,” Prince

Nawaf said in a statement.

Prince Nawaf, a former Saudi

Arabian finance minister; has busi-

ness interests in Saudi Arabia,

Egypt, Europe, the US. Canada,

Australia and New Zealand.

Bankers named CK Lau and
Geoffrey Lau, a Chinese Malaysian

family which control three listed

companies in Malaysia as among
founder shareholders of the bank.

The other investors are Robert
Lee, chairman of Canadian invest-

ment company Prospero Group and
investor Sam Belzberg.

FGPB will establish offices in

New York. Vancouver and Hong
Kong. The head office win be in

Bahrain.

The North American offices will

focus on corporate acquisitions and
real estate investment and develop-

ment there.

The Hong Kong office will

cover the emerging markets of
Asia and will focus on direct

investment
The Bahrain office will be

responsible for management of
direct investments, investment
placement treasury and liquidity

management and financial con-

trols.

A BMA official described the

decision to launch FGPB as a vote

of confidence in Bahrain’s position

as a financial and banking ewtfe-r in

the Gulf.

f MINISTRY OF FINANCE - Accountant General

Tender No. 12/96 -

Internet Dialing Services
Bids are invited for the supply of Internet dialing services for government offices and
agencies located throughout Israel

The tender relates to dialing services to the internet via SUP or PPP (WWW), and
will also include fixed monthly user charges for the fbflowing services:

Service Type No. 1 -price for user time limited to 15 hours per month
Service Type No. 2 - price for user time limited to 30 hours per month
Service type No. 3 - monthly charge for user per hour above IS hours per

month
Service Type No. A - monthly charge for user per hour above 30 hours per

month
Service Type No. 5 - monthly charge for use- by actual hours used.

Last date for submitting bids: Snmfoy, November 17, 1996 by 12 noon.

Tb receive a copy of the tender form, send a fax to 02-531-7778, wring all of the
following details:

I

Tender no... ———Subject of tender

Name of bidding company.

Name ofcompany, inc. zip code..--

Fax.— — —

,

.—Authorized trader no,

Tel.

Name ofbank atwhich bidder has an account

Branch no .—Account no.—.

Tender forms and technical specifications will be mailed following receipt of fox.

For further details, call 02-531-7428 or 02-531-741 8.

Office ofthe Accountant General, Tenders and Acquisitions Department
7th Floor, Room 714 and 715, Ministry erf Finance Building,

1 Rehov Kaplan, Jerusalem 91131.

^to undertaking's given to accept the lowest oranybld.
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Holon squeaks Braves, Cards sweep, reach NLCS
by Rishon
in overtime

EU GRONER

- AREL Betser and Hapoel Holon
provided the excitement of Week

. 5 last night, when they gave the
•

- city of Holon one of its most excit-

ing victories in recent memory by
defeating Rishon in overtime. In

other action, Ramat Gan racked up
its second road victory of the

young season, Galil Elyon and
' Jerusalem maintained their perfect

„ . records, and Heizliya picked up its

first win, over winless Safed.

Hap. Holon 88
Mac. Rishon 86 (OT)

* An aggressive Holon defense

thwarted a last-second attempt by
Darren Daye and preserved the

nail-biting overtime victory.

The game featured numerous
"- lead-changes, critical tactical deci-

sions. and an abundance of ten-

•*-. sion.

Rishon had a chance to win the

game in regulation, when it held a
79-77 lead with possession.

.
However, Ho/on's Kobt Baloul

stifled his brother Eli, and Betser

connected on a short jumper on
the other end with two seconds
remaining to send the game into

- overtime.

The extra session featured Eli

Baloul at his best, as he scored all

seven of Rishon 's points. It was
not enough though, as Betser dis-

played experience beyond his

years, by following his game-sav-

ing end -of-regulation shot with a

solid effort over the next five min-

utes. This included solid ball-han-

dling, proper distribution of the

ball, and a defensive shut-down of
Alexander Nikolitch.

Clinging to an 85-84 lead,

Holon ’s Yoav Sapar converted
only one of two from the charity

stripe. After Rjshon’s Baloul
nailed two from the line, Rishon
coach Roni Busan i ordered his

troops to commit three quick
fouls to get over the limit and
send Holon’s Asaf Dotan to the

line.

The pressure-filled game
reached its climax when Dotan
calmly sank both free-throws. pro-

viding die winning margin.

The game really hit its stride

when Holon unleashed a 19-7 run
to take a 70-67 lead with 7:37
remaining in regulation. The spurt,

' which featured fast-breaks and
crisp passing, was sparked by
Derrick Hamilton who had six

points and two steals during the

turnaround.

With his lead suddenly gone,
Busani decided to play both of his

point guards, Tomer Kami and
Nikolitch at the same time. The
strategy, which necessitated taking

Doron Jamchee out of the game,
coincided with a 6-0 run, which
returned the short-lived lead to

Rishon. 79-77.

Baloul led Holon with 26 points,

while Hamilton scored 21 and
Milt Wagner chipped in 17. Betser

had six, to go with his overall out-

standing play. Dairen Daye and
Jamchee had 22 apiece for Rishon.
with Eli Baloul adding 21.

Mac. RG 76, Ra’anana 74
Despite claims to the contrary,

Ramat Gan appears to be more
than ready for National League
play. The Ramat Ganners weath-
ered a terrific performance from
Ra’aoana's Mark Brisker to pull

out the road victory.

Disarray and sloppy play
marked the game throughout, but
in the pressure situations, Ramat
Gan seemed to maintain its com-
posure, while Ra’anana appeared
to panic.

This was especially true at the

end of the game. With 2:16 to

play, Ramat Gan converted a
Ra’anana turnover into two points

to take the 72-7 1 lead.

With the score 73-71 Ra'anana’s
Koren Amisha shanked both ofhis
free throw attempts, effectively

sealing his club’s fate.

Galil Elyon 100, Hap. TA 82
David Blatt's club ran its record

co a perfect 4-0 by thrashing Tel

Aviv. While the northerners shared

the offensive load as usual, only

one half of Tel Aviv's two-man
offense showed up.

The erratic Michael Lloyd was
at his inconsistent worst, and
Demitri Hill's 26 points could not

prevent the blowout.

For Galil Andrew Kennedy had

26 points, while Gur Shelef and
Gil Sela added 18 and 16, respec-

tively.

Bnei Herzliya 96
Hap. Safed 90

Lior Aiditti, was magnificent in

his first game during his second
tour of duty with die Herzliya

club. Aiditti
.
tallied 29 points

(seven three-pointers), without
taking unnecessary shots.

Additionally, Aiditti successfully

harassed Safed's Travis Mays for

most of the game, which was not

as close as the score indicates.

Hap. Jerusalem 97
Givat Shmuel 93

Pinny Gershon’s club gave an
unconvincing performance that

does not bode well for future

games.
Turnovers and a lackadaisical

defensive effort from the Jerusalem

side kept the game much closer

than it should have been.

Givat Shmuel actually held.A.66-

65 lead with under 1] minutes to

play, before the undefeated
Jerusalem squstf~TSOk tbe TEad for

good.

Tonight's featured matchup, pit-

ting perennial champions Maccabi
Tel Aviv against Hapoel Eilat, will

be broadcast live on channel 5, at

8:30 pm.

National Basketball League
w l Pts.

Hapoel Jerusalem 5 0 10 •

Hapoel GaH Elyon 4 0 8
Hapoel Holon 3 2 8
Maccabi Riston 3 2 8
Givat Shumel 2 3 7
Maccabi Tel Aviv 3 0 6
Hapoel Elat 2 2 6
Maccabi Ramat Gan 2 2 8
Maccabi Ra'anana 1 4 6
Hapoel Tel Aviv 14 6
Hapoel Safed 0 5 5
Bnei Herzliya 1 3 4*

"-Herzflya has been deducted 1 point

Alomar apology accepted
CLEVELAND (Reuter) - Umpire John Hirscbbeck said he forgives

'Roberto Alomar for spitting in bis face and asked “everyone wito

loves baseball” to join the two men “in recondling our differences.”

Alomar set off a volcano of controversy when he spit in

Hirschbeck’s face on September 27 In anger over a third-strike can

by Hirscbbeck and an argument between foe two.

SCOREBOARD
NFL - Early results yesterday: Detroit 28, Atlanta 24; Minnesota 14, Carolina

-12; Green Bay 37, Chicago 6; New England 46, Baltimore 38; Oakland 34, New
York Jets 13; Seattle 22, Miami 15.

SOCCER - Yesterday’s World Cup quaEfyfng results: Group 3, Finland 2,

Switzerland 3; Group 6, Faeroe Islands I, Yugoslavia 8.

NHL - Saturday’s NHL resultS: NY Rangers 4, Boston 4; Hartford t, Phoenix

0; Thmpa Bay 4, Pittsburgh 3; Florida 3, Philadelphia 1; Chicago 5, Washington

2; New Jersey 3, Detroit 1; Toronto 4, Anaheim 1; Ottawa 3, Montreal 3; Dallas

4, Colorado I; Vancouver 3, Calgary 1; NY Islanders 2, San Jose 2.

ATLANTA - The Atlanta Braves’

Big Three sent the Los Angeles

Dodgers home in three straight

Tom Glavine completed a virtu-

oso performance by Atlanta’s

pitching and the Braves knocked

out Hideo Nomo in the fourth

inning
, advancing to their fifth

straight NL championship series.

The Dodgers, swept in the best-

of-5 divisional series for foe sec-

ond consecutive year, finished off

a late-season meltdown with a fee-

ble effort against the Braves' for-

midable staff.

Glavine followed in foe footsteps

of fellow Cy Young winner Greg
Maddux and soon-to-be winner

John Smoltz, shutting down a
Dodger team that had only 14 hits

in the series. If pitching is a major
factor in foe postseason, then
Atlanta is a solid favorite to defend

its World Series championship.

Cardinals 7, Padres 5
The spirit of 1984 was hardly

enough for the San Diego Padres
to overcomethe Sl Louis
Cardinals of 1996.

Brian Jordan hit a two-run
homer in foe ninth inning and foe
visiting Cardinals made sure there

would be no repeat of San Diego’s
stirring playoff rally of 12 years
ago, winning 7-5 Saturday night to
sweep foe NL divisional series in

three games.
Jordan made a diving catch of

Jody Reed's slicing liner to right

Field with a runner on second, end-
ing the eighth and keeping foe
score tied at 5.

Ken Caminiti hit two home runs
for the Padres, including a solo
shot that tied the game in foe

eighth.

Padres relief ace Trevor
Hoffman took over to start the
ninth and walked Rem Gant with
one out Jordan then drove a full-

count pitch into one of the palm
trees beyond the left-field fence,

with Rickey Henderson making a
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Washington
top seed in

Eisenberg
Open

HERE WE GO AGAIN - Brave players congratulate each other in the dngont after beating Los
CAP)

futile jump at foe ball.

The NL Central champion
Cardinals, in the playoffs for the
first time in nine seasons, will face

the defending World Series cham-
pion Atlanta Braves in the NL
championship series starting

Wednesday night at Atlanta. The
Braves went 9-4 against St Louis
this season.

The teams also met in foe 1982
NL championship series, with foe

Cardinals sweeping the Braves.

TJ. Mathews pitched one inning

for foe victory. Dennis Eckeisley

pitched the ninth for his third save

of foe series.

AMERICAN LEAGUE
Orioles 4, Indians 3

Roberto Alomar, strongly casti-

gated for spitting on an umpire last

week, hit a home run in the 12th

inning to lift the visiting Baltimore

Orioles to the League

Championship Series.

The Orioles will play foe New
York Yankees, who best foe Texas
Rangers 6-4 on Saturday, in a
series for foe American League
pennant, beginning tomorrow in

New York.

Alomar, who also had foe game-
winning homer when the Orioles

clinched the AL wild-card berth

last Saturday, blasted closer Jose
Mesa’s 1-1 pitch over the right-

center field fence.

Six Cleveland pitchers com-
bined to strike out 23 barters,

including nine in a row from foe

fifth to foe eighth innings.

“I’m real happy to come here

and help my team win. I went up
there just to get a hit (in the 12th).

I hit foe ball hard. I can’t describe

how it feels. He threw foe pitch

where I was looking for," Alomar
said. (AP, Reuter)

NATIONAL LEAGUE
Los Angeles 000 000 110 - 2 6 1

Atlanta 100 400 00* - S 7 0
Nomo. Guthrie (4), CandwtH (S), Radmsfcy
m. Osuna (8). DreHort (8) and Ptoa;
Glavine, McMictiael (7), BidecW (7),

Wohlers (8) and J.Lopaz. W - Glavine, 1-

0. L- Nomo. 0-1. Sv - Vtohleta (3). HR -
Atlanta. CpJones (1).

SL Louts 100 003 102 - 7 13 1

San Diego 021 100 010 -5 11 2
Osborne. Pettovsek (5). Honeycutt (7).

TJ.Mathews (8). Eckersley (9)

andPagnozzi; Ashby. Ti.WomeU (8).

Valenzuela (8), D.Veras (8), Hoffman (9)

and BJohrtson, Flaherty (8). W -
TJ.MattiewS; 1-0. L - Hoffman. 0-1. Sv -

Eckersley (3). HRs - San Diego, Caminiti

2 (3). SL Louis. Gant (1). BJoralan (1).

AMERICAN LEAGUE
Baltimore 020 000 001 001- 4141
Cleveland 000 210 000 000- 3 7 1

D.Wete, TeJAathews (8). Orosco (9),

Benitez (ICQ, FLMvere (tz) and Holies.

Parant fa); Nagy, Embree (/). Shuey C7).

Assenmacher (7), Plunk (8), Mesa (9),

Ogee (12) and SAlomar. W- Benitez. 2-

0. L - Mesa. 0-1. Sv - FLMyora (2). HRs -
Baltimore. RAtomar (1), R.Palmeiro (1).

Bonffla (2).

Israel begins final preparations for Russia
THE national team began the last phase of its

preparations for Wednesday's World Cup qual-

ifier against Russia with a full 20-man squad at

the disposal of coach Shlomo Scbarf.

The starting team lineup is still far from com-
plete, although just as in foe game against

Bulgaria last month, Scbarf will almost cer-

tainly rely on Avi Nimni to provide some
important ball possession in foe middle of foe

park. Haim Revivo joined in foe training ses-

sion for foe first time since arriving from Spain
last week and defenderAmir Shelab appears to

. hgye .overcomehis leg injury.

.^ThexaujenL^uad yesterday met .with some

OR! LEWIS

of foe heros of foe legendary encounter

between Israel and die Soviet Union which
took place in 1956. That match, played in front

of some 70,000 spectators still lives in foe

memory of those who either witnessed it in

person, or heard foe radio commentary by
Nebemia Ben-Avraham.
Israel lost 2-1, but the sensational result and

foe beaded goal to level foe scores at 1-1 in foe

second half by Nahum Stelmach was one of
Israeli sport’s most momentous achievements

at that time. The Soviets were then one of foe

world’s top sides, the Israelis, representing

their eight-year-old country were one of the

weakest.

When the two sides meet again on
Wednesday, Russia will still be favorites, bat

the 40,000-odd spectators who are expected

to come to watch the match will be counting

on nothing less than a win from foe home
team.

Schaifhas still to decide on his lineup for foe

match, but be has still to see foe Russians in

action. They are due to arrive tomorrow by
special charter flight and will leave immediate-

ly after foe match. _ .

HEATHER CHAU
^

WIMBLEDON finalist Malivai

Washington is foe top seed in this

year’s $328,000 Eisenberg Israel

Open in Ramat Hashaton from

October 14 to 20, but his place m
foe final is by no means assured.

Challenging the American

Washington, seeded 12 in foe

world rankings, will be Spaniards

Alberto Costa (15) and Febx

Mantilla (16). Costa’s wins tins

year include ones against Andre

Agassi, Yevgeny Kafehukov and

Michael Chang while Mantilla has

subdued' Setgi Bruguera and

Thomas EnquisL

“In all our tournaments since

1978, we have never had three

players among foe world s top 20

players,” said President of foe

Israel Tennis Centers, Ian Froman

at a press conference yesterday.

Froman added that foe cutoff

point this year (foe last direct

entry) was 111. which clearly

reflects foe strength of foe field.

Other names appearing will be

Argentina’s Heman Gumy, Javier

Sanchez from Spain and Marc-

Kevin Goeliner from Germany,

who recently beat Guy Forget and

Stefan Edberg.

A1though there was a rush for

wildcard entries, including from

Pat Cash, the decision was taken

to offer them to local players Eyal

Ran, Nir Welgreen and Noam
Behr.

The tournament, which was cho-

sen by the Association of Tennis

Professional players last year as •

the best event on the ATP circuit,

has attracted players from 16

states, with no cancellations

despite foe uncertain political cli-

mate.
Next year foe tournament will

shifted to an earlier date,

September 9, the week after foe

US Open.
In this electronic era. foe tourna-

ment will have a web site with

updated player results. The site

may be accessed at http://

wwwJennis.virtual.co.il

Russian television will be tele-

vising foe week with Channel Two
and ESPN will be broadcasting foe

semifinals and final.

The tournament is sponsored by
Joyce Eisenberg and the group of
Top 10 which includes Bank
Leumi. Visa, Coca Cola, Strauss.

Sony, Mei Eden, Dan Accadia,
Elite and-Heineken. r*. - m

Kirsten century lifts South Africa Israel’s handball squad

to four-nation win beats Belarus by a point
THE national handball team scored a sensational single-point win
last night over Belarus in foe preliminary rounds of foe World
Championships at Hadar Yosef.

Israel beat Belarus 26-25 in foe return game after it lost 35-19 in
foe first game last week in Minsk.
Oleg Bortenko was the outstanding player, scoring 10 points while

goalkeeper Leonid Dorshenfco played a major role in the victory.

Israel collects two points from foe win and is now In third place in
its group. The Czech Republic, Israel’s next opponent on October30
at Hadar Yosef, leads the group with four points. Belarus and Israel
have two points and Holland has yet to win a game. Heather Chart

NAIROBI (Reuter) - An unbeaten

century by opener Gary Kirsten

steered South Africa to a comfort-

able seven-wicket victory over
Pakistan in foe final of the Kenyan
centenary four-nation one-day
tournament yesterday.

Kirsten was dropped twice off

successive deliveries on his way to

a well-paced 118 not out as South
Africa coasted to 204 for three in

39.2 overs.

Earlier, South Africa fought

back well to bowl out Pakistan for

203 in 46.2 overs after its oppo-
nents had got off to a frying start.

Ijaz Ahmed top-scored with 47
while Allan Donald took 3-32 and
off-spinner Derek Crookes 3-30.

In partnership with Andrew
Hudson, who hammered a nm-a-
ball 42, Kirsten gave South Africa

foe ideal start in its reply with a

first-wicket stand of 77 in only 14

overs.

This proved to be foe perfect

platform as South Africa regis-

tered its seventh successive one-

day win over Pakistan.

Pakistan dropped Kirsten twice

off successive deliveries from off-

spinner Saqlain Mushtaq - on 24
and 26 respectively - but foe grit-

ty left-hander offered no further

chances as he reached his sixth

hundred in 50 one-day internation-

als from 114 balls with 14 fours.

Young leg-spinner Shahid Afridi

unsettled foe South African run
chase when he removed Hudson
and Pat Symcox with the score on
77 but DaxyD Cnllinan and Jonty

Rhodes gave Kirsten good support

as foe target was reached with 10.4

overs to spare.

Pakistan had launched its

innings in positive fashion after

PAKISTAN
SaeedAnwar c Richardson b Donald
32
Safim ElaH c Krstan b de VDSers 30
Shaliad Afridi c RkJiwdson b Donald
14
%az Ahmed c Richardson b McMEan

SaBm Make and b Symcox ....24
Ramiz Raja c and b Crookes ...3
Saeed Azad c Crorie b Donald . -31

Moin Khan b McMQtan 2
Azhar Mahmood bw b Crookes . . 3
WaqarYounisc Donald b Crookes 3
Saqam Mushteq not out 2
Extras (M^9) 12
Total (aH out, 4IL2 oven) 203
FaB Of wickets: 1-68 2-78 3-90 4-138 5-

143 6-170 7-174 8-185 9-195.

Bowling: McMBan 10-065-2 (4w). de
VWiers 8-0-40-1. Donakl 82-0-32-3.
Cronje 1-0-8-0 (2w), Symcox 9-0-35-1

(1w). Crookes 1CWWO-3 (2w).
South Africa - A-Hudson, G.Kirsten,

D.Culfinan. J.Rhodes. H.Cronje.
D.Crookes, BJMcMUIan, P.Symcox,
D.Rfehardson Rde VBSsrs, ADonald.

winning the toss, openers Saeed
Anwar (32) and Salim Elahi (30)

putting on 58 in 10 avers.

But the introduction of fast

bowler Donald as first change
transformed foe complexion offoe
match. He took two wickets in as

many overs, with wicketkeeper
Dave Richardson pulling off two
acrobatic catches.

The 16>year-old Afridi made a

brisk 14 before trying an expan-

sive shot off Donald and giving

Richardson foe first of his catches.

Donald then claimed foe key
wicket of Pakistan captain Anwar
in the 15th over, superbly taken by
a diving Richardson as the bats-

man attempted to drive.

SOUTH AFRICA
AHudsonc Mushtaq b Africfi ....42
G.Kksten not out 118
RSymcax b Afridi .0

D.CuUnran c Mushtaq b Afridi ...17
J.Rhodes not out .16

Extras (b-f 0-2 ntyZ w-6] IT

Total (tor three wickets in 3&2 overs)
204
Fafl of wickets: 1-77 2-77 3-125.
Did not bat: H.Cronie. D.Crookes.

B.McMifian, D.Richardson. Fxle VIBiers,

ADonald.
Bowling: Yourra 9-0-49-0 (i-nb 1-w).

Mahmood 6-0-31-0, Mushtaq 10-1-42-0.
* 32-0-

6-0-31-0.

Afridi 10-0-48-3 (1-nb 4-w),
2SO. Anwar 1-064) fl-w).

frfca won by sevenResult South A:

wickets.

AP’s top 25 college football teams
Nii tSBSSSSSlBSSlSIs?

No- 4 Penn State (5-l) lost to No. 3 OHo State 38-7. Next vs: Puitiue,
No. 5 Arizona State (543) beat Boise State 66-7. Next at
No. 8 RAMan (4-1) lost to No. 22 Northwestern 17-1a Mead: vs. inefenajOct 19.

I
l’2al *0 JG Kans®? State3M- Next vs. BaytorJSatwday.

No. 8 Lfeml (44)) not play. Next vs. No. 2 Florida State
7

No. 9 Tennessee (3-1) beat fc&s. 41-3, Thursday: Next at Ge
No. IQCotosido (3-1) did not play. Next vs. Oklahoma State.
Kin Il’MriCni Darrv^

j
r6r4 nn* mUu RLim*. U4_!i .

.

)toatt
istwww vb43) beta ivjibj.^^ « No. 1 FtorSTs^fe? -

No. 15 North Carolina (4-1) beat Wake Forest 45-6. Next: us. Matoato. rfethBrisar
No. is .Kansas State (4-1) tost to No. 7 Nebraste^^Nw^t mEsSS

Cal (3-2) tost to CaDtomia 22-157NtexCv^iWMa
)

^^Sv^
8^r

No. 18 Wash, ra-1 ) beat Stanford 27-6. Next: at Noll MateoS .

No. 19 West Virginia (6-0) beat Boston College 34-17.
*> 2? A^umjaTl) beat s. Carofaa 28-24X£atmSSSu® sSadLM^y^ (5-1lbe« Uteh^ 4S17.FrU^SuS?^^
No. 24 Utah (5-1) beat Texas-B Paso 34-27.

‘

No. 25 Wyoming (8-0) beat San Jose SL 45-22. Next vs. W. Michigan, Saturday.

RATES

’RICES ARE AS FOLLOWS - AH rates

ndude VAT:
tingle Weekday - NIS 117 for 10 words
minimum), each additional word NIS
11.70

:RIDAY AND HOLIDAY EVE - NIS
175.50 10 wonts (minimum), each adcU-

iona! word NIS 17.55.
MONDAY, WEDNESDAY end FBI-
JAY (package) - NIS 257.40 for 10 wonts
minimum),each additional word - NIS
S.74.
WEEK RATE (6 insertions) - NIS 351 .00

or 10 words (minimum), each addtttonal

vont - NIS 35.10
:OUH FRIDAYS (package) - NIS
144.60 for 10 words (minimum), each ad-
Otkxral word - NIS 44.46.
IONTHLY (24 Insertions) - NIS 702.00
or 10 wonts (minimum), each addUonal
rant - NIS 70.20.
tales are valid until 31.10.96.

DEADLINES offices:

Jerusalem - weekdays 12 noon the day
4 pjn. on Thursday.
Tel Aviv and Haifa - weekdays: 12
noon. 2 days before putofleatiorr; for Friday
and Sunday: 4 pjn. Thureday in Tel Avne

and 12 noon Thursday in Halts.

DWELLINGS
General

WHERE TO STAY

IRUSALEM LODGES LTD, # Short and
n term rentals. Bed and breakfast.

f. Sox 4233, Jerusalem 91044. TeL
-611745. FaK 02-581-8541.

DWELLINGS
Jerusalem

HOLIDAY RENTALS
FOR TOURISTS, PLEASANT apartment
'

Holidays.in Tel Aviv or Jerusalem, for

Bast locations, alr-conditioniBest locations, air-conditioning. Imme-
diate. Tel. 972-3-966-2070, 972-3-969-
8915.

RENTALS
BEAUTIFUL, 2 ROOMS, spacious luxury
apartment, Rehavla. swimming pool,
doorman. Available October, also me-
dal 3.5 room cottage, Yemin Mosne.
EVA AVIAD Realtor. Tel. 02-561-8404.
052-601-944.

GERMAN COLONY. SUPERB 9 room
home, prestigious location. Exclusive to
CORRINNE OAVAft. TeL 02-6733365.

HOUSE IN RAMOT, 5. private entrance,

large garden, balcony. S850. Tell 03-
64'

SALES

SHA'AREI HESED, ONE story + many
rights. Across from Knesset.buildlngrights. f

TeL 02-571-2465.

GERMAN COLONY, 2. quiet, central. 20
soxn. basement, garden, underground

’
|. Immediate. "ISRABUILD" Tel

1

GERMAN COLONY, 3, quiet, central,

new building, parking, balconies. Imme-
diate. ISRABUILD. Ta 02-566-6571

CLASSIFIEDS
GREAT OPPORTUNITY, WOLF-
SON, 5, 11th floor, view of Knesset, stor-

5495,000. ISRABUILD, TeL
1.

Imme- 59®

GREAT OPPORTUNITY, WOLF-
SON, 5, 11th floor, view of Knesset, ston-

_ S485.000. ISRABUILD. TeL
02-T

K3RYAT YOVEL. 2- FAMILY, wonderful.
6. for large family + separate unit. IghL
teL 02-641-7350.

RAMAT ESHKOL, 4 bedrooms. 120
sqjn.. 5th floor, elevator, bright. TeL 02-
5616847.

WHERE TO STAY
THE JERUSALEM INN at the City Cerv

DWELLINGS
Tel Aviv

HOLIDAY RENTALS
BEAUTIFUL APARTMENTS / SUITES,
Gan Ha'ir, near sea, tourists / business-
men. shoit/tong term. Tel. 03-696-9092,
050-358972.

HOUSEHOLD HELP

AU PAIR FOR childcare and house-
keeping. Sleep in. Good salary. Tel.

03-666-9868.

RENTALS

SAVION, LARGE VILLA, very luxurious

+ pool, suitable for diplomat, exclusive
to DE BUTON REALTORS. Tel. 03-
5343356.

RAMAT AVIV GIMMEL, 4 elegant quiet
air conditioned, underground parking.
SI300. YAEL REALTOR (MALDAN). TeL
03-642-6253.

DWELLINGS
Sharon Area

SALES
RA'ANANA VICINITY, BILU, 5 + sun
balcony + storeroom, small building,
creative. TeL 09-7712006 (NS).

CAESAREA, PUBLIC SALE, new villa

550/1200, high standard buRcfing. Price

storting from 51.100,000. "Caesarea Real
Estates YVette" TeL 06-360999.

HERZLIYA PfTUAH, VILLA- Must sell l

Attractive price. $840,000- ILTAM REAL
ESTATE. TeL 09-589611

.

STUDIO APARTMENT IN Carmel Ho-
ld. Netanya. furnished. Tabu. Tel. 04-
983-3601

SERVICES
Tel Aviv

PHONE RENTAL

CELLULAR PHONE RENTAL- Rent tree.

Only pay insurance, 1 NIS/per day *
units. Tel. 03-688-6888, lax 03-888-
6688.

SECRETARY, ENGLISH MOTHER
fongue * typing In Hebrew, lull lime, 5
days a vraek. TeL 03-5100894.

*

SITUATIONS VACANT
General

HOUSEHOLD HELP
AU PAIR, LIVE -IN. tor twin babies, in
Ra’anana. experience, relerences. Sun-
Fridays. Tel. 09-771-7234. 050-369369
(8:00-11:00, after 21 :00).

WANTED FOR WOMAN - Filipino or
other for tor housework. GveJn (work per-
mit available). Tel. 050-341766.

SITUATIONS VACANT
Tel Aviv

HOUSEHOLD HELP
FORGET THE REST!! We are the best!!
The biggest and oldest agency in Israel.
For the highest quality live-in )ob3

§190423*°
Pair ' nt8rnai tonal. 03-

IMMEDIATE JOBS AVAILABLE,
friendliest families, best conditions, the
agency with a heart for the Au Pahs. Can
HStia TeL 03-0659937.

WARM FAMILY SEEKS South African
au - pair, 9ve-in. central Tel Avfv, S750 *
200 NIS. Immediate bonus. Tel. 03-

6201195, 052-452002.

HIGH SALARY, GOOD conditions lor^al
T’e.

n
^623^66

nStb,e
- PCTmanent

OFFICE STAFF

SECRETARY FOR ACCOUNTANT,
English mother tongue + Hebrew, experi-
ence In Word. TeL 03-5100068.

WELL ESTABLISHED COMPANY
seeks an English mother tongue typist

' ' ,J"- "
of

lurs-

yrith word professing skills, knowledge
' “ nday to ThuiHebrew an advantage. Sunday to

day. 8:00-16.30. TeL 03-8859580.

SITUATIONS WANTED
Jerusalem

TEACHERS
EXPERIENCED VIOLIN TEACHER

PERSONALS
General

TESHUVA * JEWISH OR-
S!2?5X;_Pteasam- 1 56/45. candid, in-
telligent Interested fn similar American/

sensitive, neat
Hjodem. 'EM* TeL 08-S45-4flfiQ /MSI

VEHICLES
General

RENTALS
RENT-A-CAR: FOR unbeat-

VEHICLES
Jerusalem

UNRESTRICTED

MATRIMONIALS -
Aj-OGE - QUALITY CARS:

Te trading.—77.

RESPONSIBLE PERSON
sought

for part-time work with classified advertisments ai
THKJRHTSATJBt

POST
Requirements:

| SJn.™ «« Deidbte h0m 1

LL, j -531-5633 Saaday-Tharsday, 730 a.m-2.-nn n..

A
•:f:v
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CRITIC’S CHOICE
CLASSICAL MUSIC
Michael Ajzenstadt

THE Ra’anana Sympbonette Orchestra
opens its season tonight with an all-
Mendelssohn program led by its new
music director, YuvaJ Zaliouk, who con-
ducts the overture Das Heimkehr dem
Fremde and the Fourth (“Italian”)
Symphony. Violinist Miriam Fried plays
the composer’s ever-popular Violin
Concerto, and her son Jonathan Biss is
soloist for Mendelssohn’s First Piano
Concerto. The program is repeated
Wednesday, Thursday, Saturday and
October 19, all at 9 pjn.

Leonard Bernstein Jerusalem
international Song and Oratorio
Competition concludes at 8 tonight as
die die competition winner or winners
perform in a gala concert with the
Jerusalem Symphony Orchestra, under
the baton of Martin Andre at the Henry
Crown Symphony HalL

DANCE
Helen Kaye

BALLET wunderirind Julio Bocca and
his Ballet Aigentino perform Don
Quixote, Interlaced Symphony and the
sensual Tango, with Bocca in every
dance, in the final performance of their Israeli
tour. At Binyenei Ha’uma at 8:30 tonight.

Miriam Fried plays Mendelssohn’s violin concerto
with the Ra’anana Sympbonette Orchestra.

POP
Helen Kaye

GREEK singing superstar Gemge Delates is back
for his fifth visit since 1987. He’ll be singing all

the old favorites and some new songs, backed by
a 10-member combo. At 9 tonight, Wednesday
and Thursday at the Roman theater in Caesarea.

FILM

tattoos under her blouse, as well as navel and nip-

ple piercings and a crisscrossed set of full-body

padlocks and bike chains. Written by Frank
Cottrell Boyce, the movie is unquestionably raw,

but it’s also a work, of real honesty and unexpect-

ed pathos. Equal parts road movie, existential

fable and darkly humorous love story, Butterfly

Kiss is one of tbe most original movies of the year,

and it’s well worth the difficult viewing. Also with

Saskia Reeves, whose patient, anguished perfor-

mance as Eunice's thoughtful lover, Miriam, gives

the film its plaintive emotional pitch. (English dia-

logue, Hebrew subtitles. Children under 17 not
admitted without an adult.)

Adina Hoffman

BUTTERFLY KISS — With her pinched
rasp, hunted gaze and tbe long, low stride of a
gawky teenage boy, Amanda Plummer’s screen
presence has always been bizarre. But in Fngliah

director Michael Winterbottom's harshly poignant
black comedy, she pushes her usual weirdness to a
new extreme. For toe role of Eunice, a bisexual
dominatrix and casual serial killer, she wears 17

HEAVEN’S PRISONERS - In Phil
Joanou’s moody thriller, Alec Baldwin plays a for-

mer New Orleans cop who finds himself back in

action when he and his long-legged, sympathetic
wife (Kelly Lynch) witness tbe crash of a plane in

the bayou near their home. They pull a little girl,

the only survivor, from the wreckage and decide
to call her their own, a move which leads, rather

inevitably, to a string ofmysterious, violent occur-
rences. (English dialogue, Hebrew subtitles.

Parental guidance very strongly advised.)

CRYPTIC CROSSWORD
ACROSS

1 Dance one time and go
away (3,2)

4 Journalism involves
clerical duties (9)

9 A master with, vigour is

miraculous (7)

11 I’ve reverted to depression;

that’s obvious (7)

12 What makes snow melt? (4)

23 Rescue broken vase (4)

26 An acrobat could find it

holds water (7)

27 Solicitor accommodates
retired schoolmaster on
holiday (77

28 Policy document may
reveal nothing (9)

29 Agree to differ, however
impatient (5)

13 Stop demanding a dollar in

ta*f (5)tax! (5)

14 Youth with a yen to be

female (4)

17 Banking establishment is

moving elsewhere (8-5)

19 Snubbed the decorator to

sever links (3,3,7

)

21 In Sumatra planters drank
£in(4).

22 Small wagon for a country
boy (5)

DOWN
1 Hospital treated a teacher
in agony (9)

2 A tough head in a position
to be conciliatory (7)

3 Spruce used for decoration
(4)

5 Insist on taking news-
papers to the tip (5,3,5)

6 Make complaints in the bar
(4)

7 Function unfamiliar to a
peer (7)

8 The aim of those playing
bowls and pool (5/

20 Not charged for the factory
being renovated (5,3,5)

15 Good price for a fireplace

(5)

16 Intervened to get capper
container (3,2)

18 Chips go in after fish (9)

19 Two fellows employ
itinerant dealer (7)

20 Racing is ripping (7)

21 Carry many a venerable
emblem (5)

24 It’s found in music Left of
the stave (4)

25 Smoke as a result of rage
(4)

SOLUTIONS
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Yesterday's Quiet Solution
ACROSS: I Truce, 4 Verse, 8
Reign, 9 Dislike, 10 Evading, 11.
Keep. 12 Set. 14 Mere. IS Alps, 18
Rip, 21 Heat, 23 Eminent, 28
Painter. 28 Unite, 27 Dream, 28
Intern.

DOWN: 1 Turkey, 2 Agitate, 3
Consider, 4 Vast, 5 Raise, B Exempt.
7 Adage, 13 Taciturn, IS Precise, 17
Shaped, 19 Perry, 20 Athena, 22
Alike, 24 Stem.

QUICK CROSSWORD

ACROSS
7SittzQgHroom (6)

8Confectionery (6)

10Alleviate (7)

11 Clearly expressed
(5)

12 Due (4)

13 Fastener (5)

17Resources (5)

18 Clarified butter

(4)

22On a par (5)

23Amended (7)

24Jewish law (6)

25Planet (6)

DOWN
lOld trumpet (7)

2 Dutch currency
unit (7)

3Cancur(5)
4Bloated(7)
5Mohammed’s
birthplace (5)

6 Confidential
remark (5)

9Hired soldier (9)

14Fervent (7)

15Minotauris slayer

(7)

lfiTitlem

19 Big and strong (5)

20 Narrow channel

(5)

21 Birdlike (a)

WHAT’S ON

CHANNEL 1

6:31 News in Amble 6:45 Exercise Hour
7:00 Good Morning. Israel

I EDUCATIONAL TV

1230 General History 13:00 The OnBrtn
raise Tr

and Tbmmy 14:45 Gaya, Gal
15.-00 KaHmaru 15:15 Gengantua

CHANNEL

1

CHANNEL 2

1340 Make a Wish 1340 Basic Arabic
14:00 Echo Point 14:30 Tick Tack 15:00
Youth on the Way - new drama series
15:30 Trick or Treat 16.-00 The Bold and
toe Beautiful 17:00 News Magazine with

Rafi Reshef 17:30 Action 1850 Santa
Barbara 19:00 Baywatcti 20rtM> News
2050 Mr. Bean 21:05 ttcha - comedy
series with sell Rhrfin 21:40 Dan Shilon
Live 23:15 Fawtty Towers OtfcOO News
OOtfS Night Owb Talc 250 On the Edge
of the Shelf

JORDAN TV
(woofiflnnecQ

15:05 Adventures on the Rainbow Pond
15:30 Oscar’s Orchestra 15:45 Playabout
16:15 World Echo - documentary 1650
Hey Dad 17:00 French programs 19:00
News in French 19:30 News headlines
19:35 The Hypnotic World of Paul
McKenna 20:00 Deep Probe ExpecRtons
- documentary 21:10 The Lazarus Man
22.-00 News in English 22:25 The Bofd

Litihil 23:1and toe Beautiful 23:15 Bodies of

Evidence - pofice drama

MIDDLE EAST TV

7:00 Quantum Shopping fcOO TV Shop
1450 The 700 Club 15:00 Larry King

WHERE TO GO
Notices in this feature are
charged at NIS2&08 per fine,
including VAT. Insertion every
day of the month costs
NIS520J65 per line, including
VAT, per month.

JERUSALEM
Conducted Tours
HEBREW UNIVERSITY. Tours of the
Mount Scopus campus, in English,
daily Sun.-Thur., 11 a.m. from
Bronfman Reception Centre,
Sherman Administration Bldg. Buses
4a, 9, 23, 26, 28. For into, caB
88281 9.HADASSAH. Visit the
Hadassah installations, Chagall

3, 02-Windows. Tel. 02-416333
776271.

TEL AVIV
Museums
TEL AVIV MUSEUM. Susan and
Anton RoEand-Rosenberg Collection
24 masterpieces by modem artists.

Fauvism Wild Beasts. Josef Beuys
Drawings and Objects. Prints new
acquisitions. New Horizons:
Sculpture. Face to Face. The
Museum Collections. HELENA
RUBINSTEIN PAVILION FOR CON-
TEMPORARY ART. Slimmer
Exhibition for Children: Celebration
of Colour games and workshop, i Am
You Artists Against Violence: 20
posters. Hours: Weekdays 10 ajn.-6
p.m. Tue. 10 ajiL-10 pjn. FrL 10
ajrn.-2 gm. SaL 10 3 pm. Meyerhof!
Art Education Center,
6919155-8.

Tel.

HAIFA
WHATS ON IN HAIFA, dial 04-
374253.

GENERAL
ASSISTANCE

EMERGENCY
PHARMACIES
Jerusalem: Amona, 0 Lefi> Yaflfe, 673-
1901', Balsam. Satah e-Din, 827-2315:
ShuafeL Shuatat Road. 581-0106; Dar
AJdawa. Herod's Gate. 628-2058.
Tel Aviv: Pharma Daf Jabotinsky, 125 Ibn
GviroL 546-2040; Bout. 28 King George.
528-3731. TM 3 ajn. Tuesday: Pharma
Dal Jabotinaky, 125 bn Gvwol, 545-2040.
Tfl midnight: Superpharm Ramat Aviv, 40
Einstein. 541-3730; London Ministore
Superpharm, 4 Shaui Hametech. 896-

Ra’enaiw-Kfar Sava: Hadarim. YoseftaL
Kfar Sava, 765-2520.
Netanya: Center Pharm, 1 King David,
841531.
Krayot area: Harman, 4 Sinitat Martin,”

It Motzldn. 870-7770/3.
K Balfour. 1 Massada, 862-2289.
“ a: dal Pharm, Beit Merkazkn, 6

(cnc Sderot Hagafim), Herzfiya
Ptosto, 558472. 558407. Open 9 ajn. to
midi light
Upper Nazareth: Clal Pharm, Lev Hair
krefl, 570468. Open 9 eun. to 10 pjn.

DUTY HOSPITALS
Jerusalem: Hadassah Bn K&em finter-

naL surgery, orthopedics. ENT); Mfegev
Ladach (obstetrics); Bleu- Hobn (pert-

atrics): Shave Zedek (txtotoalmoJogy].

Tel Mr. Tel Aviv Medical Center Dana
Pediatric Hospital (pediatrics); Tel Aviv
Medical Center (internal, surgery).
Netanya: Lamado.
POUOE 100
FfRE 102
FIRST AID 101
Hagen Danrid Adorn
In emergencies efial 101 (Hebrew) or 911

in most parts of the country. In

Ashdocr 8551333
AaModon 6551332

War Sava* 902222
Nahariya- 0012333

whsta" 6274767 Netanra* 604444
Shenwah 6523133 PwahTBcva' 8311111

Dan Region* 5793333 Rahovor 9451333
Sar^»*44 ffishon- 9642333

16:00
17.-45 Family Matters 18:1

Saved 6y toe Bed ift35 Day and Date

19-JO World News Tonight (Arabic) 2HM
Cosby 2XTZ5 Minor Ad|ustoientS 2050
Mrior Dad 21 :15 Diagnosis Murder 22d)5
Mattock 23.-00 CNN 2L30 The 700 QuO
00:00 TV Shop 2A0 Ouantun Shopping
3:00 TV Shop

8:00 Man and his World BOO On Second
Thought smo Without Secrets 9:20
Nature 9-A5 Programs tor young chWren
10:15 Sdenttsts 10:40 EngBsh 11:10
Society 11:40 Tolerance 12:10 Scientists

CABLE

JarussJera- 523133 Tte/AWv- 5403111
KanidaT 9985444 TtowfaS" 792444
* Mobtt (ntansiveCae Unit (MtCU) sfinrica in the

area, around the dock.

Medical heto for tourists Qti Engfish)

177-022-0110
The National Poison Control Center at

Ramtem Hospital 04-852-0205. 24 hours

a day, lor Mormatkm in case of poisoning.

Eian - Emotional First Aid. 1201, also:

Jerusalem 581-0303. Tel Aviv 546-1111

(children/youth 696-1113), Haifa 867-
2222/3, Be»aheba 648-4333, Netanya

625110, Kaimiel 986-8770. Kter Sava
767-4555, Hadera 346789. _Who hotlines for battered women 02-

651-4111, 03-546-1133 (also in Russian),

07-637-6310, 06-855-0506 (also in

AmhsricL
Rape Crisis Center (24 hours), Tel Aviv

523-4819, 544-9191 (men). Jerusalem

625-5556, Haifa 653-0533. Bat 633-

1977.
, ,

Hadassah Merflcal Organization - Israel

Cancer Association support setvfce az-

624-7676).

1 [TV 3 (33)

Line 14.-00 Surprise Train 14i2B^ ^4

1SL30 Zap to 1 15:32 Video Force 15^0
The Adventures of Dodo 1&00 Yaldudas
16rt0 The Gertie from Down Under -
drama series 16:50 The Adventures ol

Dodo 16^9 A New Evening 17^4 Liberty
Street 18:00 Droopy ISrlO Musical Notes
16:15 News to English
ARABIC PROGRAMS
18:30 Sport 19:00 News
HEBREW PROGRAMS
19^30 News Hash 19:31 The Simpsons
20:00 News 20:46 PopoTtiica 22:00 The
Lazarus Man 2245 Backtrack with Ehud
Manor 2^30 News 00:00 Verse of toe
Day

I ETV 2 (23)

15£0 Butterfly Island 16:00 Ufa to the
Mediterranean 1R30 On the Cutting Edge
of Science 17.00 Dtvtog to toe Red Sea
17-^0 IsiaeB wdeocBpe 17:35 Explore
18:00 Bask: Arabic 18:30 Family
Relations 1M0 Revolutions to the
Modem Era 19^0 Reflections 2th00 A
New Evening, with Russian subt&les
2000 Cybemows 21riM Star Trek - The
Next Generation 21:45 Video Ops 22:00
The Unashamed Stories of Lesbian Love
(1992) - documentary about Canedan
lesbians who recal how dBflcuB Be was
tor them to the 1950s and 1960s when
lesbian relationships were Segal 23430
Jewish Mysticism

FAMILY CHANNEL (3)

8:00 Sisters (rpt) 9M One Lite to live
9:45 The Ybung and the Restless

rs of Our Lives (rpQ 1120(rpt) 1030
Perta
12^5
14:05 Robirrs

I

- Lives 16.-40 Neigftoors 17:10
ICbOO One Life to Live 18:45 The
and the Restless 1to3o Local

20rtW Perta Negra 20:50 The
ies 21:1!Naked Truth -new series 21:15 Ned and

Stacey - new series 21:40 The Drew
Carey Show - new series 22ri)5 Hope and
Gloria 22£0 Frasier 2255 Too Something
- new series 23£0 The Larry Sanders
Show 2&4S Melrose Place 00:35 Models
Inc. 1:20 The Fortune Hunter

MOVE CHANNEL (4)

rtOO Martyn and Me (1991) - toe story
of Marilyn Monroe, as told by a man who
datois to have been married to her far Rve
rtews (rpt) 13:10 Lady of Burlesque (1943)
- A stripper sets out to find a murderer
who has begun to loti her colleagues. W&h
Barbara Stanwyck and Michael O'Shea
Directed by Wnam WeBman (66 mins.)

14X0 Death to Small Doses (1093) (rpt)

16:15 The Three Musketeers (1974) (*Pt)

IftOO Shooting EEzabeth (1992) - a hus-
. band plans to kS his wife, but she dteap-
pears before he can do sa Now he fes

Irarticafly searching for her, in order to
prove his innocence. With Jeff Goldblum
and Mjmi Rogers. Directed by Baz Taylor.

S
I mins.) 19-JO Special pcofpam on
Ichael Keaton's new movie

Synchronicity ZOrtB To Die of Love
(French. 19/0) - a high-school teacher
falls to love with one of her pupfis, and
becomes severelydepressed when she is

forced to break a off (108 mins.) 2240
Thicker Than Blood (1993) - a man
whose wife has left him sues lor custody
of their son. To his shock, his wile datois
that the boy is not his chid, with Peter
Strauss 2335 Staking Laura (1993) - a
young engineer in a high-tech company is

sexually harassed by a cofeague, who
becomes obsessed with her. With Brooke
Shields 1:10 Arctic Heat- (1986)— three

JERUSALEM
CINEMATHEQUE Kansas City 4:30 *
Stagecoach 6X5 + Hum Aapke HaIn
Kotm 830 * Amorosa 9^30 G.GL GIL
Jerusalem MaO (Matoa) * 788448
ThrtsteriKSL Clara 4X5. 7:15. 9X5 *A
Time to Kin 4:30. 7:T5, 10 Two Bits
4:45, 7:1 5, 9X5* The BgMh Day 4X5,

nunower II 4:45, 7i15,7:15. 9X5 * Lawnmower I

* The Nutty Professor 4X5,7:15,9:45
Heaven’s Prisoners 430. 7:15, 10

LEVSMADAR Tfetospottlng 10 *
Cold Comfort Fann 6* Mon. Homme
8 * Antonia’s Line 5, 7:15 9X5* Spy
HardOFUrthw with DlsasterWCabie
Guy 5, 750. 950 * Independence
Day 4, 7, 9X5 * Beautiful Girts 750.
9X5 * James and the Giant Peach 11

am, 5 * It Takes TwoWSpy Hard
•Swan Princess (Hebrew efiatog) • The
Hunchback of Notre Dame 11 am,
MEVASSERET ZION G.G. GIL
TWtsterSThe Nutty Professor 4:45.
7:15. 9X5
TEL AVIV
CINEMATHEQUE Un Ete A La
Goufstte 5, 7:45, 9:46 * Outrageous
FMune5 * Radio Daze 8 * Meetings
With Nathan Zach 9 * The Big Blue 10
MANDARIN COLONY Things to Do
mi

“ '—iDemrerMndreendenceDay 5,750.
10:15 DRIVE IN Eraser 10 * Sex
Rim 12 midnight GAN HA’IR
5279215 71 Ibn Gabiroi Sl The Most
Desired Man 5. 750 * Priscilla 250,
9X5 GAT 9696788 Ffhtitog. With
Disaster 5,750,9X5 GORDON Eat
Drink, Man, Woman weekdays 550,
7X5, 10 G.G. HOD 1-4 w 5226226
Hod Passage, 101 Dtzengoff SL Nutty
PrafessorvThe Eigtti ElmwSL Clara 5.

750. 10 * To HeFOr 5, 750. 10 LEV
ATtoetoKB 11 a.m, 1:45, 435, 750,
10:10 * Trainspotting 1:15,5:15,7:45,
10 * LeAfBnfta EletSve 11 ajn,, 1.5.
8. 10 * Cold Comfort FSrm 11. 3, 7X5
-* Antonia’s Una 11:15 ajn_ 3:15 W
Mon. Homme 1, 3. 5. 10 G.G.
PE*ER TuristsrGThe Efoth DayWSL

750.10. * A Time to KIHClara
450. 7:15, 10 * Babe (Hebrew
11 ajn. . TWo Bits 5,750.10
CHEN v 5282288

I Center Cable Guy 11:30 am.,
ty Hard 5,

’’

_ 11 am. * The Rock
1150 ajn.. 2. 4:40, 750. 955 * The
Hunchback of Notre Dame (Engfish efia-

(Hebmw
1150 aj

R Takes TWoHuppeto Island
5, 750, 950 G.a TAYELET 1-3 *
5177952 2 Yona Hanavf SL Grybig
FrcemanOErasefTwo Bits 750. 10
G.G. TEL AVIV * 5281181 65 Pinsker
SL IMstarWNutty Professor 5, 750,
10. TEL AVIV MUSEUM Flirt ID
-* Nelly and Mr. Amaud 5,8-Ar Nelly
HAIFA
CINEMA CAFE AMAMI * 8325755
Cold Comfort Farm 9:15 *
Trainspotting 7:15. 0:15 * Antonia's
Line 7:15 ATZMON TMstortoNutty
Professor 450. 7, 950 * The
McMullen Brothers • Priscilla 450.
7. 950* Mfoslon bnpossfole 450,7,
950 GLOBECfTY The Brtith Day
4X5, 7:15, 9X5 * A Time to Nil 450,
7:15. 10 * TwistertMiutty
ProtessoriOSL Clara ; 4:45.7:15.9X5.
MORIAH CAFE * 8643^4
Trainspotting 750, 950 ORLY*
8381868 Flirting With Disaster 7,950
PANORAMA A Time to KB) 650.
950; weeKdays 450. 6:45. 950 *
Lawnmower u 450. 7. 950 * Two
Bits 450. 7, 950 w Babe (MabreweSe-
fofl) #IWfster«Swan Prtocess 450,7,
950* Independence Day 4,650.9X0
RAV-MOR 1-7 xr 841B898 Cable Guy
4X5. 7, 950 Flirting Disaster 5..7,

The A-Team 1655 Famitg American boys mistakenly crass toe
Soviet fefder while on hol&y to^aSd.
but bi a daring caper they manage to free
themselves end get home With Mikem‘nk) 2545 MtamSteJS(|™1 l*Pv

I CHILDREN (6)

16:00 Animated films 1650 Things Which
Cant Be Sold 17:15 Panorama 1850
Amores 1950 News in Arabic 1950
Doctors Talk 2050 News 20:15 Ciao
Pantin (1983) - award-winning Hm about
an ex-pofleernan who Eves toe fife of a
reduae following the drug-related death of

his son. He meets up into a young half-

Jewish halt-Arab dope dealer and a
strange friendship develops between
them. Starring Cokiche, Richard Ancontoa
and PhSppe Leotard. (94 rronsj 2255
Adventures - Man and Nature 23:15
Inside Stuff

6:30 Cartoons 9:00 Succot on the
Children's Channel (rpt) ggo Masked

W19h 10:30 Kiric1050 Rockos Modem Lfle 11:40
Animanlacs 12:00 ChlquttHas 13:00
Surprise Garden 13:20 Mot 13:40
Surprise Garden 14.-05 Detective Hush
Hash 1455 The Children from Oz 1550
VR Troopers 1555 Uttie Univereity -
Once Upon A Time 1 6.-00 Minor
Adjustments 1655 Saved by the BeS
17:05 Black Beauty 17:30 Chkndtttas
16:15 Beraistato Bears 18:40 Surprise
Closet 1952 Lhtie Mouse on the Prairie
1950 Three's Company 20:00 Married
With Children 2055 Roseamie 21-M
Step by Step 21:30 Look WhtfsTallSng

SECOND SHOWING (6)

War II. With Merle Oberon and Ralph
AlexanderRichardson. Produced by Ale

Korda (72 mins.)

M DISCOVERY (8)

6:00 Open University 12:00 Human
Nature 1350 Beyond 2000 13:30
URrasdence 1450 Open Univarsrty 1650
Hunan Nature (rpi) 1750 Beyond 2000
(rpt) 1750 Ultrascience (rot) 1850 Open
University 20:00 Good Enough to Eal
2150 3.000 Mile Garden 21:30 Cook on
toe WHd Side 2250 Harlem Diary 2350
Good Enough to Eat (rpt) 00:00 Open
University

SUPER CHANNEL

Phenomenon 450.7,9:30 RAV-OR
1-3 V 8246553 Spy Hard 5, 7:15.

930 Iphenomenon 4:45, 7, 9:30

AFULA
RAV CHEN ,

„"6424047
TWIstarThenomanon 7. 950 + Spy-
Hard 950 Cable Guy 7 * James
and the Giant Peach weekdays 11 am
ARAD

650 Executive Lifestyles 6:30 Europe
2000 750 Today 9:00 Wall Street Morning
Reports 1050 European Money WhBei
1450 Wall Street Morning Reports 1650
MSNBC - The Site 17:00 National
Geographic 1850 Fashion File 1850 The
Ticket 1950 The Setina Scott Show 20:00
Dteefine 21:00 Tennis 2250 The Tonight
Show with^r^Leno 2350 The BesTof
Late Night with Conan O’Brien 00:00 The
Best ol Le

~ ‘
Later with Greg Kinnear 00:30

NBC News with Tom wKcaw 150 The
Best of the Tonight Show with Jay Leno
250 MSNBC -Intemight

STAR PLUS

650 Mr. Belvedere 650 Cooking Secrets
of toe CIA 7:00 Video Fashion News 7:30
Tire F^ring^ Doctors 850 Sante~Bart«ra
950 The Bold and the Beautiful 10:00
Oprah Winfrey 1150 Remington Steele
1250 Cooking Secrets of the CIA 1250
Video Fashion News 13:00 Teenage
Mutant Ninja Turtles 13:30 Black Beauty
1450 Lost to Space 15:00 Home and
Away 15:30 Charles in Charge 1650
M*A*S*H 1650 Inspector Morse 18:30
The Bold and the Beautiful 1950 Santa
Barbara 2050 The Twilight Zone 2050
Hearts Afire 21:00 Grace Under Fire
2150 Barnaby Jones 22:30 Videofashion
News 23:00 Oprah Winfrey 00:00
Hooperman 00:30 Home and Away 150
The SUBvans 150 The Flying Doctors

! CHANNEL

5

850 Body to Motion 7:30 Bask: Tratotog
16:00 Body to Motion 1650 Soccer from
the League of Champions 18:30 Sports
Bloopers 1850 NBA Basketball — Great
Basketball Games, LA. Lakers vs.

Philadelphia, 1982 19:00 NFL Football
20:30 Basketball: Coca-Cola League,
Maccabi TA vs Haport EM - five 2250
Engfish League Soccer 2350 Baseball:
Game of the Week

I EUROSPORT

CINEMA
STAR The Cable Guy 750, 10 *
Striptease 7:15, 9:45 * It Takas
TwoWSwan Princess 1150 a.m., 5 *
Princess Swan 1150 a.m., 5 *Ttoo Bit

GlG. GIL « 8647202 A Time to KHI
450, 7:15, 10 * Cable GuyeSpy
Hardest Clara 5, 7:30, 10 *
bidependence Day 450, 7:15, 10
G.a OR] 1-3* 711223 TMsterMutty
Professor 5. 750, 10 * Flipper 11

am. 150 * Phenomenon 5, 750, 10
ASriKELON
GLG. GIL * 729977 TwtstertWNutty
PTofessortoSt Clara 5. 750, 10 *
Trainspotting 5, 750, 10 * Babe
(Hebrew cSaJoa) 11 a.m_. 150 * A
Ttoe to KM 450. 7:15, ID RAV
CHEN * 711223 Spy HartMCabta Guy
5, 750, 950 Pnanomenon 750.
950 * Independence Day 4:10, 7,

‘ baefc of Notre9:50 * The Hunchback
DamefHebrew daJog) 5. 750. 9:45* It

Takes TWo 5 BAtYAM
RAV CHEN Spy Hard 5,750,950*
Independence Day 4. 7, 950 *
TWister 5. 750. 9X5 * Cable Guy 5.

750, 9:45 * Phenomenon 5,7:15,9X5
* Nutty Professor 5, 750. 9:45 G.G.
GIL TwtslerWSt. dara«The Nutty
Professor 5,750. 10 * A Time to iGn
450, 7:15, 10 RAV-NEGEV 1-4 *
23S278 Spy Hard 5. 750. 9:45 *
Independence Day 4.7.650 * Cable
Guy 5, 750, 9X5 + Phenomenon 5,
7:15,0:45
HAfrERA
LEV Twister 5,750,10 * James and
tite Giant Peach 5 * Cable Guy 750.
10 * Princess Swan 5, 10:10 * Nutty
Professor
tod

5, 750, 10
1
Day 7:30.

COLONY Things To Do In

Denverlndependence Day 5.750. 10
DANIEL HOTEL The Eighth Day 5.

750. 10 STAR**- 589068 Twtster 750.
10 * A Time to Kill 7:15. 10 * The

Professor 7:45, 10Nutty Prate
(CAkIUPI
CINEMA KARMIEL 04-9882521
Cable Guy 7. 950 * Spy Hard 7,950
Sr Independence Day 7. 9X5 * James
and the Giant Peach 5, 750. 10 *
Independence Day 450, 7:15, 10 * A
Time to KIH 45a 7:15. 10 * St
Ctara#Spy HanWCable Guy S, 750.

IORYAT BIALIK
G.G. GIL The Nutty
ProfessortNndependence Day«SL
CtaraWTWtoter 4:45, 7, 950 * The
Hunchback of Notre Datne/Habrew e&a-
joo) 4X5 The Rock 7, 950* A
Tune to KHI 7, 950 * Babe (Hebrew
dfefcfi!) 4X5 * ft Takes TWo 4:45 *
Swan Princess (Hebrew dialog) ;

4:45
KIRYATONO
MATNAS The Rock 850
K1RYATSHMONA
G-G- GIL « 6905080
'Hard 45a 7, 950 + A Time to
7:15, ID * Babysitters 5

Sf30 Cycling: World Cud, France (rpt)

9:30 Formula 1 Magazine 10:00 Car
Racing: GT series. France-the race (rpt)

11:00 International Motor Sports
Magazine 12:00 Motorcycle Racing:

Grand Prtx. Brazil -the race (rofl 14HXJ
Mountain Bfices 1550 Tennis: ATP tourna-

ment Spain - final 1750 Soccer Worid

Cup heats - highligWs (raj) 1M0 (for

Racing: Worid Cup. Cross-Country Raty.
Parts-Moscow-MongoBa 20:00 Motor
Sports Magazine 23:00 Eurogoals 00:00

Eurogpll 1:00 Pro Wresttng

PRME SPORTS

6:00 Cricket Worid Cup, England vs
South Africa 11:00 Indian Sports

22:0° Straw Pogsi (197!) - an American
matoentobdan goes with his wife to live to
an EngBsh village- The brutal rape of Ms
wito turns ram info b ruthless avsnoer
Wfth Dustin Hoffman and Susan Geo^DraWby Sam Peckinpah. (111 mir^l
2355 The Uon Has Wings (1939) -docu-
rtama of the events leading up to Worid

scum runca 1 i=ww
Magazine 1250 Asia Soccer Show 13:00

Car Racing: Touring Cars 1350 Golf:

Omega Totanamant 1450 International

Sports Magazine 15:30 Motorcycle

Racing: World Championships. Spain

17:00 Tennis: Heinaken Open, Singapore
- doubles finals 1650 Spanish Soccer

1950 PGA Goff 20:00 Asia Soccer Show
21:00 NFL FootbaU 00:00 Chinese
League Soccer 250 Tennis: Helneken

Open, Singapore — doubles finals

1 BBC WORLD

News on the hour 9:15 The Money
10:30 Floyd’s American Pie

1150 Fat Man in France (rpt) 1455
Correspondent (rpt) 15:15 World
Business Report 1550 Asia-Pactte
Newshour 1650 Ffim 98 (rpt) 17:15 The
Money Programme 18:30 Tomorrow's
Wbrtd (rpt) 21:05 The Money Programme
21:50 Buildtog Sights 22:30 The Travel

i ReportShow 2350

CNN INTERNATIONAL

News throughout the day 7:30 Global

View (rpt) 850 WoWorid Sport 1050 CNN
Newsroom 11:30 Headline News 1250
Business Day 13:00 Asian News 13:30
World Sport 14:00 Aslan News 14:30

Business Asia 15:00 Larry King Live

16:30 World Sport (rpt) 17:30 CNN
Computer Connection 1850 OAA 2050
World Business Today 2050 Worid News
2150 Larry King (rpt) 2250
News 23:00 Work!

“
Business Today 23:30

World Sport 00:00 Worid News Survey
1:30 Moneyfine 250 Headine News

I SKY NEWS

News on the hour 650 ABC World News
10.30 The Bock Show 11:10 CBS 60
Minutes 1350 Worid News & Business
Report 1450 CSS Morning News 1550
Live from Parliament 1650 The Book
Stow 1850 Live at Five 1930 Tonight
write Adam Boulton 2050 Sportline 21:10
CBS 60 Minutes 0050 CBS Evening
News 150 ABC Worid News

RADIO
VOICE OF MUSIC

6:06 Morning Concert 9:05 Ravel:
Habanera arr for trumpet and piano
(Marsafis. StBman); Theodorakis: Canto
General (French Nat Choir/Strasbourg
Ens/Theodorakis}; Giya KancheGb Uka a

Cathedral (Finnish Rarto Choi); contempo-
rary works 1250 Light Classical - Weber.

<a Frebchttz 1350 Reneexcerpts from Der
Jacobs, cointertenor - Bach: Cantata no
35; John Blow; Ode on the Death of Henry
Purcei;Schiff: Cantatano 311 1456 Encore
1550 Cyde of Works - Beethoven's piano
sonatas 1650 Early music 1750 ElnaWa -
repeat broadcast from Henry Crown
Auditorium, Jerusalem. Tel Aviv Piano
Quartet. Partos Ballade tor piano quartet
Marttou: Plano quartet no 1; Brahms; Piano
quartet toAop26 1950RainbowofSounds
20:05 Leonard Bernstein Jerusalem
International OratorioandSongCompeiflion
- live broadcast from Henry Crown
Auditorium, Jerusalem. Gala concert with
JSO cond. Martin Anrtti2350 JustJazz

Professor 5, 750, 10 * The
1 Day 5 . 7:30. 10 * A Time to KUI

450. 7:15. 10
NEfANYX
G.G. GIL 1-5 » 628452 TwisterBSL
ClaraBThe Nutty Professor 5, 750, 10
A Time to KOI 450, 7:15, 10

Trainspotting 5. 750. 10 RAV
CHEN Spy Hard 11 ajn, 5. 750, 9X5

Phenomenon 7:15, 9X5 *
Independence 4, 7. 9X5 * Cable
Guy 5, 750. 9X5 * James and the
Giant Peach 5 * The Hunchback of
Notre Dame(Hebrew dialog) 11 a_m.
OR AKJVA
RAV CHEN TWister 7:15, 950* Spy
Hard 7, 9:30 Cable Guy 7:15,950
James and the Giant Peach 5. 750,

10 * The Brothers McMullen 5. 750.
IO*_ATfowtoKm 45a 7-.15. 10
PETAH TiKVA

3. HECHAL Twister•The NuttyG.G.
Professor 5. 7:30. 10 A- A Time to
Kill 4:15, 7, 10 G.G. RAM 1-3 •
934081 8 Independence Day 4:30.

16 * Cable
5. 7:30. 10

7:15.
GuyBTralnspotting
ra'anana
CIN-MOFET Trainspotting weekdays

Hard#Twteter 5.850 PARK Spy

.

750, 10:15 * Phenomenon 10:15 *
Independence Day 450. 7:15, 10:15
* James and the Giant Peach 5 *
Cable Guy 5, 750
RAMAT GAN

6197121 Spy Hard
750.9X5

RAV-GAN 1-4
5, 750. 9:45 * Phenomenon
* Beautiful Gifts 5. 750. 9:45 *
TWister 5.750.9X5 James and the
Giant Peach 5 RAV-OASiS 1-3 «
6730687 Cable GuyCThe Nutty
Professor 5, 7:30, 950 *
Independence Day 4:10, 7. 9£0
RAMAT HASHARON
KOKHAV Independence Day 4:15, 7,
9:30 * The Hunchback of Notre
Dame(Hebrew dialog) 11:30
aim.
REHOVOT
CHEN * 9362868 A Time To Kill 7,
9X5 * Mon. Homme 7:15, 9:45 * The
Nutty Professor
750. 9:45 * Sl Ctsra
750. 10 RAV MOR 08-949359&

Cable Guy 5. 750, 9X5 * Spy Hard
5, 750,9X5* Independence Day 4,7.
9X5 * Phenomenon 5. 7:15, 9X5 *
TWister 5.750.9X5
RISHON LEZIGn
GAL 1-5 «- 9619669 The
RoekftEraserMllssion Impossible •
To Die For 750, 10 * Phenomenon
750, ID* Trainspotting 750,10 GIL
1-3 A Time to KHI 11 ajru, 1:45, 4:30,

7:15, 10 *
me (Hebrew

_ 11 ajiv, 5 The Cable Guy
750. 10 * Babysitters
750.10 .

UPPER NAZARETH
G.G GIL Trainspotting 450,7.950*
Independence Cray 4:30. 7:15, 10 *
Twister*Cable GuySThe Nutty
PretBssofSpy Hard 450, 7. 50* A
Time to KUI 450. 7:15. 10
NESSSONA
G-G- GIL 1-4 W 404729 TWtstenVThe

. KIN
450, 7:15, TO * James & the Giant
Peach 11 ajm.. 150 * Nutty
ProfessofeTWfster 5, 7:30. 10 * Spy
Hard 5. 750, 10 * SL Cfata 5, 750
10 RAV CHEtil* 9670503 Spy Hard5!
750, 9:45 * Phenomenon 5,7:15.9X5

Giant Peach 5 STAR*9619985

1

Are Color BBnds 7;45. 10 * TWO I

750, 10 * Independence Day 7:15.

YEHUD*
CSbte^ 7=30> 10

RAV CHEN Spy Hard 5, 750, 9X5 *
Independence Day 4, 7, 9:45 *
Phenomenon 7:15, 9X5 * Cable Guy
5. 750, 9:45 * James and Giant Peach

Phone reservations: Tef Aviv 5252244
Phone reservations: HaBa 728878
All times are pjn. unless otherwise indi-
cated.

CALL:

FAX:

Selling? Buying? Hiring?
Do It through

the Jerusalem Post Classifieds
Itt Aviv 03-639-0333

Jerusalem 02-531-5608

With your credit card number
Ttef Aviv 03-639-0277

Jerusalem 02-538-8408
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Knesset’s
winter session
opens today

LIAT COLLINS

KNESSET Speaker Dan Tichon

will meet this morning with the

heads of all factions to ask diem to

ensure restraint and fair discussion

during Prime Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu’s political address

which opens the Knesset's winter

session today.

Tichon described the atmos-

phere as tense, and said he expects

the strong disagreements of the

last two months to be expressed in

a stormy session. But he warned

that be would not allow MKs to

get away with unruly behavior,

even if it meant be had to bar an

MK from speaking.

• Netanyahu is scheduled to'

address the plenum at 4 p.m. in die

presence of President Ezer
Weizman.
‘ If the opposition goes ahead

with its threat to turn the address

into a no-confidence motion, the

vote will be held next Monday.
Tichon told parliamentary

reporters he had not yet received a

request for the motion.

The committees also get back to

regular work today. The House
Committee's will discuss the

request by Attorney-General
Michael Ben-Yair to lift the

immunity of MK Ehud Olmert to

face corruption charges.

Parliamentary immunity is like-

ly to be a major issue this Knesset,

with more MKs than ever before
facing charges, Tichon said. The
Knesset will hold special sessions
to commemorate 40 years since

the Sinai Campaign; the death of
Moshe Dayan; and of course, the
first anniversary of the assassina-

tion of Yitzhak Rabin.
Among the guests expected in

the coming mouths is South
African leader Nelson Mandela.
The session is also likely to be
marked by the annual budget dis-

cussions, which start at the end of
this month.
Under a newly-implemented law,

if the budget does not pass within
three months of the new financial

year, it is seen as a no-confidence

measure and the Knesset must dis-

solve for general elections.

The Knesset has invested NIS 6
million in maintenance and
improvements to its own facilities

during the vacation. The improve-
ments include new kitchens, an
enlarged meat canteen, better ele-

vators, more parking, and a gener-

al clean-up campaign.
MKs will also be better paid

than in the past With the imple-

mentation of the recommenda-
tions of the Rozen-Zvi Report
MKs got a 33 percent wage hike at

the beginning of the month,
although there are stricter restric-

tions on moonlighting.

Hizbullah attacks

SLA, IDF positions
DAVID RUDGE

FIGHTING in the security zone
continued yesterday, with two sep-

arate attacks on South Lebanese
Army positions.

In one of the incidents, a number
of mortar rounds and anti-tank

missiles scored direct hits on an
SLA outpost, causing damage but

no casualties.

The fighting began early in the

morning when gunmen, believed to

be from Hizbullah, opened fire with

light weapons on an SLA position in

die eastern sector: There were no
casualties among the SLA troops,

ancPIBF gunheis returned fire.

In the afternoon, the focus

switched to the western sector

with a heavy barrage against an
SLA post in the Bint Jibuti region.

Reports from Lebanon said the

fortified position was hit by mortars

and Sagger anti-tank missiles. There
were no casualties, however, and
IDF gunners returned fire.

Hizbullah claimed responsibility for

the anack and screened footage an

its Mamar television statical, claim-

HEARTFELT APPEAL
Dear dews,

"Merciful Ones, Sons of Merciful Ones,"

We appeal for your help on behalf of the family of a Torah scholar which

has teflon into a situation of terrible poverty and destitution. Give

generously aid with a willing heart, In order to relieve them of their straits

and to HI their home with the toy of the festival and the Bgtit of hope. By
virtue of your charity, may G-a fulfil a» your wishes in the best way, and
may you a good year that wBf cany wrtb ft all blessing.

The Commttee to Save the Family

Contributions may be sent to:

* Hava’sd Leftatzafat Hamfshpafia, P.O.B. 61025, Jerusalem 91060
* RabWAvIgdorNevenzal, Rabbi of the OW City of Jerusalem,

9 Bate! Mahseh, Jerusalem
* Rabbi Yaakov Ariel, Chief Rabbi of Ramat Gan, 47 Herzl Street

RamatGan
* Rabbi Moshe Yosef Mlltzkl, Rabbinic Court Head in Jerusalem

21 ZOfaniah, Jerusalem

Or deposit your contribution directly in one of the following bank
accounts:

Bank Mtzrachl, Hazon tsh St Branch, B'nal Berak, Account No. 497342
Postal Bank, Account No. 9213893

Please mark for ‘FamUy of a Torah Scholar that Criaa Out for Bread"

For questions, call Rabbanlt Leibovitz, tei. 02-5001632
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Dutch Defense Minister Dr. JJ.C. Voorhoeve (center) is received yesterday at the Defense Ministry In Tel Aviv by Chief of General
Staff LL-Gen. Amnon Lipkin-Shahak (far right), Defense Minister Yitzhak Mordechai, and Defense Ministry Director-General
David Ivry. (Idan Droning)

Belzer Rebbe blasts PM, government
THE rebbe of Belz, Rabbi Yisachar Dov
Rokach, has issued a blistering condemnation
of Prime Minister Binyamin Netanyahu and his

government, which he said had made mistakes
which led to bloodshed.

The rebbe was speaking on Saturday night in

a traditional talk given at the end of Simhat
Torah, at which be speaks of the events of the

day. During the past three months, he told his

followers, the government had shown consid-

erable ineptitude, as a result of its inexperi-

HAIM SHAPIRO

Warning against a tendency toward greater

militancy on the part of the haredi public, he
said the command to live by the sword was a
blessing which had been granted to the descen-

ders of Esau, and not the sous of Israel. He
warned of the danger in which Israel found

itself as a result of the government's action and
the fact that the state had become isolated.

Yisrael Eichler, a spokesman for the Belz
Hassidim, noted that although Rokach is a

member of the Degel Hatorah Council of

Sages, he has always taken an independent line

and he is considered one of the most dovish of
haredi spiritual leaders. In the past, Rokach had

supported die peace process and the Oslo

accords.

Eichler noted that Rokach's views are in

keeping with the traditional haredi injunction

not to provoke the gentiles.

mg that they hit an ammunition

dumpon the outskirts ofthe post.
Hizbullah and Amal have both

intensified their operations against

the security zone since the end of

the Lebanese elections last month.
Most of die attacks have been
directed against SLA strongholds,

with the occasional long-range

shooting at IDF positions.

The IDF and SLA have respond-

ed by pinpoint retaliation at the

sources of fire, as well as with air

raids against specific terrorist tar-

gets north ofdie zone.

According to reports from
Lebanon, all the sides are adher-

ing. as much as possible, to the

Operation Grapes of Wrath under-

standings. Nevertheless, the

atmosphere in the region remains

very tense, especially in light of

the Syrian army movements from
Beirut and along the Beirut-

Damascus highway to positions in

the Bekaa Valley on the Lebanese-

Syrian border and close to the

foothills ofMl Hermon.

Private eye sentenced
for selling classified data

Report: Pollard may be

freed after US election
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RAINE MARCUS MARILYN HENRY

A PRIVATE investigator, convict-

ed ofobtaining classified informa-

tion from government bodies,

was sentenced to IS months in

raison by Tel Aviv Magistrate's

Court yesterday.A year of the sen-

tence was suspended, and three

months were commuted to com-
munity service.

Yitzhak Dayan was first indicted

two years ago, and initially asked

the District Attorney’s Office to

cancel charges since die indictment

was filed several years after the

offenses were committed.

The court heard that Dayan
would phone up the various bod-

ies. and simply by representing

himselfas an employee ofanother

organization, depending on the

material he wished to obtain,

would ask for the relevant infor-

mation. Then he would transfer

the data to clients who paid him
large amounts of money in return

for the information.

Judge Zecharia Caspi also beard

that although Dayan worked as a
private investigator, he was not
actually qualified to be one.

For years, private investigators

have had access to classified

information, and there have been
several cases disclosed in which
they paid employees of banks,

customs and VAT, income tax. etc.

for information on people's finan-

cial and other situations.

Arbel asked to rule if tapping

cellular phones is a crime
MA’ARJV publisher Ofer Nimrodi’s lawyer. Dan Avi Yitzhak, was
scheduled to meet with State Attorney Edna Arbel yesterday evening,

after be asked her to determine whether the tapping of cellular phones
and faxes is a crime.

Along with charges of tapping regular phones. Nimrodi is also charged

with several counts of commissioning taps on cellular phones and faxes

in the media wiretapping case.

Since a Tel Aviv Magistrate's Court judge ruled several months ago that

cellular phone owners should be aware that they may be easily bugged,

and even acquitted a suspect on charges of tapping such phones, Nimrodi 's

lawyers are now asking Arbel to rule finally on die issue.

If she rules that tapping cellular phones is not a crime, several charges

against Nimrodi and the daily’s security officer David Rouen, are

expected to be dropped. Rome Marcus

JONATHAN Pollard could be

freed after the US election under a

plan “identified” by Prime

Minister Binyamin Netanyahu and

US Vice President A1 Gore,

according to an unattributed story

in the New YorkJewish Week.

The Clinton administration would

seek a new recommendation from

the Justice Department and intelli-

gence agencies, the weekly paper

reported, suggesting that the recom-

mendation would be favorable.

Those agencies previously have

argued vigorously against com-
muting Pollard’s life sentence. As
recently as July, the Justice

Department said Pollard's sen-

tence was warranted.

Pollard, a Navy intelligence ana-

lyst, has served a decade of a life

sentence for spying for Israel.

The White House denied Pollard

clemency in July. In announcing the

decision. White House spokesman

Mike McCurry said President Bill

Clinton “agreed with Attorney

Genera] [Janet] Reno's judgment

that foe enormity of Ml Pollard's

offenses, his lack of remorse, die

damage done to our national securi-

ty, and the need fra general deter-

rence and the continuing threat to

national security that be posed

made the original life sentence

imposed by the court warranted.”

Further, McCurry noted that

Pollard has not applied for parole,

an alternative possibility for gain-

ing his freedom.

Pollard's chances of release also

appeared to have been dimmed by
foe arrest last month of another

aval intelligence analyst, Robert

Chaegon Kim, who is accused of

passing secrets to South Korea.

There has been speculation about

foe damage allegedly done by both

Kim and Pollard, with one adminis-

tration official EeUing foe Associated

Press that whatKim was said to have

done “was not an enormous breach,'’

nothing to foe extent of foe spying

done by Pollard.
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Winning cards
In yesterday’s daily Chance

drawing, the winning cards were
the eight of spades, the jack of
hearts, foe queen of diamonds and
die queens of clubs.
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New Encyclopedia of Zionism and Israel

In many respects,#* history of Zionism is cd^xfensvewifofoehistoiy

of the Jewish people in the last hundred years. The ntfense debate

between proponents and opponents of Zionism has abated only wife the

renewalof Jewish statehood in 1945, when wwWJewiy/aSed in st^port

of the newly-bom slate.

Produced by the team led by Dr. Geoffrey Wigoder as Editor-in Chief,

with articles contributed by professors, tfiptomafs, joumafete, politicians -

ai! experts in their respective fields, this 1521 pp. two-volume

encyclopedia presents a comprehensive reference source foranyone

seeking authentic knowledge of thewhole subject of Zionist history and
j

the State of IsraeL Herzl Press PubficaGorL t

JP Price; NtS 479.00 ind. VAT and door-to-door delivery (where avaSabte)
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Your new foreign

currency account with

us gives you sound

profits and V.i.P. benefits*.
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To:Boofc»,Thn Jerutdnm Pont POBfJl, Jerusalem 91000 ™n rflB

Ptaase defiverNew Eneydopeda of Zionism and Israsl (2 voL).

Enclosed ismy check payable to The Jerusalem Post, or credit card defate:

VISA Q1SRACARD DINERS

Number Exp.

TsL(day]

Israel Discount Bank provides all

the elements for a value-added visitYour new foreign
currency account with us is structured to generate sound
profits while giving you access to our banking expertise
and services. In addition, you become a privileged
customer. This makes yon a card member of the bank's
prestigious V.I.P. Club, with access to an array of mouev
saving benefits and privileges during your stay:

» Save 35®o on car rentals in Israel.

Enjov reduced room rates at leading hoiels.
* Museums, festivals, cultural and orneremeruinmenr eveins,

either free or at reduced prices.

A smart move with sound profits

Additional interest ofup to 0.4% on deposits ofS I00Q and more
(or the equivalent in other currencies).
No commission fees on transfers offoreign cuncncv from other banks
Discounts on purchase!; of participation units in the Usn Mutual
Fund for Foreign residents.

Reduced commission on purchases or foreign securities.
High yield medium and long term deposits.
A special gilt with every new deposit.

For farther drtaih.jilease visit any Israel Discount Bank branch,
or cnntaci onr Business Promotion & Marketing Department,
16 Mapu SL.TelAmTel: (03) 5216223. Fas: (0$ 5242343.
F.-Mur. menu) nehision.nct.il, or visit our website:
brtp://wwwjsraef-disconnt-hank.coJI
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